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Zusammenfassung

Rechnergestützte Wissenschaften sind zusehends auf paralleles Rechnen angewiesen, um

anspruchsvolle numerische Probleme lösen zu können. Die ständig steigende Leistungsfähig-

keit paralleler Rechner ermöglicht es zusammen mit Fortschritten in der Algorithmik Modelle

zu nutzen, die eine quantitative Beschreibung der Natur erlauben. Dennoch ist auch im Zeitalter

der Petaflop-Systeme der Bedarf nach Rechenzyklen immer größer als das Angebot, und Wis-

senschaftler sind gezwungen, die knappen Ressourcen bestmöglich zu nutzen. Deshalb ist die

Effizienz des parallelen Rechnens von entscheidender Bedeutung. Leider wird Effizienz leicht

mit Skalierbarkeit verwechselt, was dann zu Problemen führt, wenn parallele Programme nur

deswegen skalieren, weil die Ausführung des Codes in den Recheneinheiten so langsam ist.

Performance-Modellierung und Performance-Engineering auf der Ebene der Rechenknoten

sind die Hauptthemen dieser Arbeit. Performance Engineering wird als Prozess verstanden, der

ein tieferes Verständnis der Wechselwirkung von Hardware mit Software ermöglicht. Dies führt

zu einem wohldefinierten Konzept von
”
bestmöglicher Performance“. Zu diesem Zweck ver-

wendet Performance-Engineering ressourcengetriebene Performancemodelle, um die Laufzeit

des Codes und den Nutzen von Optimierungen vorherzusagen. Ein Performancemodell basiert

auf einem vereinfachten Maschinenmodell, das die wichtigsten Elemente einer Rechnerarchi-

tektur umfasst.

Diese Arbeit beginnt mit einem Überblick über die Architektur moderner multicore-Prozes-

soren und Rechenknoten, soweit sie relevant für die ressourcengetriebene Performancemodellie-

rung ist. Nach einer Einführung in das bekannte Roofline-Modell wird das
”
Execution-Cache-

Memory-Modell“ (ECM-Modell) präsentiert, das als Verfeinerung des Roofline-Modells für

multicore-CPUs gesehen werden kann. Das ECM-Modell ist insbesondere fähig, die Einzelkern-

Performance und die Skalierung von Schleifenkonstrukten mit kontinuierlichem Speicherzugriff

über die Rechenkerne eines Chips vorherzusagen.

Da die Leistungsaufnahme von Großrechnern und damit der Energieverbrauch der darauf

genutzten Codes wegen der steigenden Kosten für die Infrastruktur immer mehr in den Fokus

rückt, werden die Eigenschaften paralleler Programme im Hinblick auf diese Faktoren in naher

Zukunft von zentraler Bedeutung sein. Die Frage, mit welchen Mitteln Energie gespart werden

kann, ohne die Performance zu kompromittieren, kann mit Hilfe von Energiemodellen geklärt

werden. Dazu wird ein phänomenologisches Energiemodell für multicore-Chips eingeführt, das

den optimalen Arbeitspunkt in Bezug auf die Anzahl genutzter Kerne und die Taktfrequenz vor-

hersagen kann. Als wichtigste Einflussgröße geht dabei jedoch die Performance des Codes ein.

Folglich bekommt das
”
race to idle“-Konzept im Rahmen des Energiemodells eine Doppelbe-

deutung: Energie kann sowohl durch effizienten Code als auch durch hohe Taktfrequenz gespart

werden. Ersteres funktioniert immer, letzteres nur in einem bestimmten, durch statische und

dynamische Leistungsaufnahme definierten Bereich.

Performance- und Energiemodelle können bei der Entwicklung effizienter Software be-

hilflich sein, sie sollten jedoch in einen wohlstrukturierten Prozess eingebettet werden, der

die Komplexität der Hardware-Software-Wechselwirkung handhabbar macht. Mustergeleitetes

Performance-Engineering ist solch ein Prozess. Dazu wird eine Anzahl vorherrschender Perfor-

mancemuster auf Knotenebene identifiziert und auf Signaturen abgebildet, die jeweils aus einem

beobachtbaren Performanceverhalten und einer Kombination von Hardware-Metriken besteht.

Diese Muster werden dann zur Konstruktion von Performancemodellen eingesetzt, die durch



Messungen bestätigt oder widerlegt werden. Da es sich um einen iterativen Prozess handelt,

führt ein widerlegtes Modell zu neuen Einsichten, wenn ein neues Muster ausgewählt und/oder

ein neues Modell konstruiert wird. Andererseits hat ein erfolgreiches Modell das Potenzial zur

Vorhersage des möglichen Nutzens von Programmoptimierungen. Dadurch wird die Methode

”
Versuch und Irrtum“ durch ein wohlbegründetes Vorgehen ersetzt.



Abstract

Computational science relies heavily on parallel computing to solve challenging numerical

problems. The ever-increasing performance of parallel computers together with algorithmic ad-

vances enables high-performance software to use models that provide quantitative descriptions

of natural phenomena. However, the demand for compute cycles is always larger than the supply

even in the petascale era, so scientists are hard-pressed to make best use of the scarce resources.

This is why the efficiency of parallel computing is paramount. Unfortunately, efficiency is often

confused with scalability, which is problematic since it is easy to make a parallel program scale

by slowing down its code execution in the processors and compute nodes doing the actual work.

Performance modeling and performance engineering approaches on the node level are the

main topics of this work. Performance engineering is understood as a process that helps in de-

veloping a thorough understanding of the interactions between software and hardware, leading

to a well-defined concept of “best performance.” To this end, performance engineering builds

on resource-driven performance models to predict the runtime of code and the benefit of opti-

mizations. Performance models are based on simplified machine models, which encompass the

key features of a computer architecture.

This treatise starts with giving an overview on processor and node architecture, as far as it

is relevant for resource-driven performance modeling. After an introduction to the well-known

roofline model, the execution-cache-memory (ECM) performance model is presented as a re-

finement of the roofline model that is especially useful in predicting the single-core performance

and multicore scalability of streaming loop kernels.

Since the power dissipation of computer systems, and hence the energy consumption of

running programs, is gaining attention due to growing costs for the infrastructure of large instal-

lations, energy-awareness will be a cardinal quality of computer code in the near future. How

to save energy with minimum loss of performance is the key question, which may be answered

by power modeling techniques. For this purpose a phenomenological multicore power model is

introduced. It can predict optimal operating points with respect to chip-level concurrency and

processor clock speed for parallel code, but one of the main premises that go into the model is

that code performance is the lowest-order energy-saving factor. Consequently, the race to idle

concept has a double meaning in the model: Racing by code efficiency and racing by clock

speed. While the former is always applicable, the latter only saves energy in a certain parameter

range of static vs. dynamic power.

Using performance (and power) modeling is a way to learn more about efficient code exe-

cution, but such models should be embedded in a well-structured process that guides the way

through the complexities of hardware-software interactions. Pattern-driven structured perfor-

mance engineering provides such a process. A number of prevalent node-level performance

patterns is defined, together with identifying signatures in performance behavior and hardware

metrics. These patterns are then used to construct models, which can be validated or falsified

using measurements. Since the process is iterative, a false model has the positive effect that new

insights are gained as a new model is built or a new pattern is selected. A working model, on the

other hand, has the potential to predict the possible gain of code optimizations, and substitutes

trial-and-error by well-founded decisions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Scientific computing and code optimization

Computing has become the third pillar of scientific research besides theory and experiment. It is

today an indispensable tool, and deeply interwoven with most areas of science and engineering.

In many cases the required computing power is quite small and can be handled by a user’s own

laptop; other applications need vast computational resources such as federal computing centers

in order to gain even qualitative results. Then it is necessary to think about how these systems

can be used most effectively, so that the money spent in their procurement and operation has the

highest possible impact.

Unfortunately, the domain scientists who write the software for parallel computers do not

have the required knowledge to write efficient code. Even if an appropriate algorithm has been

chosen, implementations often lack the ability to make best use of the resources. As a first step

to remedy this unsatisfactory situation, computing centers offer compact courses and lectures,

trying to teach at least the basic aspects of computer architecture, code parallelization, and

optimization. As a consequence, many domain scientists spend more time on their code in

an effort to make it “faster,” applying the strategies learned. While this is a commendable

endeavor, there is always the question when to stop optimizing, i.e., when the performance

of the application code is “good enough.” If the best possible performance level is unknown,

the invested time and resources may far outweigh the benefit. This typical pattern is related to a

disregard for the “80/20 rule,” also called the “Pareto principle” [8]: Eighty percent of the effects

are due to twenty percent of the causes. Translated to high-performance software development

this means “twenty percent of the effort spent in optimization lead to eighty percent of the

possible benefit.” But again, an unknown possible benefit makes applying this rule impossible.

1.2 Performance modeling

Performance modeling in a broad sense means establishing a mathematical model for soft-

ware/hardware interaction in order to predict or explain the runtime characteristics of a pro-

gram on a given hardware. More specifically, performance modeling can have two different but

sometimes overlapping goals: light speed calculation or extrapolation.

9



1.2.1 Light speed

A realistic upper limit for the performance of a code on a particular hardware may be called its

light speed. Light speed allows a well-defined answer to the question whether an implementation

of an algorithm is “good enough.” A model leading to an accurate light speed estimate requires

thorough code analysis, knowledge of computer architecture, and experience on how software

interacts with hardware. The notion of light speed depends very much on the machine model

underlying the hardware model; if the machine model misses an important performance-limiting

detail, one might arrive at the (false) conclusion that light speed is not attained by the code at

hand, while it actually is. Which hardware features should be included to arrive at a good

balance between simplicity and predictive power is a crucial question, to which this work tries

to give useful answers.

We call this approach white-box performance modeling. In complex cases it may not be

possible to establish a model at all. If a model can be built, one can gain a deeper understanding

of the interactions between software and hardware. If the model works, this is an indication that

it describes certain aspects of this interaction accurately. If the model does not work (e.g., if

the predicted performance is much lower or higher than the measured performance), it must be

refined, leading to more insights.

A working model can help with predicting the possible gain of code optimizations. Chang-

ing the program code may require adjustments in the model, or even building a completely new

model when the underlying algorithm was changed.

1.2.2 Extrapolation

Another goal of performance modeling is to extrapolate performance behavior from one hard-

ware (e.g., a small system, or a given architecture) to different hardware (e.g., a large system,

or a different architecture), which may not even exist yet, and for which only the specifications

might be known. The assessment of performance characteristics on the known hardware can

take a variety of forms. One option is to build on the first goal above, and then change the model

parameters to accommodate the change to the new hardware. Alternatively one may take the

code on the known hardware “as is” and try to figure out which hardware characteristics have

the most impact on its performance. We call this black-box performance modeling, because

the focus is not on understanding underlying mechanisms but on producing an accurate mathe-

matical description, with accuracy defined only in terms of predictive power and not in terms of

precision in describing the true underlying mechanisms. Less insight into the hardware-software

interaction is gained by this approach, but there is the big advantage that it can often be used

in very complex scenarios, where the other strategies fail. The statistical nature of the models

thus obtained sometimes lead to the discovery of effects that would otherwise go unnoticed. See

Sect. 1.4 on related work below for an example.

Fortunately the “80/20 rule” also applies to the performance characteristics of many pro-

grams in computational science: Most of the runtime is spent in a small part of the code. Conse-

quently, the performance profile of many applications, i.e., the distribution of time over functions

or loops, tends to be simple, and light speed techniques are applicable.
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1.2.3 Machine model

As mentioned above, the interaction of software with hardware can be modeled to various levels

of sophistication. Little variation exists in evaluating the requirements of the program code; the

worst that could happen is that the assembly code generated by a compiler must be analyzed to

uncover problems with inefficient execution.

On the other hand, there is a considerable bandwidth of possible machine models. Parallel

computers are complex machines, but they are in principle deterministic. It would thus be pos-

sible to use a “cycle-accurate” simulator of the hardware to emulate the code execution and be

able to acquire every possible detail. In practice, this approach would be unrewarding. Firstly,

cycle-accurate models of real, modern processors exist but are intellectual property that is not

divulged by chip manufacturers. Beyond the chip level, the sheer complexity of system compo-

nents and their interactions rule out cycle-accurate models. Secondly, even if a cycle-accurate

model were available it would not be of much use, because it would require considerable exper-

tise, even beyond the level of a professional HPC expert, to interpret the results.

As a compromise one can establish simplified machine models, which are simple enough to

be understood completely but which also allow for sufficiently predictive performance model-

ing. Applied in this sense, performance modeling is similar to the modeling techniques used in

the natural sciences: It is implicit that the model is “wrong,” i.e., that it does not encompass all

possible effects, and that there might be assumptions going into it that are in no way justified.

However, it is useful enough to understand the key mechanisms and probably predict new ef-

fects that have not been encountered or looked at before. If the model fails, its assumptions and

simplifications are challenged, and new insight is gained.

1.3 Contributions

This section summarizes the essential contributions described in this treatise.

1.3.1 ECM Model

The “Execution-Cache-Memory” white-box performance model is a refinement of the well-

known roofline model for predicting the performance and scalability of streaming loop kernels

on multicore processors. It is to date the only approach that uses a simple machine model to

arrive at an accurate single-core performance prediction for a real processor. Compared to the

roofline model it drops some crucial assumptions and needs less phenomenological input. The

roofline model can be seen as the “saturation limit” of the ECM model.

The ECM model has so far been applied to simple microbenchmark kernels [4, 1], to stencil

algorithms of varying complexity [9, 10], to lattice-Boltzmann flow solvers [1, 7], and to a

volume reconstruction algorithm from medical image processing [6]. Some of these applications

will be revisited here (see below).

1.3.2 Multicore power model

Energy consumption aspects of computing have been moving into the focus of research in recent

years. The multicore power model is a phenomenological description of the energy consumption

of load-balanced parallel code on a multicore processor, taking into account the clock speed, the
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number of utilized cores, the single-thread performance, and the maximum (saturated) perfor-

mance, and the static and dynamic power consumption (per core). When energy consumption

is an important metric, it answers questions such as “Is it better to use more cores at lower

frequency or fewer cores at higher frequency?”, “What is the optimum clock speed for a code

that scales/saturates across the cores?”, “Which influence does single-thread performance have

on energy consumption?”, etc. The model can also be used for design space exploration, and

allows to estimate the trade-offs between a system’s size and its energy consumption over its

lifetime.

Combining the power model with the ECM model is especially interesting for saturating

(i.e., bandwidth-bound) codes, enabling energy and performance optimization at the same time

for an optimal selection of the operation point (number of cores used, clock speed).

1.3.3 Pattern-guided structured performance engineering on the node level

Structured performance engineering can be seen as a part of software engineering. It is an

iterative process in which algorithm and code analysis, performance modeling, and optimization

are applied repeatedly to arrive at a well-defined concept of “best possible performance.” Its goal

is to replace “shot-in-the-dark” optimizations, for which the possible outcome is unknown, with

code changes whose performance impact was expected. This kind of structured approach is vital

for the computational scientist, for whom programming is just a means to an end. It still requires

some expertise in modeling and computer architecture, however, but the process also provides

guidelines to how this knowledge may be best conveyed in courses and lectures.

The simple but instructive example of a 3D Jacobi smoother is used to show the advan-

tages of structured performance engineering. While all optimizations and models applied to this

case are well known, the embedding in a performance engineering process is new, and can be

extrapolated to more complex cases.

The performance engineering process is supported by performance patterns. A pattern is a

combination of observed performance behavior and data obtained from hardware performance

monitoring. Instead of blindly applying tools to find “problems,” the developer uses tools for the

specific purpose of validating or refuting a performance model. A collection of relevant patterns

for node-level performance engineering is identified and categorized into maximum resource

usage, hazards, and work inefficiency. With the help of patterns, “best performance” gets a well

defined meaning as “computing at a bottleneck.”

Although the process is generally applicable to all kinds of parallel computing, this work is

mostly restricted to the chip and node level, where the actual computational “work” is done.

1.3.4 Applications

The ECM model, the power model, and the concepts developed in the structured performance

engineering process are applied to several application cases.

Sparse matrix-vector multiplication

Many algorithms in computational science require sparse linear algebra: Sparse eigensolvers,

numerical methods for time evolution of quantum systems, finite-difference and finite-element
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in fluid and structural mechanics, etc. These usually require high-performance sparse matrix-

vector multiplication (spMVM) as a dominating, or at least significantly time-consuming com-

ponent. SpMVM is also an example where predictive modeling is problematic, but where the

general idea of a performance model can still be used with success. The roofline model is used

to assess the quality of parallel spMVM implementations, establish upper performance limits,

and lead to a better understanding of how well resources are utilized. Taking into account how

much compute resources go into spMVM, a statement about when an implementation is “good

enough” can be of great value. Moreover, the performance of spMVM depends heavily on the

matrix structure, i.e., the location of the non-zero entries. Performance modeling is able to

predict the advantage from matrix reordering techniques.

A volume reconstruction algorithm in medical physics

Backprojection (BP) algorithms are used in 3D volume reconstruction from images delivered by

computed tomography (CT) devices. The performance of an implementation is strictly limited

from below due to the use of interventional CT imaging techniques in modern surgery. Perfor-

mance engineering can be used to understand the key requirements of a BP algorithm implemen-

tation to the hardware. This is an especially interesting case since there is usually not a single

performance-limiting aspect like peak arithmetic throughput or data transfers. Via through per-

formance modeling one can identify shortcomings of current standard processor architectures

and propose improvements that could make a difference in reconstruction performance or enable

higher-resolution imaging at constant cost. Especially for the case of multicore processors, the

model predicts that it is possible to meet the required performance goal in current clinical CT

applications without resorting to special-purpose hardware like GPGPUs or FPGAs. It can also

identify a definite cross-over point where one or the other architecture is more advantageous

with respect to performance or price/performance.

BP is a complex example where the first attempt at performance modeling via the roofline

model fails completely because of unjustified assumptions about code execution on the hard-

ware and the applicable performance pattern. Changing the pattern, using the ECM model, and

applying guided code optimizations one is able to arrive at a code that fulfills the clinical per-

formance limit (which happens to be a very precise definition of “good enough”). In the end, it

is not a single one but a combination of patterns that apply.

Performance and energy optimization of a lattice-Boltzmann algorithm

The lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) is today established as a successful alternative to tradi-

tional flow solvers. LBM is traditionally believed to be memory-bound on all modern com-

puter architectures, but the details are complex to fathom. A sparse-lattice implementation of

a two-relaxation-time (TRT) LBM algorithm is used to answer the question for “best possi-

ble performance” on multicore systems. The influence of SIMD vectorization, the processor

clock frequency, and the propagation pattern on the performance and energy consumption of

the solver is studied using a combination of the ECM and power models. This enables an un-

derstanding of the complex interplay between in-core execution and data transfers, and leads to

definite predictions about the performance of an implementation and to the identification of an

energy-performance optimization space.
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Since this implementation is MPI-parallel it is also possible to study if and how the consis-

tent picture obtained on the socket level can be generalized to the highly parallel, distributed-

memory case with strong scaling. It turns out that non-negligible MPI communication intro-

duces not only overhead but also a core-bound component into the code execution characteris-

tics, which has decisive influence on the optimal performance/power operating point. Since the

energy consumption characteristics of memory-bound and core-bound codes are conflicting in

terms of the optimal clock speed, especially when the baseline power dissipation of the whole

system is taken into account, the optimization space for performance and power becomes very

sharply defined. High single-core performance and an optimal choice of the number of cores

used per socket are the dominant factors. In other words, mediocre-quality code running at a

low clock speed (because there is an implicit assumption about memory-boundedness) wastes

compute cycles and energy at the same time.

1.4 Related work in performance engineering

This section describes related work relevant for the performance modeling and engineering ap-

proaches. All other relevant related work, especially for the application cases in Part II, will be

covered in the respective sections.

White-box performance modeling has been used for a long time. In the times of single-core

in-order scalar processor architectures, where each instruction had a well-defined duration, ac-

curate runtime predictions on the chip level were possible without simplifications. Out-of-order

superscalar designs rendered this option impossible. The roofline model reduces machine and

code properties to a small number of parameters: computational intensity, memory bandwidth,

and peak performance. Although the term has been coined by Williams et al. [11], the model

has been in use since the 1980s [12], and was an integral part of performance optimization on

vector and early parallel computers [13].

Beyond the node level, a lot of effort has been invested in performance modeling of mas-

sively parallel applications [14, 15, 16, 17]. The work of Petrini et al. [15] is especially interest-

ing since it used performance models to identify the previously unknown problem of operating

system noise as a main factor limiting the scalability of large-scale bulk-synchronous code. It is

a supreme case for the notion that valuable insight is gained when a model fails.

In order to manage the complexity of modeling modern systems (also in the highly parallel,

distributed case) and to lower the required expertise for users, a number of simulation-based sys-

tems have been devised, for example the Warwick Performance Prediction toolkit (WARPP) [18]

and its predecessors. They use a combination of compiler-based instrumentation, trace collec-

tion, and simulation to arrive at runtime predictions even for highly complex, massively parallel

applications. In contrast, the performance engineering process described in this work relies on

patterns, thorough manual or tool-based sequential code analysis, and experience, to gain insight

into software-hardware interaction.

One of several interesting automatic tools that can help in identifying performance bot-

tlenecks also for inexperienced users is PerfExpert [19]. It provides node-level tuning advice

based on application tracing with hardware performance metrics. There is an implicit use of

patterns in the tool, and it exposes to the user the possible bottlenecks and their severity on a

loop-by-loop (or basic block) basis. Nevertheless, such an analysis can only be a starting point

and considerable experience is still required to take the necessary actions for improving code
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performance. There are very few activities in the field of structured performance engineering

that do not build on automatic frameworks. One recent approach was described in [20], where a

useful workflow was developed in the specific context of optimizing OpenMP code for modern

multicore systems and accelerators.

1.5 Organization of this thesis

This work is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives a high-level overview on core, processor, and

node architecture, as far as it is required for the modeling approaches described later. The Intel

Xeon Sandy Bridge processor is the dominant architecture in current multicore-based systems,

and is hence described in more detail. Most of the examples and case studies in later chapters

were conducted on Sandy Bridge systems.

Chapter 3 gives the details of white-box performance modeling. After a discussion of useful

performance metrics and high-level scalability laws, the roofline model is discussed, together

with a detailed account of its prerequisites and its potential for guided code optimizations. Mul-

tiple examples are given, including sparse matrix-vector multiplication. Using the failure of the

roofline model in certain situation as a starting point, the ECM model is then developed and

validated using a streaming benchmark. Complex application scenarios are left for Part II.

Chapter 4 develops the multicore power model based on three simple benchmarks that are

prototypical for large classes of applications. Using the model, guidelines for energy-efficient

computation with respect to single-core performance, clock speed, and the number of active

cores are derived and validated using the benchmarks. Finally, the power model is used to

define a design space for energy-efficient systems.

In Chapter 5 the structured performance engineering process is formulated, first in a coarse

form without the explicit use of patterns. It is applied to an in-depth performance analysis and

optimization study of a three-dimensional Jacobi smoother. Defining and categorizing perfor-

mance patterns then paves the way for a refined view on performance engineering.

Chapter 6 uses performance engineering to develop an optimized implementation of a back-

projection algorithm for volume reconstruction in medical imaging. Starting from a simple

roofline model, which wrongly predicts a memory-bound situation, simple algorithmic and code

optimizations are applied before using the ECM model to arrive at a better description of the

performance of the code.

In Chapter 7 an implementation of the lattice-Boltzmann algorithm with two-relaxation-time

collision operator and a sparse lattice representation is analyzed in view of SIMD vectorization,

propagation pattern, and clock speed. The ECM and multicore power models are combined to

yield a prediction for a possible performance-energy optimization space, in which an optimal

operating point can be found. In the multi-node parallel case at strong scaling the influence of

MPI communication overhead on these chip-level results is studied and the optimization space

re-evaluated.

Finally, Chapter 8 gives a summary and an outlook to possible future work.
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Chapter 2

Computer architecture

This chapter gives a brief overview of computer architecture, as far as it is relevant for the

performance modeling and engineering approaches described later. Since this work is mostly

about node-level issues, the focus is on the chip and node architecture. More detail can be found

in [21].

A vast literature, including long-standing standard works [22], exists about this topic, but is

mostly concerned with details that are for the most part irrelevant for the computational scientist.

It is one of the important prerequisites for a good understanding of performance issues that

architectural details should be exposed only as far as they are relevant for the modeling approach

at hand.

2.1 Cores

Figure 2.1 shows a simplified, high-level architectural view of a microprocessor core. It is

somewhat similar to current Intel designs, but sufficiently general to cover the features of all

modern microprocessors. The components will be described briefly in the following.

2.1.1 Execution units and ports

The execution units perform the actual work of the core in terms of carrying out the instructions

in the machine code. Usually there are units for carrying out floating-point multiply and add op-

erations (MULT/ADD), loading and storing data from and to the memory hierarchy (LOAD or

STORE), for integer operations (ALU), for address generation (ADRS), for branching (JMP),

for moving, masking, and shuffling data (MOV/MASK), and for special operations such as

divide and square roots (DIV). Some of these functions share a unit; for instance, in the proto-

typical design shown in Fig. 2.1 the floating-point MULT unit is shared with the DIV unit.

These units are usually pipelined, which means that a complex operation such as a floating-

point MULT is split into several small steps, which can be executed in a single cycle (this

would not be possible for the full operation). Pipelining makes it possible to run the core at

higher clock frequencies, at the price of execution latencies: The latency is the number of

clock cycles it takes after an operation was started until the result is available. For instance,

a double-precision floating-point multiply has a latency (or pipeline depth) of five cycles on

current Intel processors. Nevertheless, the pipeline can deliver one result per cycle if enough
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independent work is available and can be fed to it. In this case, the pipeline is filled and operates

at its maximum throughput. Dependencies between operations cause pipeline bubbles, i.e., the

maximum throughput cannot be met because one pipeline stage has to wait for another (possible

in a different pipeline) to complete.

The cost for starting and stopping the pipeline counts as overhead, but is negligible if the

number of independent operations is large compared to the pipeline depth. Not all operations

are effectively pipelined. For example, divide and square root tend to be very expensive because

their throughput is similar to their latency. On the other hand, multiple pipelines can potentially

operate in parallel, leading to a maximum execution rate of more than one instruction per cycle.

This is called superscalarity or instruction-level parallelism (ILP).

The execution units are fed via execution ports (which may be implemented as queues).

In modern out-of-order designs the operations can be executed in any order that is compatible

with the dependencies in the program flow, but the completion of the instructions is always

in program order. Simpler architectures such as the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor (in its current

design) have in-order execution, which means that the order of instructions in the machine

code is crucial, and software pipelining techniques mus be employed by the compiler or the
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Figure 2.1: Simplified high-level architectural view of a modern microprocessor core. The most

important execution units and potential bottlenecks are highlighted.
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programmer.

2.1.2 Registers

All instructions that are executed by the core work with operands stored in processor registers.

The access to data in a register is latency-free, but the number of registers is limited (e.g., current

x86 processors have 16 floating-point and 16 general-purpose [integer] registers). The register

file is usually larger than what is visible to the programmer, since the hardware employs register

renaming techniques to work around simple dependencies in the machine code.

It is one of the complex tasks in compilers to figure out which variables should be kept in

registers, and when they can be written out to the memory hierarchy. Usually one can make

valid assumptions, such as that an accumulation variable in a loop is kept in a register at least

until the loop is finished. These assumptions go into the peak performance estimates required

for performance modeling (see Chapter 3).

2.1.3 SIMD execution

Single instruction multiple data (SIMD) allows for simultaneous execution of operations on

multiple operands by a single machine instruction. To this end, the architecture provides reg-

isters which are wider than they would have to be to store only a single operand. In modern

SIMD-equipped processors the SIMD width is between 128 bits and 512 bits, allowing for two

to eight “tracks” in double precision (four to 16 in single precision). Figure 2.2 shows the

example of an ADD instruction operating on two 128-bit registers and performing four single-

precision floating-point additions at the same time. The term vectorization is frequently used

when SIMD is employed. It is decisive for performance that the SIMD principle cannot only be

applied to arithmetic operations but also to data transfers, since the data throughput to and from

the L1 cache may be a bottleneck. In such a case, SIMD instructions should be used for both

arithmetic and LOAD/STORE. If this is not possible because the operands are not consecutive

in memory, SIMD has limited benefit. See Chapter 6.4.1 for an example.

If SIMD instructions cannot be used, one must revert to scalar instructions, which typically

use only the lowest part of a register. More advanced SIMD instruction sets allow for arbitrary

masking of operations, so that any combination of SIMD tracks can be blocked out. SIMD

is also no restricted to floating-point computation. For instance, the 128-bit SSE (“Streaming

SIMD Extensions”) instruction set on modern x86 designs also contains integer operations.

Ideally, a SIMD width of k elements increases the arithmetic peak performance of the core
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Figure 2.3: Simultaneous multi-threading allows the simultaneous execution of several (two in

this case) threads on the same core. The threads share all resources except the register set. One

thread can fill the bubbles left in the pipeline(s) by the other. (Figure from [21])

by a factor of k. Note that the SIMD concept is “orthogonal” to pipelining: There may be

pipelining issues even if a code is perfectly SIMD-vectorized, since each SIMD track is a

pipeline of its own in lockstep with the others, working on the same instruction(s) but on differ-

ent data items.

2.1.4 Instruction cache and decoders

Instructions are read in program order from the Level 1 instruction cache, whose maximum

transfer rate is limited (although this is a bottleneck that does not very often apply in scientific

computing). All instructions must be decoded before they can be executed. A limited number

of decoders is available for this task. Intel and AMD x86 designs have the special feature that

the machine code read from the instruction cache is not the code that runs in the execution units.

X86 machine instructions are translated by the hardware into so-called micro-ops (µops), which

correspond to RISC-like instructions. RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computing) is a design

principle which allows only very simple instructions, so that they can be efficiently pipelined

and executed at high clock frequencies. The x86 machine instruction set does not adhere to this

principle, since it contains numerous complex instructions like the combination of a LOAD and

an ADD. Splitting them to µops on the fly allows for more efficient execution in the core. Most

restrictions on instruction throughput apply to the µops.

2.1.5 SMT

Simultaneous multi-threading (SMT) is used to increase the throughput of instructions on the

core in certain cases. With SMT, a single core is able to execute multiple independent instruction

streams at a time. To the applications and especially to the operating system it thus appears as

multiple cores. However, almost all the resources are shared between the threads. The only

fully duplicated resource is the register set, since each running program requires a full set of

registers. It is certainly possible to run multiple processes or threads on a single core without

SMT by time-sharing, but this is a feature of the operating system and not of the hardware.

The purpose of SMT is to make better use of the pipelines, which are often not fully utilized

even with well-optimized software. Bubbles left in the pipeline stages by one thread or process

can be filled by another (see Fig. 2.3). This can boost the throughput per core considerably

in some cases (see Sect. 6 for an example). If the running threads are limited by a common
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bottleneck outside the core pipelines, such as memory bandwidth or a shared queue, no benefit

is expected.

For the application programmer, SMT is first and foremost a topology issue, because they

must decide to use or to ignore the feature by proper binding of threads and processes to the

resources.

2.1.6 Data cache

The results generated by executed instructions are either used from registers or eventually stored

to the memory hierarchy. In general, the Level 1 data cache is the target for all LOAD and

STORE operations. If a memory address is accessed whose contents are not already in the L1

cache (this event is called a miss), the corresponding cache line is read (the cache line size on

x86 processors is 64bytes). This pertains to STOREs as well: The cache line transfer initiated

by a store miss is called a write-allocate.

2.1.7 Clock frequency and turbo mode

All operations in the execution core and the immediately connected caches run at the same clock

speed (outer-level caches may run at a different frequency). This means that all performance

numbers scale linearly with the clock frequency if no resources outside this area are used by the

running code. Performance on this level is hence often discussed in terms of “amount of work

per clock cycle,” since this is a frequency-independent metric.

Modern processors often allow setting the clock frequency from user space. On Sandy

Bridge and earlier designs this setting is global across all cores. Upcoming Intel processors will

allow core-specific clock speeds.

A special feature found on all current x86 designs is “turbo mode” (“turbo core” for AMD).

In turbo mode the chip can run faster than its nominal clock frequency, depending on the num-

ber of active cores and the die temperature. Intel processors even allow for a violation of the

thermal design power (TDP) limit for a short amount of time. In view of Amdahl’s Law, these

measures are a way not only to increase the performance of sequential code but also to improve

the scalability of parallel programs with non-negligible serial fraction.

2.2 Multicore chips

2.2.1 Multiple cores

To work around the power dissipation problems at high clock frequencies, processor manufac-

turers implement multiple cores on a die. This allows to make use of Moore’s Law, i.e., the

exponentially increasing transistor count per chip, within a constant power envelope.

Standard multicore processors feature a number of cache levels (usually two to three), most

of which are private to each core. All caches except the L1 cache are traditionally unified, i.e.,

they can store instructions and data at the same time. The outer-level cache (OLC) is usually

shared to allow for fast communication and synchronization between cores. When a cache line is

brought from memory into the cache hierarchy there are essentially two options: In an inclusive

cache hierarchy, any outer cache holds copies of all cache lines in the inner caches. An exclusive

cache hierarchy always transfers cache lines to an inner level, from where they must be copied
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Figure 2.4: Simplified

high-level structure, or

“topology,” of a shared-

memory compute node

based on two eight-core

processors with Simulta-

neous Multi-Threading

(SMT). I/O resources

such as disks, network

interfaces, or accelerator

hardware, are connected

via special buses, e.g.,

PCI Express.
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down when replaced (evicted). A mixture of both concepts is also possible. Knowledge about

the details of data transfers between the caches is required for accurate performance modeling

(see Chapter 3 for examples).

Whenever multiple cores operate on different caches, a cache coherence protocol ensures

that changes to different parts of the same cache line leave the caches in a consistent state. This

can lead to performance problems if such changes happen in rapid succession, since cache lines

have to be moved back and forth through the system (“false sharing”).

2.2.2 Memory access

The memory interface is usually shared among the cores on a chip, so it is a typical candidate

for a bottleneck. Memory latency is the time it takes to set up a cache line transfer, and is

typically of the order of hundreds of core cycles. The overall time to transfer a cache line is

absolutely dominated by latency. Prefetching mechanisms, either in hardware or in software,

help with hiding the memory latency and actually reach the bandwidth limit of the memory

interface if the data access pattern is appropriate. Best results are achieved with regular, unit-

stride (“streaming”) memory access. If the access pattern is strided or erratic, the memory

bandwidth may not be exhausted and excess data transfers will occur due to the cache line

concept (a full cache line is transferred but only part of it may be used before it gets evicted).

See Sect. 3.3.2 for an example on the consequences of erratic memory access.

The latency and bandwidth considerations for main memory also apply to the higher levels

of the cache hierarchy. Even though the latencies are shorter and the bandwidths are higher than

for memory, non-unit strides or erratic accesses lead to large penalties, too.

2.3 Node and memory architecture

Two-socket servers have been at the price-performance “sweet spot” in commodity-based high

performance computing for the last ten years. Figure 2.4 shows the structure of a typical com-

pute node. Usually there is one chip per socket, with its own memory interface (some current
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AMD-based server processors are a notable exception with two chips per socket). The chips are

coupled via an interconnect network, which makes the whole setup a shared-memory system. In

the commodity sector this interconnect is either QuickPath (QPI) or HyperTransport (HT). All

the installed memory, no matter to which socket it is attached, can be accessed transparently by

any core, and cache coherence is automatic. This principle is called ccNUMA (cache coherent

non-uniform memory access).

A ccNUMA system is divided into locality domains. If a core accesses memory in a distant

domain, this is more expensive (in terms of latency and bandwidth) than in the local domain

where the thread is running. The penalty for non-local access is typically larger in systems

with many domains, and is significant in any case. In order to make sure that any memory

access is as local as possible, programs should make use of the first-touch principle, or “Golden

Rule of ccNUMA:” The mapping of physical to logical memory addresses takes place not at

the allocation, but at the initialization of a memory page. A page gets mapped into the locality

domain of the core that writes to it first. Two crucial consequences arise from this: First, memory

should be initialized by the same thread that uses it in a parallel computation, and second,

threads should be bound to cores so that they cannot be migrated by the operating system to

another ccNUMA domain, thereby losing their locality of memory access.

As Fig. 2.4 shows, even a single current multicore, multi-socket system has a rich “topol-

ogy.” Topology is the structure of a system in terms of the location of cores (and SMT threads)

and the resources that they share. SMT threads always share a core, cores on a chip share some

cache levels and the memory interface, and sockets share the coherent network and typical I/O

resources such as the network interface, disks, accelerators, etc. Since shared resources are

prone to become bottlenecks, topology is an essential component in performance assessment

and modeling. Knowing about the sensitivity of a parallel program to the typical hardware

bottlenecks leads the way to well-founded code optimization efforts. Chapter 5 describes a

workflow which is based on this idea.

2.4 Test bed and tools

2.4.1 Intel Xeon “Sandy Bridge” processor [1]

Most of the performance data in this work was measured on compute nodes and systems based

on the dual-socket eight-core Intel Sandy Bridge EP platform (Xeon E5-26XX). The Intel Sandy

Bridge microarchitecture contains numerous enhancements in comparison to its predecessors,

e.g., the “Westmere” and “Nehalem” chips. The following features are most important for the

analysis in the following chapters [23]:

• Compared to SSE, the Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX) instruction set extension dou-

bles the SIMD register width from 128 to 256 bits. At the same time, the load throughput

of the L1 cache is doubled from 16 bytes to 32 bytes per cycle, so that a Sandy Bridge

core can sustain one full-width AVX load and one half-width AVX store per cycle. With

SSE or scalar execution, these limits are changed: In both cases the core can sustain either

one load and one store, or two loads per cycle, to the effect that many loops do not show

a 4× speedup of core execution when going from scalar mode to AVX (see Sect. 3.3.1 for

an example).
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• The core can execute one ADD and one MULT instruction per cycle (pipelined). With

double-precision AVX instructions, this leads to a peak performance of eight flops per cy-

cle (sixteen at single precision). In general, the core has a maximum instruction through-

put of six µops per cycle.

• Each core can execute two concurrent streams of instructions using simultaneous multi-

threading (SMT).

• The L2 cache sustains refills and evicts to and from L1 at 256 bits per cycle (half-duplex).

A full 64-byte cache line refill or evict thus takes two cycles. This is the same as on earlier

Intel designs.

• The L3 cache is segmented, with one segment per core. All segments are connected by a

ring bus. Each segment has the same bandwidth capabilities as the L2 cache, i.e., it can

sustain 256 bits per cycle (half-duplex) for refills and evicts from L2. This means that the

L3 cache is usually not a bandwidth bottleneck, which is an improvement compared to

previous Intel processors.

• All parts of the chip, including the L3 cache (which is part of the “Uncore”), run at the

same clock frequency, which can be set to a fixed value in the range from 1.2–2.7 GHz.

The speed of the DRAM chips is constant and independent of the core clock.

• One Xeon E5-26XX socket has four DDR3-1333 or DDR3-1600 memory channels for

a theoretical peak bandwidth of 42.7GB/s or 51.2GB/s. In practice, between 36GB/s

and 42GB/s can be achieved with the standard STREAM benchmark [24] at high clock

frequencies.

• Sandy Bridge is the first Intel processor exposing a power measurement infrastructure to

the user code. Power and energy measurements reported in this work are for the “package”

only, i.e., they ignore the installed RAM. Preliminary results for the power dissipation of

installed DIMMs are between 2 and 9 W per socket (16 GB RAM in 4 DIMMs of 4 GB

each), depending on the workload (memory-bound vs. cache-bound).

Some of these low-level hardware properties will be revisited when discussing performance

models and results.

2.4.2 Tools

Source code was compiled with the Intel compiler in version 12.1 or 13.1. The tools of the

LIKWID tool suite [25, 26] were employed for binding threads of OpenMP programs to cores

(likwid-pin), for hardware performance monitoring (likwid-perfctr), and for energy

measurement (likwid-powermeter).

2.4.3 SuperMUC

The large-scale parallel runs of lattice-Boltzmann simulations used in Chapter 7 to demonstrate

energy-efficient execution were conducted on the “SuperMUC” federal supercomputer at Leib-

niz Supercomputing Center (LRZ)1 in Garching near Munich. It is a tier-0 PRACE2 system and

1http://www.lrz.de/english/
2http://www.prace-ri.eu/
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one of the main federal compute resources in Germany. It is built from a number of 512-node

“islands,” with a fully non-blocking fat tree FDR10 InfiniBand connectivity inside each island.

A compute node comprises two Intel Sandy Bridge EP (Xeon E5-2680) eight-core processors

with a base clock frequency of 2.7 GHz.

The actual clock speed of the processors in SuperMUC can be influenced by a so-called

“energy tag,” which is supplied upon job submission together with a parameter specifying how

much performance degradation the user wants to tolerate for their job. A heuristic based on

hardware performance counter measurements of the user’s previous jobs with the same energy

tag then sets the clock frequency for the job (turbo mode cannot be used). These measures try

to establish a user-friendly semi-automatic mechanism for saving energy.
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Chapter 3

White-box performance modeling on

the chip level

As described in Chapter 1, performance modeling can be a powerful tool for software engineer-

ing in computational science. Taking a modeling approach to the interaction of software with

hardware is, while not new, a concept that is not yet in wide use. Since performance for problem

solving is generated in the execution units of processor cores, and since all relevant computa-

tional resources are replicated when using multiple chips, modeling and optimization activities

must start at the chip level. After revisiting high-level scalability models, this chapter introduces

the well-known roof line model and the new ECM performance model. These models are shown

to provide valuable insights into the performance properties of modern processor chips and the

code that runs on them. In Chapter 5 the models will be put into the larger context of node-level

performance engineering.

3.1 Performance and speedup

This section addresses performance and scalability of serial and parallel programs from an ab-

stract point of view. In computing, performance is usually defined as work divided by time,

where “work” is a problem (or a well-defined part thereof), and “time” is the wall-clock time

required to solve it:

P =
W

T
(3.1)

An accurate definition of “work” is crucial for a sensible assessment of performance. For in-

stance, if solving the problem involves necessary overhead that takes time but is not in itself part

of the result, this overhead does not constitute “work.” Communication or synchronization in

parallel computing are typical examples.

Parallel computing is often concerned with the question of how much more performance

can be achieved if the work is done with “accelerated” resources, such as multiple cores, chips,

or nodes, or with special hardware like GPGPUs. Speedup can thus be defined as

S =
Pa

P0

=
Wa

W0

T0

Ta

, (3.2)

where Pa denotes “accelerated” performance and P0 is a given baseline level. This definition

does not specify whether the same amount of work is done in the baseline and in the accelerated
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case (W0 vs. Wa). The baseline performance is frequently chosen to be equal to one, so that

speedup and accelerated performance are identical. Another popular choice is W0 =Wa, i.e., the

same problem is solved in both cases.

3.1.1 Useful performance metrics

Most simulation tasks are centered around algorithms that require floating-point computations.

A natural unit to choose for “work” is thus the floating-point operation, or flop. The peak

“speed” of processors or whole systems is also usually given in flop/s, since it is the most generic

and widely applicable measure for performance. It also allows for a rough first estimate of how

“effectively” the compute resources of a system are utilized: A large deviation of actual from

peak flop/s performance might indicate a problem with code execution that should be addressed.

However, there are various objections to using flops for assessing program performance:

• The flop/s metric can be easily manipulated. It is straightforward to rewrite implementa-

tions so that the flop count is strongly increased, without improving the time to solution

of the actual problem.

• Different implementations of one algorithm, or even machine codes generated by different

compilers from the same source, can exhibit strongly deviating flop counts.

• There are algorithms which do not exclusively rely on floating-point computations.

Hence, one should be careful whenever the flops metric is used. Alternatives exist in many

cases, such as in iterative solvers where one “iteration,” or “update,” may serve as a convenient

and implementation-independent unit of work.

3.1.2 High-level scalability models

It is clear that the concepts of performance and speedup must be clearly separated. Especially

looking at speedup figures alone may lead to false conclusions about the “quality” of parallel

or accelerated execution. In the end, all that counts is how much work per unit of time can be

done; if P0 in (3.2) is small, the achievable speedup S may be significant even if Pa is mediocre.

If and how it can be determined whether P0 or Pa are “good” will be the topic of Chapter 3.

Nevertheless, the speedup metric can still be useful, since it allows a quantitative judgment

about how efficiently resources are put to use when not all of a program’s execution can be

accelerated. In many cases the speedup can be written as

S =
Wa

W0

Ts +Tp

Ts +T acc
p + c

, (3.3)

where T0 = Ts +Tp is the non-accelerated runtime of the program, and Tp is a part which can

be perfectly accelerated so that this part takes a time of T acc
p in the accelerated case. Note

that T acc
p may also include any change in runtime caused by W0 6= Wa, e.g., if the accelerated

execution is performed on a bigger problem. The parameter c quantifies any overhead that is

caused by the process of acceleration, such as communication or synchronization. Frequently

the non-accelerated runtime T0 is normalized to one, so that Ts = s and Tp = p become “non-

accelerated” and “accelerated” fractions, respectively, and s+ p = 1. At the same time one can
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set W0 = s+ p = 1. If we finally interpret a non-accelerated fraction as a part of the overhead,

(3.3) becomes

S =
Wa

pacc +δ
, (3.4)

with δ = c+ s. The quantity pacc is “accelerated, normalized runtime” and describes the “per-

fect” part of execution, while δ contains all factors impeding good scalability.

Some important special cases are worth noting. If W0 = Wa = 1 and δ = s we have pacc =
p/α , where α is an acceleration factor. This leads directly to Amdahl’s Law [27],

S =
1

s+ 1−s
α

. (3.5)

It quantifies the law of diminishing returns: The more effort is put into improving one part of

the problem (in this case the accelerated fraction p = 1− s), the less effect it has on the overall

time to solution. In the limit α → ∞ we get S → s−1. If α = N, with N being the number of

“workers” used for solving the accelerated part, we speak of strong scaling, and “acceleration”

becomes “parallelization.” For finite c > 0 the effective speedup is diminished:

S =
1

s+ 1−s
α + c

, (3.6)

and if c′(α)> 0 this means that the speedup does not even increase when the acceleration factor

goes up. A typical example is OpenMP parallelization overhead, which is linear or logarithmic

in the number of threads used for parallelizing a loop. If the amount of work in an OpenMP-

parallel loop is too small, performance will go down when the number of threads is increased.

If Wa = s+α p, i.e., the accelerated problem size is increased by a factor which is equivalent

to the achievable acceleration on p, (3.4) becomes

S =
s+(1− s)α

c
, (3.7)

which is Gustafson’s Law. For α = N we speak of weak scaling. The impact of the overhead

c on scalability is much weaker in this case. For large α it is sufficient to have c′(α) < 1 for

getting a speedup that grows without bounds.

Although these high-level models are useful for deriving general guidelines and scaling

properties, they are completely detached from any concrete hardware, and can on first sight not

account for many of the effects seen on real systems. However, it is possible to modify and refine

the high-level scalability laws to accommodate many different performance-limiting factors.

For instance, the dependence of the overhead c on the acceleration factor α (or the number of

workers N) can be modeled after some often-encountered patterns, such as halo exchange, or

be set to mimic the communication characteristics of special networks. A coverage of some

interesting cases can be found in [21].

It turns out that Amdahl’s and Gustafson’s Laws must be substituted by more specific models

when trying to describe and understand the performance behavior of modern chips. However,

there is one effect that can be described well by a slight modification of Amdahl’s Law with

overhead (3.6): Boosting scalability by code slowdown. Going back to (3.3) and normalizing

such that Ts +Tp = µ , (3.6) becomes

S =
µ

µ
(

s+ 1−s
α

)

+ c
=

1

s+ 1−s
α + cµ−1

. (3.8)
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Figure 3.1: Roofline model for a processor

with a memory bandwidth of bS = 10GB/s

running a code with an applicable peak per-

formance of Pmax = 3GF/s. The dashed

(dotted-dashed) line represents a computa-

tional intensity that leads to memory-bound

(core-bound) performance.
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This change models a performance increase (µ < 1) or decrease (µ > 1) of the pure execution

time (non-accelerated plus accelerated parts). It is clear from this formulation that scalability is

improved for µ > 1 if c 6= 0: Whenever there is non-negligible overhead, slowing down code

execution boosts scalability. This is why white-box performance modeling based on hardware

parameters and code inspection is so important. It answers the question which bottleneck is

relevant and whether it has been reached, and scalability (or speedup) becomes subordinate.

3.2 The roofline model

The roofline model [12, 13, 11] is a well-established approach to predicting upper performance

limits for code execution on a processor. While it is possible to model arbitrary code, the roofline

model works best when applied to loop kernels with streaming data access patterns. Due to its

generality it can be used with multicore processors, GPGPUs, and other hardware for which its

basic assumptions are valid.

3.2.1 Building the model

The central premise of the model is that the performance of a loop is either limited by data

transfers or by code execution, whichever takes longer. A detailed account of the assumptions

and prerequisites will be given in Sect. 3.2.2 below.

The following steps are required to build the model for a specific loop:

1. By algorithm and code inspection, determine Pmax, the applicable upper performance limit

for the loop code, assuming that all required data comes from the cache that is closest to

the core(s) (i.e., the L1 cache). Considerable knowledge about the hardware architecture

may be required to arrive at a realistic Pmax value.

2. By algorithm and code inspection, determine the computational intensity1 I of the loop

code. This is the ratio of “work” performed and data volume required to do the “work.”

1The reciprocal of the computational intensity is called code balance: BC = I−1.
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Only the bottleneck data path is considered for the data volume (see next point).

3. Determine the applicable peak bandwidth bS of the data path that constitutes the bottle-

neck for transferring the necessary data to the core(s) and back. This step may require

measurements using microbenchmarks, either because of undocumented hardware fea-

tures or because some data path cannot be operated at 100% of its theoretical bandwidth.

Note that the L1 cache is not a bottleneck in this sense, since it is included in the modeling

of Pmax.

Once these quantities are known, the expected performance of the loop code is

P = min(Pmax, I ·bS) . (3.9)

Figure 3.1 gives a graphical representation of the roofline model, for a hypothetical processor

with a maximum main memory bandwidth of bS = 10GB/s and for an applicable peak per-

formance of 3GF/s. The minimum function in (3.9) is expressed by the roofline shape (solid

line), while the inaccessible performance regions are shown as dotted lines. At a given compu-

tational intensity, the expected performance can be read off the diagram as shown by the dashed

(I = 0.125B/F) and dotted-dashed (I = 0.5B/F) lines.

In the first case the limiting factor is the main memory bandwidth, since the roofline is

hit in the sloped part. The expected performance of P = 1.25GF/s is far below Pmax, i.e., the

computational units run idle most of the time. The second case shows a core-bound situation,

where the expected performance is determined by the code execution in the core(s).

Several aspects are worth noting here. First, the roofline model is resource-driven in the

sense that the maximum available resources (bandwidth or execution) are the limiting factors

for code performance. It is not specified how exactly these resources are put together on the chip;

for instance, the number of cores, the width and number of memory channels, the details of core

execution, etc., are not part of the model (3.9), although they can certainly be used to determine

the parameters bS and Pmax. Second, we have implicitly assumed that Pmax is independent of I,

at least for the two cases shown in Fig. 3.1. This will not be the case in general, since different

algorithms (or even different implementations of the same algorithm) have usually a different

composition in terms of low-level loop code (number of instructions, fraction of LOAD/STORE

vs. arithmetic operations, SIMD vs. scalar, etc.). Consequently, the roofline model must not be

seen as a machine that produces a correct number (P) when fed with an input (I); it is rather a

method and must be revised whenever the code under consideration changes substantially, even

if I stays constant.

The roofline model can be helpful in performing guided code optimizations [11]. Optimiza-

tions such as unrolling and blocking [21] can influence the computational intensity of a loop.

On the other hand, modifications of the low-level machine code (software prefetching, SIMD

vectorization, etc.) can move the positions of both parts of the roofline without changing the

computational intensity. Both will lead to an immediate prediction of the expected change in

performance. Hence, the model helps with judging whether an optimization would be worth the

effort. See Sect. 5.1.2 for an example.

3.2.2 Model prerequisites and assumptions

The roofline model is based on clear concepts of “work” and “data traffic to do the work.” One

possible kind of “work” is “number of floating-point operations,” but this is not always desir-
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able, as was shown in Sect. 3.1.1. Any other well-defined and countable quantity will also do,

including problem-specific metrics: loop iterations, solver iterations, lattice site updates, image

pixels, function evaluations, etc. The “data traffic” across the bottleneck data path includes all

data, not only the data that is seen by LOAD and STORE instructions in the code. See Sect. 3.3

for examples.

A number of critical assumptions go into the roofline model:

• Bottleneck assumption. The slowest data path, i.e., the bottleneck is modeled only; all

others are assumed to be infinitely fast. “Slow” is not defined here in terms of bandwidth

but of the time it takes to transfer the required data. Hence, a high-bandwidth data path

can still be the bottleneck if the data volume is large. For instance, if ten times the data

volume must be delivered by the L3 cache than by the main memory, the L3 cache will

be the bottleneck, despite having a five times larger bandwidth.

• Overlap assumption. Data transfer and core execution overlap perfectly. If this assump-

tion did not hold, the roofline in Fig. 3.1 would change into a smooth “archline,” and there

would be no clear inflection point at I ·bS = Pmax.

• Saturation assumption. It is possible to fully utilize the bandwidth of the bottleneck (“sat-

uration”) if the model predicts a bandwidth limitation. The saturated bandwidth is either

a documented number or must be determined via microbenchmarking.2

• Streaming assumption. There are no latency effects, i.e., all data accesses use perfect

streaming mode. This assumes that hardware- or software-based prefetching mechanisms

work perfectly, and that the large latency for accessing a cache line can be completely

hidden.

Any of these assumptions may not hold in some situations, but they are reasonably loose to

support many code patterns in scientific computing. The ECM model, which will be introduced

in Sect. 3.4, can handle some of the cases in which the roofline model fails to deliver useful

results.

3.2.3 Model-guided code optimizations

Building a performance model opens several possibilities for performance optimizations. In-

stead of blindly applying code changes and hoping for improvements, guided decisions can be

made, using the model as a predictive tool for the expected gain. This is a crucial part of the

performance engineering process, which will be introduced in Chapter 5.

Figure 3.2 shows examples of typical code optimizations and their consequences in terms of

the roofline model. As a prerequisite, we assume that the model is always “correct” in the sense

that it reflects the minimum requirements of the implementation utilizing the maximum capa-

bilities of the hardware. For instance, strided array access must already be taken into account

by a correct assessment of the data traffic. The labels (numbers) in the graph correspond to the

items in the following list:

2In the non-saturated case, measured effective bandwidths can serve as a substitute for saturated bandwidth, but

the ECM model (see below) clearly shows that this approach delivers inaccurate results.
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Figure 3.2: Typical optimization ap-

proaches in the roofline model. P′
max is a

new applicable performance limit, which

emerges from making use of architectural

features that were not accessible before.

Deviations from the model (hatched points)

are here caused by code deficiencies and

not by flaws in the model, i.e, it is assumed

that the model is always “correct.” See text

for details.

1. Reaching bandwidth saturation. If the model predicts a limitation by memory bandwidth

but is too optimistic with regard to a measurement, this can point to deficiencies in the

code, such as missing software prefetching instructions, which prevent saturation because

the streaming assumption cannot be met. Hardware performance monitoring (HPM) can

then reveal whether this conjecture is true (see Sect. 5.2 for more details on HPM-assisted

performance engineering).

2. Improving computational intensity at bandwidth saturation. If the loop is bandwidth-

bound and exhausts the memory bandwidth, increasing the computational intensity by

typical optimizations such as stride reduction, unrolling, and blocking [21] will lead to a

proportional gain in performance.

3. Improving computational intensity and going core bound. If an improvement of the com-

putational intensity does not cause a proportional gain in performance, chances are that

the inflection point at I ·bS = Pmax was crossed, and that the loop has become core bound.

A further increase of I will then not lead to any speedup.

4. Improving in-core efficiency. A deviation from the core-bound applicable maximum per-

formance Pmax usually points to suboptimal low-level loop code. This can be verified by

careful inspection of the assembly code or the compiler’s diagnostic messages. A typical

example is the lack of SIMD vectorization, which may be caused by the compiler missing

important information, such as the non-existence of array aliasing [21].

5. Improved use of architectural features. If the code or the algorithm can be changed so

that new, performance-critical architectural features become accessible, the model must

usually be adapted for a new P′
max > Pmax. For instance, stalls caused by pipeline hazards

may be removed by reformulating the algorithm to become purely data-parallel.

Using the model as a guide for expected performance gain it becomes possible to judge whether

some (possibly complex) code changes would be worth the effort. The following section high-

lights some instructive examples, and Chapter 5 embeds optimization approaches in a structured

performance engineering process.
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Listing 3.1: Pseudo-code for the vector triad throughput benchmark, including performance

measurement. The actual benchmark loop is highlighted.

1 double precision, dimension(:),allocatable :: A,B,C,D

2 ! Intel-specific: 512-byte alignment of allocatables

3 !DEC$ ATTRIBUTES ALIGN: 512 :: A,B,C,D

4

5 call get_walltime(S)

6

7 !$OMP PARALLEL PRIVATE(A,B,C,D,i,j)

8 ...

9 do j=1,R

10 ! Intel-specific: Assume aligned moves

11 !DEC$ vector aligned

12 !DEC$ vector temporal

13 do i=1,N

14 A(i) = B(i) + C(i) * D(i)

15 enddo

16 ! prevent loop interchange

17 if(A(N/2).lt.0) call dummy(A,B,C,D)

18 enddo

19 !$OMP END PARALLEL

20

21 call get_walltime(E)

22

23 WT = E-S

3.3 Examples for roofline modeling

The following examples serve to demonstrate the roofline model in a simple situation (purely

streaming kernel) and a more complex setting, where the fourth of the above assumptions does

not hold (sparse matrix-vector multiplication). See [11] for a comprehensive coverage of appli-

cation cases.

3.3.1 Pure streaming kernel

A standard example for a streaming kernel that is limited by data transfers on any architecture

in any memory hierarchy level is the Schönauer vector triad [13] as shown in Listing 3.1. Note

that there is no real work sharing in the benchmark loop (lines 13–15), since the purpose of the

code is to fathom the bottlenecks of the architecture. The code is equipped with Intel compiler

directives to point out some crucial choices: All array accesses are aligned to suitable address

boundaries (lines 3 and 11) to allow for aligned MOV instructions, which are faster on some ar-

chitectures. Furthermore, the generation of nontemporal store instructions (“streaming stores”)

is prevented (line 12).3 For benchmarking purposes this kernel is executed many times with

the same data set, so that the data transfer capabilities of each memory level can be accurately

measured [21].

First we conduct a large-N (in-memory) roofline analysis for an eight-core Intel Sandy

3Intel compiler options -O3 -openmp -xAVX -opt-streaming-stores never -nolib-inline

-fno-inline were used for these tests.
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Figure 3.3: Through-

put performance vs.

loop length per core

of the AVX-vectorized

Schönauer vector triad

on 1, 2, 4, and 8 cores

of an Intel Sandy Bridge

processor at 3.0GHz.

Inset: enlarged region

for N > 3 · 105 (memory-

bound). The core-bound,

memory-bound, and

L2/L3-bound roofline

limits are highlighted.

Bridge chip running at a clock frequency of 3.0GHz. One core can sustain one full-width AVX

load and one half-width AVX store per cycle (see Sect. 2.4.1). Hence, the execution bottleneck

on the core is the load port throughput, and four loop iterations can be done in three cycles (the

two half-wide stores needed for four consecutive elements of A(:) can be overlapped with the

three loads for four consecutive elements of B(:), C(:), and D(:)). The arithmetic instruc-

tions, i.e., one ADD and one MULT instruction, take only a single cycle, and there is sufficient

superscalarity in the core so that they can be overlapped with the loads and stores. Thus, the

maximum performance for code execution if the data is in the L1 cache is 8flops in 3cy, i.e.,

Pmax = 8GF/s per core or 64GF/s on eight cores (at 3GHz).

The loop code causes the same data traffic per flop in all memory hierarchy levels beyond

the L1 cache, so the bottleneck is the main memory interface. The STORE on the elements

of A(:) causes a write miss on every cache line, triggering a write-allocate transfer. Thus

the actual data volume per iteration is not 32bytes but 40bytes. At a computational intensity of

2flops/40bytes (or 0.05B/F) and a maximum memory bandwidth of bS = 36GB/s, the memory-

bound performance limit is I · bS = 1.8GF/s. This is far below the Pmax limit on the cores, so

we expect a memory-bound performance of P . 1.8GF/s. Figure 3.3 shows the performance

characteristic of the vector triad in “throughput mode,” i.e., every core runs an independent loop

with length N and there is no work sharing. The roofline prediction is very accurate when using

four cores or more, but is much too optimistic at one or two cores (see inset). Even for one core

the model still predicts the memory-bound limit (1.8GF/s < 8GF/s). Obviously one or more of

the assumptions above do not hold when using too few cores.

For small data sets (N ≤ 1024) all arrays fit in the L1 cache and the Pmax prediction applies.

It can be seen from Fig. 3.3 that the compiler was able to generate the “perfect” machine code

for this loop, since the maximum possible in-core performance is achieved (see Listing 3.2).

Every core has its own private L1 cache, so there is no bottleneck and the scalability from one

to eight cores is also optimal.

When the data is in the core-private L2 cache, whose bandwidth limit is 32bytes/cy per core

(bL2
S = 768GB/s), we get I ·bL2

S = 38.4GF/s for the bandwidth prediction, which is far above the
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Listing 3.2: “Perfect” AVX-vectorized assembly code for the bulk section of the Schönauer

vector triad (remainder loop omitted). The add and multiply instructions are highlighted. Not

that this is x86 assembly code, which does not reflect the actual RISC-like µops which get

executed on the hardware. The compiler has unrolled the original loop 16 times (each AVX

instruction applies to four double-precision operands).

1 label:

2 vmovupd (%rdx,%r8,8), %ymm1

3 vmovupd 32(%rdx,%r8,8), %ymm4

4 vmovupd 64(%rdx,%r8,8), %ymm7

5 vmovupd 96(%rdx,%r8,8), %ymm10

6 vmulpd (%rcx,%r8,8), %ymm1, %ymm2

7 vmulpd 32(%rcx,%r8,8), %ymm4, %ymm5

8 vmulpd 64(%rcx,%r8,8), %ymm7, %ymm8

9 vmulpd 96(%rcx,%r8,8), %ymm10, %ymm11

10 vaddpd (%r13,%r8,8), %ymm2, %ymm3

11 vaddpd 32(%r13,%r8,8), %ymm5, %ymm6

12 vaddpd 64(%r13,%r8,8), %ymm8, %ymm9

13 vaddpd 96(%r13,%r8,8), %ymm11, %ymm12

14 vmovupd %ymm3, (%rdi,%r8,8)

15 vmovupd %ymm6, 32(%rdi,%r8,8)

16 vmovupd %ymm9, 64(%rdi,%r8,8)

17 vmovupd %ymm12, 96(%rdi,%r8,8)

18 addq $16, %r8

19 cmpq %r9, %r8

20 jb label

measurement. The same prediction applies for the L3 cache, which is shared but segmented, so

that its bandwidth scales across all cores. Again, some underlying assumptions of the roofline

model do not hold here. See Sect. 3.4 for a detailed account of these effects.

3.3.2 Sparse matrix-vector multiplication [2, 3]

Given the pivotal role that sparse matrix-vector multiplication (spMVM) plays for many algo-

rithms in computational science, high-performance implementations of this kernel are of utmost

importance, and have been the subject of intense research over the last decade [28, 29, 30, 31,

32, 33, 2, 34, 35, 3]. For large data sets, the spMVM is strongly memory-bound. Many different

storage schemes exist to make data access to the matrix and LHS and RHS vectors as efficient as

possible. Most of these schemes are highly specific to certain hardware architectures, although

there is a recent development of a universal sparse matrix format [3]. Here we highlight only

those aspects of the spMVM operation that are relevant in the context of the roofline model.

Figure 3.4 shows a sketch of an spMVM operation, without any specific choice of matrix data

format. Usually the access to the LHS and matrix data can be organized to be compatible with

the cache line structure, but the RHS accesses may incur large overhead due to low spatial and/or

temporal locality. The streaming assumption for the roofline model may thus not be valid. This

section shows how one can deal with this problem and still employ the roofline model to gain

insight, although its predictions are “wrong.”

The most popular storage scheme, and the one that is suited for a wide range of matrices

on standard cache-based microprocessors, is the “Compressed Row Storage” (CRS) format (see
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Figure 3.5: CRS sparse matrix storage format. (Figure from [21])

Fig. 3.5). The nonzero entries of the matrix are stored consecutively, row by row, in an array

val(:). The original column indices of those entries are stored in another consecutive (inte-

ger) array col_idx(:), and the starting offsets of all rows are put in the array row_ptr(:).

Using this format, the spMVM kernel takes the form shown in Listing 3.3. It is characterized

mainly by data streaming (arrays val[(:) and col_idx(:)) with partially indirect access

(RHS vector B(:)). Under the assumptions given in Sect. 3.2.2, it is possible to establish

roofline-type performance models [11, 21]. For matrix formats that require some amount of

zero-padding to make the data layout compatible with the requirements of the hardware, such

as in SELL-C-σ or ELLPACK, the required data traffic can be adjusted [3].

Listing 3.3: OpenMP-parallel CRS spMVM kernel.

1 !$OMP parallel do

2 do i = 1,Nr

3 do j = row_ptr(i), row_ptr(i+1) - 1

4 C(i) = C(i) + val(j) * B(col_idx(j))

5 enddo

6 enddo

7 !$OMP end parallel do
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The computational intensity can be read off from Listing 3.3 for square matrices: [2, 34]

IDP
CRS =

(

2flops

vmat + vRHS + vLHS

)

, (3.10)

where vmat accounts for reading the matrix entries and column indices, vRHS is the traffic in-

curred by reading the RHS vector (including excess traffic due to insufficient spatial and/or

temporal locality), and vLHS is the data volume for updating one LHS element. Assuming dou-

ble precision matrix and vector data and four-byte integer indices we have vmat = (8+4)bytes

and vLHS = 16bytes/Nnzr, where Nnzr is the average number of nonzeros per row. The RHS vec-

tor must be read at least once, but the actual data volume may be much larger. This discrepancy

is quantified by the parameter α in vRHS = 8α bytes. Hence, we get:

IDP
CRS =

(

2

8+4+8α +16/Nnzr

)

flops

byte
. (3.11)

The following considerations are simpler to express in terms of the code balance, since individ-

ual effects can be easily attributed to distinct additive terms. The code balance is thus

BDP
CRS =

(

6+4α +
8

Nnzr

)

bytes

flop
. (3.12)

The value of α is governed by a subtle interplay between the matrix structure and the memory

hierarchy on the compute device: If there is no cache, i.e., if each load to the RHS vector goes

to memory, we have α = 1 and the RHS causes the same traffic as the matrix entries. A cache

may reduce the balance by some amount, to get α < 1. In the ideal situation when α = 1/Nnzr,

each RHS element has to be loaded only once from main memory per spMVM4. The worst

possible scenario occurs when the cache is organized in cache lines of length LC elements, and

each access to the RHS causes a cache miss. In this case we have α = LC, with LC = 8 or 16

on current processors. The locality of the RHS vector access and, consequently, the value of α
can be improved by applying matrix bandwidth reduction algorithms, such as “Reverse Cuthill

McKee” (RCM) [36]. Note also that, depending on the algorithm and the problem size, the

RHS vector may reside in cache for multiple subsequent spMVM kernel invocations, although

the matrix must still be fetched from memory. In this special case we have α = 0.

The CRS-based roofline model (3.12) must be modified for data formats that require some

zero fill-in. For instance, the SELL-C-σ format cuts the matrix into horizontal stripes, whose

height (number of rows) is a small multiple of the applicable SIMD width (register width on

standard processors, warp size on GPGPUs). These “chunks” are padded with zeros to become

rectangular. This eliminates the need for conditionals in the inner loop and thus enables SIMD

vectorization and prevents warp divergence [34, 3].

The severity of the fill-in overhead can be quantified by an additional parameter β ≤ 1,

which in case of SELL-C-σ we call “chunk occupancy,” but which can certainly be defined

without reference to any specific storage format. The reciprocal of β quantifies the format-

inherent average data traffic per non-zero matrix element. Note the excess traffic for β < 1 only

arises for the matrix value and column index but not for the RHS element. This is because all

padded column indices should be set to zero; thus, the same (the first) RHS element is accessed

4This corresponds to the κ = 0 case in [2]
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Listing 3.4: Read-only microbenchmark for bandwidth assessment.

1 #pragma omp parallel for reduction(+:sum)

2 for(i = 0; i < N; ++i) {

3 sum += a[i];

4 }

for all padded elements and the corresponding relatively high access frequency will ensure that

this element stays in cache. The corrected code balance is then

BDP(α ,β ,Nnzr) =

(

1

β

(

8+4

2

)

+
8α +16/Nnzr

2

)

bytes

flop

=

(

6

β
+4α +

8

Nnzr

)

bytes

flop
. (3.13)

The roofline model can now be used to predict the maximum achievable spMVM performance

(we skip the Pmax derivation since it is evident that spMVM is memory-bound):

P(α ,β ,Nnzr,bS) =
bS

BDP(α ,β ,Nnzr)
. (3.14)

As usual, bS is the achievable memory bandwidth as determined by a suitable microbenchmark.

Since the spMVM kernel is dominated by read operations unless Nnzr is very small, such a

microbenchmark should reflect this behavior (see Listing 3.4). Using β = 1 in (3.14) we obtain

the analogous expression for CRS or any other format without zero-padding overhead.

As a special case we focus on the α = 1/Nnzr scenario, which has been described above. In

many realistic scenarios, processors with large last-level caches can often hold the RHS vector

in the cache, even if it is updated frequently. Then the performance model reads:

P(1/Nnzr,β ,Nnzr,bS) =
bS

(6/β +12/Nnzr)
bytes
flop

. (3.15)

For matrices with a sufficiently large number of non-zeros per row (Nnzr ≫ 12) one finally

arrives at the best attainable performance for spMVM operations:

P̄ =
bSβ

6
bytes
flop

. (3.16)

Note that these estimates are based on the optimistic assumptions of the roofline model. Never-

theless, (3.16) provides an upper bound for spMVM performance on all compute devices if the

matrix data comes from main memory.

In the most general case, the code balance depends on α and β , the latter of which can be

determined from the sparse matrix format. On the other hand, α can only be predicted in very

simple cases. Moreover, the value of bS determined by the microbenchmark (Listing 3.4) could

be too optimistic because the streaming assumption for the roofline model may not be satisfied

due to erratic access patterns. Hence it seems that the roofline model cannot be used for spMVM

kernels with less than optimal spatial and temporal locality. While this is true for performance
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prediction, it is still valuable to think in terms of bandwidth limitations in oder to find out more

about how well resources are used: The value of α can be determined by measuring the memory

bandwidth (or data volume) of the spMVM kernel using a tool such as likwid-perfctr [25, 26]

and setting the code balance equal to the ratio between the measured transferred data volume

Vmeas and the number of executed “useful” flops, 2×Nnz. Note that this is only possible if the

code is limited by memory bandwidth. We then obtain

BDP =

(

6

β
+4α +

8

Nnzr

)

bytes

flop
=

Vmeas

Nnz ·2flops
, (3.17)

which can be solved for α :

α =
1

4

(

Vmeas

Nnz ·2bytes
− 6

β
− 8

Nnzr

)

. (3.18)

Once α is known, (3.13) allows to determine what fraction of the memory bandwidth is used by

the RHS accesses.

As an example we pick the “kkt power” matrix from the University of Florida sparse matrix

collection.5 It originates from a non-linear optimization (Karush-Kuhn-Tucker) for finding the

optimal power flow. The matrix has Nnz = 14.6 ·106 nonzeros and Nr = 2.06 ·106 rows, which

leads to Nnzr = 7.1 nonzeros per row on average. An OpenMP-parallel CRS-based spMVM

with this matrix on an Intel Sandy Bridge chip yields an observed performance of P = 4.1GF/s

and an overall memory traffic volume of about Vmeas ≈ 258MB. Inserting Vmeas into (3.18)

and setting β = 1 (no padding) we get α = 0.43. From the number of matrix rows one could

expect that the RHS vector should fit into the 20MiB last-level cache of the processor, leading

to αmin . 1/Nnzr = 0.14. However, since the two million elements for the RHS would already

take 80% of the cache capacity, competition with other data (notably the matrix) causes capacity

misses and frequent evictions. A value of α = αmin would incur the minimum data volume for

loading the RHS (once), so the product αNnzr ≈ 3.1 quantifies the actual data traffic generated

by it. Every RHS element is thus loaded three times from memory. Using (3.13) we can finally

calculate the relative overhead for this:

BDP(α)

BDP(αmin)
≈ 1.15 . (3.19)

If the extra RHS traffic accounts for 15% overhead, this is also the optimization potential for

matrix reordering techniques such as RCM, assuming that the achievable memory bandwidth

stays the same. Note that the sparsity pattern of the matrix influences the access pattern. The

overhead may become very large if the nonzeros are very scattered. See [2] for a case study

involving matrix reordering to improve performance.

The efficiency of the memory access can be evaluated by comparing the achieved bandwidth

when running spMVM to the maximum bandwidth obtained with a microbenchmark:

εmem =
PBDP(α)

bS

(3.20)

The numerator is PBDP(α) = 36.3GB/s in this case. Although the maximum read-only band-

width of the Intel Sandy Bridge chip used for these tests is bS = 43GB/s, the applicable baseline

5http://www.cise.ufl.edu/research/sparse/matrices
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Listing 3.5: Double-precision divide-accumulate kernel.

1 double precision :: sum, c

2 double precision, dimension(N) :: a

3 ! loop called many times with different c

4 sum = 0.d0

5 !$OMP parallel do reduction(+:sum)

6 do i = 1,N

7 sum = sum + c / a(i)

8 enddo

9 !$OMP end parallel do

is probably lower due to the low number of nonzeros per row. Nevertheless, the erratic RHS

access causes some inefficiency, which may also be lowered by reducing α .

In summary, applying the roofline model to the sparse matrix-vector multiplication kernel

seems to be impossible at first sight. The uncertainties in assessing the actual data traffic caused

by accesses to the right-hand side vector can lead to an overly optimistic bandwidth-bound per-

formance prediction. Turning the model around, however, and measuring the performance and

the actual data traffic, allows to fix the free parameter α and estimate optimization opportunities.

Hence, the roofline model is still very useful, although it does not actually “work.”

3.3.3 Divide-accumulate kernel

A simple but instructive example for the prediction of the effect of optimizations is the divide-

accumulate kernel in Listing 3.5. It is also a preview to the use of patterns in performance

modeling, which will be discussed in Chapter 5. We use a 3.0GHz six-core Intel Xeon “West-

mere” processor as a test platform.

The applicable peak performance of this kernel can be easily computed by taking into ac-

count that the double-precision divide instruction on this processor has a throughput of 22 cy,

since it is essentially non-pipelined. This means that a divide can be completed only in every

22nd cycle [23]. All other execution units that are needed in this kernel (LOAD and ADD)

cannot be bottlenecks even if pipelining did not work, since their latency can be easily hidden

behind the 22-cycle divide. There is a vectorized double-precision divide in the SSE4.2 instruc-

tion set, which brings down the effective throughput to 11 cycles per loop iteration (2flops). At

3GHz and six cores we thus have

Pmax = 6 · 3 ·109cy/s

11cy/2flops
= 3.27GF/s . (3.21)

For large N the bandwidth limitation is given by the code balance of B = 4B/F and the (mea-

sured) memory bandwidth of bS = 21GB/s, so the roofline model is

P = min

(

3.27GF/s,
21GB/s

4B/F

)

= 3.27GF/s . (3.22)

Hence, this kernel is clearly core-bound on the Westmere chip (all other things being equal, it

would be memory-bound starting at ten cores). As a consequence, the performance of the loop

does not depend on the location of the data; even if the loop were short and all elements of
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Listing 3.6: Optimized version of the divide-accumulate kernel with pre-computed reciprocals

in ra(:).

1 double precision :: sum, c

2 double precision, dimension(N) :: a, ra

3 ! ra(:) is pre-computed once

4 !$OMP parallel do

5 do i = 1,N

6 ra(i) = 1.d0 / a(i)

7 enddo

8 !$OMP end parallel do

9 ...

10 ! loop called many times with different c

11 sum = 0.d0

12 !$OMP parallel do reduction(+:sum)

13 do i = 1,N

14 sum = sum + c * ra(i)

15 enddo

16 !$OMP end parallel do

a(:) came from the L1 cache, above performance limit would still apply. For very short loops

the overhead from the OpenMP parallelization would become a problem, of course. We can

calculate the array loop length where this will occur: At 11/6cy per loop iteration, and a typical

(measured) OpenMP overhead (barrier latency plus thread team start) of about 3000cy on the

full chip (which can be measured using, e.g., the EPCC OpenMP microbenchmarks [37]), the

penalty from OpenMP will have less than 10% impact at N & 16000. This data set would still fit

in the L1 cache of 32KiB per core. Since the OpenMP overhead is highly compiler-dependent,

this estimate can change when another compiler is used.

Often, additional knowledge about the processing of data outside the current loop of inter-

est is useful for optimizing code. For instance, if the parameter c changes between different

invocations of the loop kernel but the elements of a(:) stay the same, it is more efficient to

pre-calculate the reciprocals and store them in a separate array (see Listing 3.6). With proper

unrolling in place to circumvent the stalls in the ADD pipeline, the applicable peak perfor-

mance of this new loop is the overall arithmetic peak of the processor, since one Westmere

core can sustain the LOAD, the ADD, and the MULT instructions in the same cycle. Hence,

Pmax = 6 · 2 · 2 · 3GF/s = 72GF/s, and the loop is strongly memory-bound for large N with an

expected performance of P = 21/4GF/s = 5.2GF/s. If N is small and the data is in the L1

cache, it would take only 2048cy to process the full L1 cache size. Assuming again an OpenMP

penalty of 3000cy this means that the region of working set sizes where OpenMP overhead

plays a significant role extends far into the L2 cache.

3.3.4 Conclusions and best practices for applying the roofline model

The roofline model is simple enough to enable a straightforward performance prediction in

simple cases, but often the problem is to determine a realistic Pmax limit. In a first step one can

estimate Pmax by assuming the hardware peak execution rate for arithmetic operations, i.e., the

pure flops. In terms of the architectural model of the single core described in Chapter 2 this

would mean that the ADD and MULT ports are the relevant bottleneck on the core level. Taking
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LOADs and STOREs into account, as shown in the vector triad example above, will already

lead to a considerable refinement, but there is still the implicit assumption that all instructions

in the loop body are independent and can be executed at the highest possible rate allowed by the

pipelines. If the critical code execution path contains dependencies (leading to, e.g., pipeline

bubbles), the prediction of Pmax becomes more involved and may require the use of tools except

for very simple situations. See Chapter 6 for an example from medical imaging.

In all but the most trivial cases the construction and validation of a performance model is an

iterative process, which may require several cycles of refinement until a model is “good.” See

Chapter 5 for a general view on structured performance engineering.

3.4 The Execution-Cache-Memory (ECM) model: A refined per-

formance model for streaming loop kernels on multicore [4, 1]

For large data sets, typical memory-bound kernels in computational science show a peculiar

scaling behavior across the cores of a multicore chip: Up to some critical number of cores ts
scalability is good, but for t > ts performance saturates and is capped by some maximum level.

Beyond the saturation point, the roofline model can often be used to predict the performance, or

at least its qualitative behavior with respect to problem parameters, but it does not encompass

effects that occur between the cache levels. For the same reason it cannot correctly explain the

observed performance levels for streaming kernels if the bottleneck is within the cache hierarchy

(see Fig. 3.3 above). The “Execution-Cache-Memory” (ECM) model adds basic knowledge

about the cache bandwidths and organization on the multicore chip to arrive at a more accurate

description on the single-core level. Although the model can be used to predict the serial and

parallel performance of codes on multicore processors, its main purpose is to develop a deeper

understanding of the interaction of code with the hardware. This happens when the model fails

to coincide with the measurement (see Sect. 3.4.1 below).

The following sections give a brief account of this model and show how it connects to the

roofline model. It is then applied to parallel streaming kernels, and refined to account for some

unknown (or undisclosed) properties of the cache hierarchy. In Part II the model is applied to

several important algorithms in computational science: stencil smoothers, a lattice-Boltzmann

flow solver, and a backprojection algorithm from medical imaging.

3.4.1 The Execution-Cache-Memory (ECM) model: Single core

The main premise of the ECM model is that the runtime of a loop is composed of two contribu-

tions: (i) The “core time,” which is the time it takes to execute all instructions, with all operands

of loads or stores coming from or going to the L1 data cache. (ii) The “data delays,” which is the

time it takes to transfer the required cache lines into and out of the L1 cache. The model further

assumes, just like the roofline model, that hardware or software prefetching mechanisms are in

place, hiding all cache transfer latencies. Here we additionally assume that the cache hierarchy

is strictly inclusive, i.e., that the lines in each cache level are also contained in the levels below

it. The model can accommodate exclusive caches as well; see [4] for examples.

Since all data transfers between cache levels occur in packets of one cache line, the model

always considers one cache line’s worth of work. For instance, if a double precision array must

be read with unit stride for processing, the basic unit of work in the model is eight iterations at
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a cache line size of 64 bytes. The execution time for one unit of work is then composed of the

in-core part Tcore and the data delays Tdata, with potential overlap between them.

Tdata reflects the time it takes to transfer data to the L1 cache through the memory hierarchy

and back. This value will be larger if the required cache line(s) are “far away.” Note that, since

we have assumed perfect prefetching, this is not a simple latency effect: It comes about because

of limited bandwidth and several possibly non-overlapping contributions. This assumption does

not work, e.g., on GPGPUs, where latency is hidden by massive threading; the ECM model in

its current form is not appropriate for such architectures.

On a Sandy Bridge core, the transfer of a 64-byte cache line from L3 through L2 to L1

takes a maximum of four and a minimum of two cycles (32-byte wide buses between the cache

levels), depending on whether the transfers can overlap or not. Furthermore, the L1 cache of

Intel processors is “single-ported” in the sense that, in any clock cycle, it can either reload/evict

cache lines from/to L2 or communicate with the registers, but not both at the same time.

The core time Tcore is more complex to estimate. In the simplest case, execution is dominated

by a clear bottleneck, such as load/store throughput or pipeline stalls. Some knowledge about the

core microarchitecture, like the kind and number of execution ports or the maximum instruction

throughput, is helpful for getting a first estimate. For example, in a code that is completely

dominated by independent ADD instructions, the core time is, to first order, determined by the

ADD port throughput (one ADD instruction per cycle on modern Intel CPUs). In a complex loop

body, however, it is often hard to find the critical execution path that determines the number of

cycles. The Intel Architecture Code Analyzer (IACA) [38] is a tool that can derive more accurate

predictions by taking dependencies into account. See Sect. 6 for a detailed analysis of a complex

loop body with IACA.

Putting together a prediction for the overall execution time requires making best- and worst-

case assumptions about possible overlaps of the different contributions described above. If the

measured performance data is far off those predictions, the model misses an important architec-

tural or execution detail, and must be refined. A simple example is the write-allocate transfer

on a store miss: A naive model for the execution of a store-dominated streaming kernel (like,

e.g., array initialization A(:)=0) with data in the L2 cache will predict a bandwidth level that

is much higher than the measurement. Only when taking into account that every cache line must

be transferred to L1 first will the prediction be correct.

Although an accurate determination of Tcore (or, equivalently, Pmax) is also required for the

roofline model, there are two crucial differences between the roofline model and the ECM

model:

• The roofline model only considers a single bottleneck, i.e., one data path or the in-core

code execution. The overlap and bottleneck assumptions ensure that whatever it is that

takes the longest time will determine the performance of the loop. Since the actual amount

of overlap depends on factors that are outside of the model (and which are mostly un-

known anyway), these assumptions is lifted in the ECM model. This allows for a range

of predicted performance values depending on how much overlap actually occurs.

• The roofline model relies on the saturation assumption, which states that 100% of the

bandwidth of the slowest data path can be utilized. The ECM model, on the other hand,

starts with a single-core analysis and thus predicts non-saturation for all data paths in-

volved, within the limits given by different assumptions for the overlap. This is the case
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where the roofline model often fails (see Sect. 3.3.1). See below for how multicore scaling

behavior is incorporated into the ECM model.

As shown in the vector triad example in Sect. 3.3.1, a single core cannot saturate the mem-

ory interface, although a roofline analysis of peak performance vs. memory bandwidth suggests

otherwise: The single-threaded triad benchmark only achieves about 840 MF/s, which corre-

sponds to a bandwidth of less than 17GB/s. The ECM model attributes this discrepancy to

non-overlapping contributions from core execution and data transfers. While loads and stores to

the four arrays are accessing the L1 cache, no refills or evicts between L1 and L2 can occur. The

same may be true for the lower cache levels and even memory, so that memory bandwidth is

not the sole performance-limiting factor anymore. Core execution and transfers between higher

cache levels are not completely hidden and the maximum memory bandwidth cannot be met.

See Sect. 3.4.3 below for a detailed account of how to apply the model to streaming kernels.

However, when multiple cores access main memory (or a lower cache level with a bandwidth

bottleneck, like the L3 cache of the Intel Westmere processor), the associated core times and data

delays can overlap among the cores, and a point will be reached where the bottleneck becomes

relevant. Thus, it is possible to predict when performance saturation sets in with increasing

number of cores.

3.4.2 The ECM model: Multicore scaling

The single-core ECM model predicts lower and upper limits for the bandwidth pressure on all

memory hierarchy levels. When multiple cores are executing a loop, shared data paths become

potential bottlenecks, since the combined “pressure” from all cores may exceed their capacity.

When the bandwidth of one data path is exhausted, performance starts to saturate [39]. This

principle is visualized in Fig. 3.6 using a timeline graph: Tchip encompasses Tcore and all contri-

butions from Tdata that emerge from scalable data paths, such as inner cache levels. The remain-

ing time Tmem is the time spent with transferring data over bottlenecks, whose bandwidth does

not scale with the number of cores. Here we assume no overlap between these contributions.

Once the number of cores is greater than

ts =
Tchip +Tmem

Tmem

, (3.23)

saturation sets in and the performance is completely determined by Tmem, which happens at three

cores in this example. We call this the “saturation point.” At this point, the bandwidth-based

prediction from the roofline model works well. The performance at t cores is thus:

P(t) = min(tP0,Proof) , (3.24)

where P0 is the single-core performance (or ECM prediction) and Proof is given by the bandwidth

limitation in the roofline model. On the Intel Sandy Bridge processor the only shared bandwidth

resource is the main memory interface.

Just as in the roofline model, the maximum main memory bandwidth is an input parameter.

In principle it is possible to use the known hardware properties of the memory interface (clock

speed, bus width, number of memory channels), but this is over-optimistic in practice. For

current Intel and AMD processors, the memory bandwidth achievable with standard streaming

benchmarks like the McCalpin STREAM [40, 24] is between 65 and 90% of the theoretical
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Figure 3.6: ECM model multicore scaling and saturation on a chip with a memory bandwidth

bottleneck. Tchip is the time for running the loop with data from scalable resources, while Tmem

is the memory transfer time. In this example we assume Tchip/Tmem = 2. (a) With two cores,

memory access is not a bottleneck and scalability is perfect. (b) Three cores are needed to

saturate the memory interface. (c) Beyond three cores, performance does not increase since the

bottleneck is exhausted. This results in idle phases (hatched boxes).

maximum. Architectural peculiarities, however, may impede the optimal use of the memory

interface with certain types of code. One example are data streaming loops with a very large

number of concurrent load/store streams, which appear, e.g., in implementations of the lattice-

Boltzmann algorithm (see Sect. 7). The full memory bandwidth as seen with the STREAM

benchmarks cannot be achieved under such conditions. The reasons for this failure are as yet

unknown and are subject to further investigation.

3.4.3 Validation via streaming benchmarks

We validate the ECM model by using the Schönauer vector triad [13] as a throughput benchmark

(see Listing 3.1) on the Sandy Bridge architecture.

Single-core analysis

All loop iterations are independent. The in-core analysis is analogous to the roofline model, with

the exception that we now consider a unit of work of one cache line’s length, i.e., comprising

eight scalar iterations (sixteen flops). Six full-width AVX loads and two full-width AVX stores

are required to execute the unit of work. From the microarchitectural properties we know that

this takes six cycles. In Fig. 3.7 the LOADs and STOREs are represented by the arrows between

the L1D cache and the registers. The floating-point instructions do not constitute a bottleneck,
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Figure 3.7: Single-core ECM model for the Schönauer triad benchmark

(A(:)=B(:)+C(:)*D(:)) on an Intel Sandy Bridge processor at 2.7GHz. The indi-

cated cycle counts refer to eight loop iterations, i.e., a full cache line length per stream. The

transfer width per cycle for refills from memory to L3 is derived from the measured STREAM

bandwidth limit of 36 GB/s. Dashed arrows indicate write-allocate transfers.

because only two ADDs and two MULTs are needed. Overall, twelve µops must be executed per

unit of work, not counting the loop counter and branch “mechanics,” which is justified because

its impact can be minimized by inner loop unrolling, and because the corresponding execution

ports have free resources anyway. Hence, the code has a (useful) instruction throughput of two

µops per cycle, which is far below the core’s capabilities. The in-core performance is limited by

load/store throughput, and we have Tcore = 6cy. If the data set fits into the L1 cache, Tdata = 0,

and Tcore is all that is needed to predict an upper performance limit.

If the working set is larger than the L1 cache, calculating Tdata demands an accurate determi-

nation of the real data traffic through the memory hierarchy. In addition to LOADs and STOREs

that can be found in the code, every write miss on array A(:) triggers a cache line write-allocate

transfer to the L1 cache. This is indicated by the dashed arrows in Fig. 3.7. Since the buses be-

tween cache layers can transfer half a cache line per cycle, ten cycles each are needed for the

data transfers between L2 and L1, and between L3 and L2, respectively. The achievable mem-

ory bandwidth of 36GB/s leads to a per-cycle effective transfer width of 107 bits, which adds

another 24 cy. In the worst case, these contributions must be added up to the memory hierarchy

level where the data resides. For instance, the most conservative limit for data in memory would

be T max
data = 44cy.

Figure 3.8 shows how the different parts can be put together to arrive at an estimate for the

execution time. In the worst case, the contributions to Tdata can neither overlap with each other

nor with Tcore, leading to T = 50cy for data in memory, 26cy for L3, and 16 cy for L2 (see

Fig. 3.8a). On the other hand, assuming full overlap beyond the L2 cache (see Fig. 3.8c), the

minimum possible execution times are T = 24cy, 16 cy, and 16 cy, respectively. The only well-
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Figure 3.8: (a)–(c): Single-core timeline visualizations of the ECM model with cycle esti-

mates for eight iterations (length of one cache line) of the Schönauer triad benchmark on Sandy

Bridge, with different overlap assumptions: (a) no overlap between all contributions from data

transfers, (b) overlap under the condition that all caches are single-ported, i.e., can only talk to

one immediately neighboring cache level at a time, (c) full overlap of all cache line transfers

beyond L2. For comparison the rightmost column (d) shows measurements in cycles per eight

iterations at the base clock frequency of 2.7 GHz, with the working set residing in different

memory hierarchy levels.

known fact in terms of overlap is that the L1 cache is single-ported, which is why no overlap

is assumed even in the latter case. Note that this no-overlap condition is only valid for cycles

in which the L1 cache is actually busy serving either the L2 cache or the registers; if the core

executes instructions other than LOADs and STOREs, partial or full overlap of Tcore and Tdata is

possible (see later for an example).

Assuming the non-overlap condition for all cache levels, we arrive at the situation depicted

in Fig. 3.8b: Contributions can only overlap if they involve a mutually exclusive set of caches.

We then get a prediction of T = 34cy for in-memory data, 20 cy for L3, and again 16 cy for L2

(the latter cannot be shown in the figure).

Figure 3.8d shows measured execution times for comparison. We must conclude that there

is no overlap taking place between any contributions to Tcore and Tdata. Note that this analysis

is valid for a single type of processor, and that other microarchitectures may show different

behavior.
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Figure 3.9: Multicore scaling of (a) the memory-bound Schönauer triad benchmark and (b) the

modified triad with a divide (A(:)=B(:)+C(:)/D(:)), in comparison with the correspond-

ing ECM models (dashed lines) on a 2.7 GHz Sandy Bridge chip. The model for (a) assumes no

overlap, while the model in (b) assumes full overlap of Tcore with Tdata.

Multicore scaling

All resources in the Sandy Bridge processor chip, except for the memory interface, scale with

the number of cores. Hence we predict good scalability of the benchmark loop up to eight cores

if the data resides in the L3 cache. Indeed we see a speedup of 7.8 from one to eight cores (see

the arrow in Fig. 3.3). In the memory-bound regime we expect scalability up to the bandwidth

limit of 107 bits/cy, which is a factor of 2.09 larger than the single-core bandwidth prediction

of 320bytes/50cy = 51.2bits/cy. The performance of the Schönauer triad loop should thus

saturate at three cores, with a small speedup from two to three. 3.9 shows a comparison of the

model with measurements on a Sandy Bridge chip at 2.7GHz. The model tracks the overall

scaling behavior well, especially the number of cores where saturation sets in. The perfect

scaling assumption is slightly optimistic, however, near the saturation point. Note that one can

expect the same general characteristics for all loop kernels that are strongly load/store-bound in

the L1 cache if the data traffic volume between all cache levels is roughly constant. At t = 2,

the model over-predicts the performance by about 15%. This deviation is yet to be investigated.

The performance of the Schönauer vector triad is completely bound by data transfer in all

memory hierarchy levels including L1. The ECM model should also be able to predict the

performance and scaling behavior of loops that are limited by other resources. One example

is a modified vector triad that uses a divide operation instead of the multiplication between

arrays C(:) and D(:). The throughput of the double-precision full-width AVX divide on

the Sandy Bridge microarchitecture is 44 cycles if no shortcuts can be taken by the hardware

[23], while the throughput of a scalar divide is 22 cycles. All required loads and stores in

the L1 cache can certainly be overlapped with the large-latency divides, leading to an in-core

execution time of 88 cy and 172 cy, respectively, for one unit of work with the AVX and scalar

variants. In this case, the single-portedness of the L1 cache is not applicable, since the in-core

code is not load/store-bound. Even if no overlap takes place in the rest of the hierarchy, the

10+ 10+ 24 = 44 additional cycles for data transfers (see Fig. 3.7) can be hidden behind the

in-core time. The results in Fig. 3.9b show a very good agreement of the ECM model with the
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measurements. Interestingly, the prediction is now very accurate also near the saturation point.

3.4.4 Conclusions and best practices for applying the ECM model

Out of the four underlying assumptions in the roofline model (see Sect. 3.2.2), the ECM model

requires only the streaming assumption, since latency effects are not modeled. The model is

primarily suited for providing a prediction of the single-core performance of a loop. As was

shown in Sect. 3.4.3, the scalability prediction (3.24) works best if the in-core execution is not

dominated by LOADs and STOREs, i.e., if there is considerable “time slack” in the memory

hierarchy (see Fig. 3.9b). If the in-core execution is strongly limited by the LOAD and STORE

ports, the ECM model prediction, while still accurate for a single core, is too optimistic in the

vicinity of the saturation point, i.e., the linear scaling assumption in (3.24) works well only if

there is some bandwidth headroom left (see Fig. 3.9a). The reason for the overhead or contention

effect that causes this deviation is unknown and is not part of the ECM model. Note that non-

temporal stores, due to their strong coupling to the memory interface, can as of now not be

accurately incorporated into the model.

The question arises as to why it is so interesting to accurately predict the single-core per-

formance, especially if enough cores are available to eventually reach the saturation point. This

was the case in Fig. 3.9b, where even the scalar code was able to saturate the memory inter-

face, if only just. It turns out that knowing about how much time goes into core execution vs.

data transfer opens the possibility for assessing the potential of code optimizations much more

accurately than with the roofline model:

• If Tcore ≫ Tdata, avoiding slow data paths in the memory hierarchy (which is commonly

the most promising approach to code optimizations) will not result in a big performance

improvement. In this case bandwidth saturation can often not be achieved with the avail-

able number of cores. Hence, as a rule of thumb, chip-scalable loops should be optimized

for more efficient code execution in the core, e.g., by SIMD vectorization, elimination of

pipeline stalls, simultaneous multi-threading (SMT), and avoiding costly operations such

as floating-point divides, square roots, or more complex functions. Thinking in terms

of the roofline model, such optimizations would typically lead to increasing Pmax. Since

performance is dominated by in-core effects, it will be roughly proportional to the clock

frequency of the processor unless saturation sets in. Another consequence is that typical

temporal blocking techniques for stencil algorithms, which are based on increasing the

computational intensity, will not improve performance if the stencil update code is very

complex or non-vectorizable.

• If Tcore ≪ Tdata, data transfers are the limiting factor for chip performance. Moving less

data across slow data paths is then the most expedient option for speeding up the loop:

Non-temporal stores, outer loop unrolling, loop blocking, temporal blocking, are typical

strategies to follow. In terms of the roofline model, these optimizations will result in an

increased computational intensity. Surprisingly, even if a loop is strongly bound by data

transfers, a large fraction of the overall serial execution time Tcore +Tdata is spent in parts

of the hardware whose performance is proportional to the clock speed. This was shown

prominently with the vector triad benchmark (see Fig. 3.8a), in which more than half of

the cycles came from on-chip data paths on the hardware under consideration. Hence, the

clock frequency has a big impact on the single-core performance even if the data comes
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from main memory; to lowest order one can often assume that they are proportional unless

there is saturation, just as in the core-dominated case.

A further advantage of an accurate modeling of on-chip scaling behavior is that knowing the

scaling properties of a code leads to accurate guidelines for choosing an optimal operating point

for minimal energy to solution with controlled (or predictable) loss in performance. The energy

consumption properties of processors depend crucially on how many cores are in use, on the

processor’s clock speed, and on the type of code being executed. These issues will be covered

in detail in Chapter 4.

Finally it must be stressed that the ECM model is not only useful for simple benchmark

kernels. It has also been used successfully to describe the performance and scaling properties

of stencil smoothers [9, 10] and medical image reconstruction kernels [6] (see also Chapter 6).

It is the first approach that can successfully model the single-thread performance and on-chip

scalability of data streaming applications on multicore processors.

3.5 Chapter summary

In this chapter, two approaches to white-box performance modeling on the chip level were pre-

sented: The well-known roofline model and the recently introduced Execution-Cache-Memory

(ECM) model. It was shown how erratic data access can be incorporated into the roofline model,

not for performance prediction but for learning more about data transfer overhead and optimiza-

tion opportunities. The ECM model can be seen as a refinement of the roofline model, taking

into account not only core execution and a single bottleneck, but also the time for data trans-

fers through the memory hierarchy and multicore scaling. It was demonstrated that the ECM

model can predict the single-core performance and intra-chip scaling of streaming loop kernels,

providing guidelines for optimization approaches.

To the author’s knowledge, the ECM model is the first model that can successfully describe

single-threaded performance and multicore scaling for modern processors.
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Chapter 4

Performance and power [1]

Power dissipation and energy consumption are aspects of scientific computing that have been

moving into the focus of research in recent years. Energy and cooling costs for running large-

scale clusters are comparable to the pure hardware costs, and bringing the dissipated heat out

of a server case is a challenge of its own. Scientific users seem to have little influence on these

matters, but they may be forced to find energy-optimal operating points for their software in the

very near future, when allocations on parallel systems are granted not in terms of CPU cycles

but also in terms of consumed energy.

As it turns out, users who know about the performance properties of their implementations

can save a significant amount of energy, without compromising time to solution, by taking care

that the serial program code is as fast as possible (most probably by applying a suitable white-

box performance model) and choosing some tunable parameters: clock speed and number of

cores used. In this chapter we develop a simple but meaningful power model for multicore

processors that captures the influence of these essential factors on the energy consumption of

running code. Combining this power model with the ECM model then enables combined, pre-

dictive energy and performance modeling on the chip level. The Intel “Sandy Bridge EP” server

processor is used for all benchmarks and energy measurements; it is the first Intel chip for which

accurate energy consumption information is accessible from user code.

4.1 Power dissipation and performance on multicore

In this section the power dissipation properties of the Sandy Bridge processor are investigated

by studying several benchmark codes. Then a simple power model is constructed and the most

interesting features for the “energy to solution” metric with respect to clock frequency, number

of cores utilized, and serial code performance are derived from it. While the model is too coarse

to provide quantitative predictions, the qualitative insights are extremely useful.

4.1.1 Power and performance of benchmarks vs. active cores

In order to study energy consumption for various different code patterns, a couple of test codes

were chosen. Each of those shows a somewhat typical performance behavior for a certain class

of applications. Performance, CPI (cycles per instruction), and power dissipation were measured

on a Sandy Bridge EP (Xeon E5-2680) chip, with respect to the number of cores used. The
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Figure 4.1: Performance of the benchmark codes on a Sandy Bridge chip with respect to the

number of active cores at the base frequency of 2.7 GHz.

“turbo mode” feature was deliberately ignored, and the chip was given a sufficient warm-up

time before the actual measurements were taken. Without the warm-up, variations of up to 10%

in power dissipation could be observed across multiple runs with the same code. The energy

measurements were done using the likwid-perfctr tool from the LIKWID tool suite.

In the following, the benchmarks are briefly described together with performance and power

data with respect to the number of cores used (see Figs. 4.1 and 4.2).

RAY

is a small, MPI-parallel, master-worker style ray-tracing program, which computes an image

of 150002 gray-scale pixels of a scene containing several reflective spheres. Performance is

reported in million pixels per second (MP/s).

Scalability across the cores of a multicore chip is perfect (see Fig 4.1a), since all data comes
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Figure 4.2: (a) Power dissipation and (b) cycles per instruction of the benchmark codes with

respect to the number of cores used, at the base frequency of 2.7 GHz.
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from the L1 cache, load imbalance is prevented by dynamic work distribution, there is no syn-

chronization, and only infrequent communication of computed tiles with the master process,

which is pinned to another socket and thus not taken into account in the analysis. The code is

purely scalar and shows a mediocre utilization of the core resources with a CPI value of about

0.8 (see Fig 4.2b). It benefits to some extent from the use of simultaneous multi-threading

(SMT), which reduces the CPI to 0.65 per (full) core for a speedup of roughly 15%. At the

same time, power dissipation grows by about 8% and is roughly linear in the number of cores

used for both cases (see Fig. 4.2a).

Jacobi

is an OpenMP-parallel 2D Jacobi smoother (four-point stencil) used with an out-of-cache data

set (40002 lattice sites at double precision). Being bandwidth-bound with an effective code

balance of 6 B/F [21], it shows the typical saturation behavior described by the ECM model for

streaming codes. Performance is reported in million lattice site updates per second (MLUP/s),

where one update comprises four flops. Hence, we expect a saturation performance of 6 GF/s

or 1500 MLUP/s on a full Sandy Bridge chip, which is fully in line with the measurement (see

Fig. 4.1b).

This benchmark was built in two variants, an AVX-vectorized version and a scalar version,

to see the influence of data-parallel instructions on power dissipation. Both versions have very

similar scaling characteristics, with the scalar code being slightly slower below the saturation

point, as expected. The performance saturation is also reflected in the CPI rate (Fig. 4.2b), which

shows a linear slope after saturation. Surprisingly, although there is a factor of 2.5-3 in terms

of CPI between the scalar and AVX versions, the power dissipation hardly changes (Fig. 4.2a).

Beyond the saturation point, the slope of the power dissipation decreases slightly, indicating that

a large CPI value is correlated with lower power (cores waiting for data). However, the relation

is by no means inversely proportional, just as for the RAY benchmark.

Note that the particular choice of problem size causes the layer condition (see Sect. 5.1.2) to

fail in the L1 cache, leading to increased L2 cache traffic compared to a perfect blocking strategy.

Together with the increased load/store throughput at scalar execution (see Sect. 2.4.1) this means

that both code variants show very similar serial performance. Moreover, the compiler employs

half-wide (i.e., SSE) LOAD instructions in the AVX case in order to decrease the probability of

split loads across cache line boundaries, which incur penalty cycles [23]. This is the reason for

the CPI value not being a factor of four lower for AVX in the saturated case. These deficiencies

could be fixed by proper data alignment and probably the use of SIMD intrinsics.

DGEMM

performs a number of multiplications between two dense double precision matrices of size

56002, using the thread-parallel Intel MKL library that comes with the Intel compiler (version

10.3 update 9). Performance is reported in GF/s.

The code scales almost perfectly with a speedup of 7.5 on eight cores, and reaches about

86% of the arithmetic peak performance on the full Sandy Bridge chip at a CPI of about 0.4 (i.e,

2.5 instructions per cycle). The power dissipation is almost linear in the number of cores used

(Fig. 4.2a).

DGEMM achieves the highest power dissipation of all codes considered here. Note that
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at the base frequency of 2.7GHz, the thermal design power (TDP) of the chip of 130W is not

nearly reached, not even with the DGEMM code. With turbo mode enabled (3.1GHz at eight

cores) one can observe a maximum sustained power of 122W. The Sandy Bridge chip can

exceed the TDP limit for short time periods [41], but this was not investigated here.

Surprisingly, the power dissipation of DGEMM is identical to the Jacobi code (scalar and

AVX versions) as long as the latter is not bandwidth-bound, whereas the RAY benchmark draws

about 15% less power at low core counts. This can be attributed to the mediocre utilization of

the execution units in RAY, where some long-latency floating-point divides incur pipeline stalls,

and the strong utilization of the full cache hierarchy by the Jacobi smoother.

4.1.2 Power and performance vs. clock frequency for all benchmarks

Figure 4.3a shows the power dissipation of all benchmarks with respect to the clock frequency

( f = 1.2 . . .2.7GHz) when all cores are used (all virtual cores in case of the SMT variant of

RAY). The Sandy Bridge chip only allows for a “global” frequency setting, i.e., all cores run at

the same clock speed. The solid lines are least-squares fits to a second-degree polynomial,

W ( f ) =W0 +w1 f +w2 f 2 , (4.1)

for which the coefficient of the linear term is very small compared to the constant and the

quadratic term. The quality of the fit suggests that the dependence of dynamic power dissipation

on frequency is predominantly quadratic with 7W/GHz2 < w2 < 10W/GHz2, depending on

the code characteristics. Note that one would naively expect a cubic dependence in f if the

core voltage were adjusted to always reflect the lowest possible setting at a given frequency.

Since we cannot look into the precise algorithm that the hardware uses to set the core voltage,

we use the observed quadratic function as phenomenological input to the power model below,

without questioning its exact origins. The conclusions we draw from the model would not

change qualitatively if W ( f ) were a cubic polynomial, or any other monotonically increasing

function with a positive second derivative.

It is plausible that the “baseline power” W0 ≈ 25W is largely independent of the type of

code, since part of it can be associated with the chip leakage power. It may vary depending

on the actual state that idle cores assume, i.e., when not executing code. Modern processor

cores usually have several power-saving states, which differ greatly in their power dissipation

per core and also in the time it takes to return to normal operation. One should also note that

an extrapolation to f = 0 is problematic here, so that the estimate for W0 is very rough. The

extrapolation to zero cores in Fig. 4.2 yields roughly the same value for W0, which is reassuring.

However, the actual power dissipation with all cores in the halt state would be much lower due to

advanced power gating techniques. Hence, giving W0 a concrete physical meaning is debatable

and we regard it as a pure model parameter that accommodates all power contributions that do

not vary with the number of active cores and the clock frequency. When system components

beyond the chip are included in the model, their power dissipation is mostly constant and can

thus be included in W0 (see below).

Figure 4.3b shows the single-core performance of all benchmarks with respect to clock

frequency, normalized to the level at f = 2.7GHz. As expected, the codes with near-perfect

scaling behavior across cores show a strict proportionality of performance and clock speed,

since all required resources run with the core frequency. In case of the Jacobi benchmark the

linear extrapolation to f = 0 has a non-zero y-intercept, because resources are involved that
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Figure 4.3: (a) Power dissipation of a Sandy Bridge chip with respect to clock speed for the

benchmark codes. All eight physical cores were used in all cases, and all 16 virtual cores for the

“RAY SMT” benchmark. The solid lines are least-squares fits to a second-degree polynomial in

f . (b) Relative performance versus clock speed with respect to the 2.7GHz level of single-core

execution for the benchmark codes. Two processes on one physical core were used in case of

RAY SMT. The solid lines are linear fits to the Jacobi AVX and DGEMM data, respectively.

are clocked independently of the CPU cores. The ECM model predicts this behavior if one

can assume that the maximum bandwidth of the memory interface is constant with varying

frequency.

Figure 4.4 shows the saturated memory bandwidth of a Sandy Bridge chip with respect

to clock speed. If we assume that the core frequency should not influence the memory inter-

face, there is no explanation for the drop in bandwidth below about 1.7GHz: The ECM model

predicts constant bandwidth for a streaming kernel like, e.g., the Schönauer triad (one may spec-

ulate whether a slow Uncore clock speed could cause a lack of outstanding requests to the mem-

ory queue, reducing achievable bandwidth). For the purpose of developing a multicore power

model, we neglect these effects and assume a strictly linear behavior (with zero y-intercept) of
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performance vs. clock speed in the non-saturated case.

4.1.3 Conclusions from the benchmark data

In order to arrive at a qualitative model that connects the power and performance features of the

multicore chip, some generalizing conclusions must be drawn from the data that was discussed

in the previous sections.

From Fig. 4.3a, we conclude that the dynamic power dissipation is a quadratic polynomial

in the clock frequency and parametrized by w2 in (4.1). w2 depends on the type of code ex-

ecuted, and there is some (inverse) correlation with the CPI value (see Fig. 4.2), but a simple

mathematical relation cannot be derived. The linear part w1 is generally small compared to w2.

A linear extrapolation of power dissipation vs. the number of active cores to zero cores

(dashed lines in Fig. 4.2a) shows that the baseline power of the chip is W0 ≈ 25W, independent

of the type of running code. In case of the bandwidth-limited Jacobi benchmark only the one-

and two-core data points were considered in the extrapolation. The result for W0 is also in

line with the quadratic extrapolations to zero clock frequency in Fig. 4.3a. Note that W0, as a

phenomenological model parameter, is different from the documented “idle power” of the chip,

which is considerably lower due to power gating mechanisms.

From the same data we infer a linear dependence of power dissipation on the number of

active cores t in the non-saturated regime,

W ( f , t) =W0 +(W1 f +W2 f 2)t , (4.2)

so that w1,2 = t ·W1,2. Although the power per core rises more slowly in the saturation regime,

we regard this as a second-order effect and neglect it in the following: The fact that a core

is active has much more influence on power dissipation than the characteristics of the running

code.

As Fig. 4.2a indicates, using both hardware threads (virtual cores) on a physical Sandy

Bridge core increases power dissipation due to the improved utilization of the pipelines. The

corresponding performance increase depends on the code, of course, so it may be more power-

efficient to ignore the SMT threads. In case of the RAY code, however, the increase in power is

over-compensated by a larger boost in performance, as shown in Fig. 4.1a. See Sect. 4.2.4 for

further discussion.

One of the conclusions from the ECM model was that, in the non-saturated case, perfor-

mance is proportional to the core’s clock speed. Fig. 4.3b suggests that this true for the scalable

benchmarks, and approximately true also for saturating codes like Jacobi.

4.2 A qualitative power model

Using the measurements and conclusions from the previous section a simple power model can be

derived, which describes the overall power properties of a multicore chip with respect to number

of cores used, the scaling properties of the code under consideration, and the clock frequency. As

a starting point we choose the “energy to solution” metric, which quantifies the energy required

to solve a certain compute problem and is thus restricted to strong scaling scenarios. This is not

a severe limitation, since weak scaling is usually applied in the massively (distributed-memory)

parallel case, where the relevant scaling unit is a node or a ccNUMA domain (which is usually
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a chip). The optimal choice of resources and execution parameters on the chip level, where the

pertinent bottlenecks are different, are usually done at a constant problem size.

The following basic assumptions go into the model:

1. The whole Nc-core chip dissipates some baseline power W0 when powered on, which is

independent of the number of active cores and of the clock speed.

2. An active core consumes a dynamic power of W1 f +W2 f 2. We will also consider devia-

tions from some baseline clock frequency f0 such that f = (1+∆ν) f0, with ∆ν = ∆ f/ f0.

3. At the baseline clock frequency, the serial code under consideration runs at some per-

formance P0. As long as there is no bottleneck, the performance is linear in the number

of cores used, t, and the normalized clock speed, 1+∆ν . The latter dependence will

not be exactly linear if some part of the hardware (e.g., the outer-level cache) runs at its

own clock speed. In presence of a bottleneck (like, e.g., memory bandwidth), the overall

performance with respect to t is capped by some maximum value Proof:

P(t) = min((1+∆ν)tP0,Proof) = min(tP0 f/ f0,Proof) . (4.3)

This is just an extension of (3.24) for varying clock speed. Note that we have not included

an explicit frequency dependence of the saturated performance. If the applicable bottle-

neck is within the cache hierarchy, the model can be easily extended to accommodate this

case.

Since time to solution is inverse performance, the energy to solution becomes

E =
W0 +(W1 f +W2 f 2)t

min(tP0 f/ f0,Proof)
. (4.4)

A direct consequence of this model is that any increase in performance (P0 or Proof) leads to

proportional savings in energy to solution. Performance is thus the first-order tuning parameter

for minimum energy. This general rule will be revisited several times in this work.

The model parameters W0, W1, and W2 must be determined by measurements, as shown

above for the example benchmarks. Since W1 and W2 depend on the actual loop code, this mea-

surement must be repeated for every loop if the application is complex. For qualitative results it

is sufficient to assume approximate values that reflect general loop properties known from code

analysis and performance modeling (memory-boundedness, SIMD vectorization, pipeline uti-

lization). Choi et al. [43] have derived a “roofline model of energy,” which relies on microbench-

marking and a refined power measurement infrastructure to determine the energy consumption

of elementary operations such as flops and data transfers, and then allows to parametrize the

power dissipation of a chip over a wide range of the computational intensity. Their model is

more targeted toward design space exploration and comparisons of different architectures, and

they do not explore the core and frequency dependence of energy consumption. In principle,

however, the parameters W0, W1, and W2 could be determined by their method as well.

Note that it is out of the scope of the model to study different strategies for dynamic voltage

and frequency scaling (DVFS); the exact algorithm a processor uses to set the core voltage at a

certain frequency is taken as-is, and is hidden in the model parameters W0, W1, and W2.
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4.2.1 Minimum energy with respect to the number of active cores

Due to the assumed saturation of performance with t, we have to distinguish two cases:

Case 1: tP0 f/ f0 < Proof Performance is linear in the number of cores, so that (4.4) becomes

E =
W0 +(W1 f +W2 f 2)t

tP0 f/ f0

, (4.5)

and E is a decreasing function of t:

∂E

∂ t
=− W0

t2P0 f/ f0

< 0 . (4.6)

Hence, the more cores are used, the shorter the execution time and the smaller the energy to

solution.

Case 2: tP0 f/ f0 > Proof Performance is constant in the number of cores, hence

E =
1

Proof

(

W0 +(W1 f +W2 f 2)t
)

(4.7)

⇒ ∂E

∂ t
=

1

Proof

(

W1 f +W2 f 2
)

> 0 . (4.8)

In this case, energy to solution grows with t, with a slope that is proportional to the dynamic

power, while the time to solution stays constant; using more cores is thus a waste of energy.

Leaving cores idle to save energy is known as “dynamic concurrency throttling” (DCT) [44].

For codes that show performance saturation at some ts, it follows that energy (and time) to

solution is minimal just at this point:

ts =
Proof

P0 f/ f0

. (4.9)

If the code scales to the available number of cores, case 1 applies and one should use them all.

4.2.2 Minimum energy with respect to code performance

Since the serial code performance P0 only appears in the denominator of (4.4), increasing P0

leads to decreasing energy to solution unless P = Proof. A typical example for this scenario is

the SIMD vectorization of a bandwidth-bound code: Using data-parallel instructions (such as

SSE or AVX) will generally reduce the in-core execution time (Tcore), so that P0 grows and the

saturation point Proof is reached at smaller t (see (4.9)). Consequently, the potential for saving

energy is twofold: When operating below the saturation point, optimized code requires less

energy to solution. At the saturation point, one can get away with fewer active cores to solve the

problem at maximum performance.

The energy to solution is also inversely proportional to the saturated performance Proof (if

saturation applies), thus Proof has the same energy-saving potential as P0. However, since Proof

is typically determined by a bottleneck in the memory hierarchy, code optimizations to increase

Proof are typically targeted toward higher computational intensity (see also Sect. 3.2.3).
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4.2.3 Minimum energy with respect to clock frequency

We again have to distinguish two cases:

Case 1: tP0 f/ f0 < Proof Energy to solution is the same as in (4.5) and f = (1+∆ν) f0, so that

∂E

∂∆ν
=

f 2
0

tP0

(

W2t − W0

f 2

)

. (4.10)

The derivative is positive for large f ; setting it to zero and solving for f thus yields the frequency

for minimal energy to solution:

fopt =

√

W0

W2t
. (4.11)

A large baseline power W0 forces a large clock frequency to “get it over with” (“clock race to

idle”). Depending on W0 and W2, fopt may be larger than the highest possible clock speed of the

chip, so that there is no energy minimum. This may be the case if one includes the rest of the

system in the analysis (i.e., memory, disks, etc.). On the other hand, a large dynamic power W2

allows for smaller fopt, since the loss in performance is over-compensated by the reduction in

power dissipation. The fact that fopt does not depend on W1 just reflects our assumption that the

serial performance is linear in f .

Since t appears in the denominator in (4.11), it is tempting to conclude that a clock frequency

reduction can be compensated by using more cores, but the influence on E has to be checked by

inserting fopt from (4.11) into (4.5):

E( fopt) =
f0

P0

(

2

√

W0W2

t
+W1

)

(4.12)

This confirms the conjecture that more cores at lower frequency save energy below the saturation

point. At the same time, performance at fopt is

P( fopt) =
fopt

f0

tP0 =
P0

f0

√

W0t

W2

, (4.13)

hence it grows with the number of cores: trading cores for clock slowdown does not compromise

time to solution.

However, if t is fixed, (4.13) also tells us that, if fopt < f0, performance will be smaller than at

the base frequency f0, although the energy to solution is also smaller. This may be problematic

if t cannot be made larger to compensate for the loss in performance. In this case the energy to

solution metric is insufficient and one has to choose a more appropriate cost function, such as

energy multiplied by runtime:

C =
E

P
=

W0 +(W1 f +W2 f 2)t

(tP0 f/ f0)
2

. (4.14)

Differentiating C with respect to ∆ν gives

∂C

∂∆ν
=−2W0 +W1 f t

( f/ f0)3P2
0

< 0 , (4.15)
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because W0,W1 > 0. Hence, a higher clock speed is always better if C is chosen as the relevant

cost function. Note that a large baseline power W0 emphasizes this effect, e.g., when the whole

system is taken into account (see also above in the discussion of fopt).

The question remains how to deal with the code slowdown, since a machine running at lower

clock speed will deliver less “science per day,” and this is what the user typically cares about.

One option is to invest the money saved on the power bill in a larger system. See Sect. 4.3 for

an analysis of this point of view.

Case 2: tP0 f/ f0 > Proof Beyond the saturation point, energy to solution is the same as in

(4.7), so it grows with the frequency: The clock should be as slow as possible. Together with

the findings from case 1 this means that minimal energy to solution is achieved when using all

available cores, at a clock frequency which is so low (if possible) that the saturation point is

right at t = Nc.

These results reflect the popular “clock race to idle” rule, which basically states that a pro-

cessor should run at maximum frequency to “get it over with” and go to sleep as early as possible

to eventually save energy. Using the energy to solution behavior as derived above, we now know

how this strategy depends on the number of cores used and the ratio of baseline and dynamic

power. “Clock race to idle” makes sense only in the sub-saturation regime, and when f < fopt.

Beyond fopt (if such frequencies are allowed), the quadratic dependence of power on clock speed

will waste energy. Beyond the saturation point, i.e., if t > ts, lower frequency is always better.

4.2.4 Validation of the power model for the benchmarks

The multicore power model has been derived from the benchmarks’ power dissipation using

considerable simplifications. Hence, it is now important to check whether the conclusions drawn

above are still valid for the benchmark codes when looking at the measured energy to solution

data with respect to the number of active cores, the clock speed, and the single-core performance.

Figure 4.5 shows energy to solution measurements for the scalable codes (Fig. 4.5a) and the

Jacobi AVX benchmark (Fig. 4.5b) versus clock frequency and number of cores, respectively.

Comparing the frequency for minimum energy to solution between DGEMM and RAY at eight

cores (solid symbols in Fig. 4.5a), we can identify the behavior predicted by (4.11): A large

dynamic power factor W2 leads to lower fopt. The SMT version of RAY consumes more power

than the standard version, but, as anticipated above, the larger performance leads to lower energy

to solution: Better resource utilization on the core, i.e., optimized code, saves energy; this

provides another possible attitude towards the “race to idle” rule. Given the huge amount of

optimization potential that is still hidden in many production codes on highly parallel systems,

this view must be regarded as even more relevant than optimizing clock speed for a few percent

of energy savings.

Eq. (4.11) predicts a larger optimal frequency fopt at fewer cores, which is clearly visible

when comparing the four- and eight-core energy data for DGEMM in Fig. 4.5a (solid vs. open

triangles). At the same time, fewer cores also lead to larger minimum energy to solution at fopt,

which was shown in (4.12).

The Jacobi benchmark shows all the expected features of a code whose performance sat-

urates at a certain number of cores ts: As predicted by the ECM model, the saturation point

is shifted to a larger number of cores as the clock frequency goes down; it was derived in

Sect. 4.2.1 that this is the point at which energy to solution is minimal. Lowering the frequency,
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Figure 4.5: Energy to solution for (a) the scalable benchmarks DGEMM (eight and four cores)

and RAY (eight cores) versus clock frequency on a Sandy Bridge socket and (b) the Jacobi AVX

benchmark versus number of cores at different core frequencies.

ts gets larger, but energy to solution decreases (see (4.12)). When t > ts, more cores and higher

clock speed both are a waste of energy. At t < ts the Jacobi code is largely frequency-bound and

there is an optimal frequency fopt ≈ 2GHz with minimal energy to solution. Here we substan-

tiate the prediction from Sect. 4.2.3 that “clock race to idle” is largely counterproductive if we

look at the chip’s power dissipation only. See also Sect. 7 for a discussion of “race to idle” in

the context of a lattice-Boltzmann CFD solver.

In conclusion, although considerable simplifications have been made in constructing the

model (4.4), it is able to describe the qualitative behavior of the benchmark applications with

respect to energy to solution.

Applying the model in practice to achieve minimum power consumption for a real applica-

tion may be complex if the code is composed of many parts that take only a small amount of

time. Every loop must be analyzed and modeled for performance and power, and clock speed

adjustments and DCT must be applied on a loop-by-loop basis via suitable libraries [45] or

automatic frameworks [44].

4.3 Consequences for system design

Interesting conclusions for system design can be drawn from the energy to solution model (4.4)

when typical requirements in computing center environments are taken into account. While the

model predicts that it is possible to save energy by reducing the clock speed to the point where a

bandwidth-bound code scales across all cores of the socket, the situation is more complex with

scalable code. As shown in Sect. 4.2.3, adjusting the clock speed to get minimum energy to

solution may compromise the time to solution. Apart from choosing more appropriate metrics

such as the energy-delay product, one can also assume the point of view that a certain system is

running at the optimal clock frequency fopt, which is given by (4.11), and then adjust the size

of the system to compensate for the performance loss (or gain, if fopt > f0). If one assumes that

the price for a system is roughly constant for constant peak performance, the only difference

between a system running at f0 and a system running at fopt is its energy consumption over its
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lifetime. The question remains as to if and how much energy, and thus money, can be saved by

setting the optimal frequency.

The optimal frequency fopt depends on the baseline power W0, the dynamic power W2, and

on the number of cores t (see (4.11)). The ratio of power dissipation between the optimized and

the base clock frequencies is

W ( fopt, t)

W ( f0, t)
=

W0 +W2 f 2
optt

W0 +W2 f 2
0 t

=
2W0

W0 +W2 f 2
0 t

(4.16)

if we neglect the usually small linear part in the power law (4.2). Comparing systems of the

same size, this ratio is certainly smaller than one. However, if we adjust the size of the “opti-

mized” system by a factor that reflects the chip performance ratio (and assume perfect scaling

for applications), we get

R =
W ( fopt, t)

W ( f0, t)

f0

fopt

=
2 f0

√
W0W2t

W0 +W2 f 2
0 t

. (4.17)

The dimensionless ratio R quantifies the energy saving potential of setting an optimal clock

speed and adjusting the size of the machine to compensate for the change in performance. It is

straightforward to show that R = 1 for W0 =W2 f 2
0 t, and R < 1 otherwise.

Using the R metric we can explore the design space of possible parallel machines with

different values for W0, W2, and t. In the limit of very small W0 ≪ W2 f 2
0 t, which should be

regarded as a very desirable goal, we get

Rcool ≈
2

f0

√

W0

W2t
=

2 fopt

f0

. (4.18)

A large number t of cores per chip thus favors large, “cool” systems, since fopt is inversely

proportional to
√

t. On the other hand, for “hot” machines where W0 ≫W2 f 2
0 t we have

Rhot ≈
2 f0

√
W2t√

W0

=
2 f0

fopt

. (4.19)

Hence, energy can also be saved with a very high clock frequency if W0 is large (“clock race to

idle”).

A value of R = 1 marks the inflection point where a machine is “optimal,” i.e., where it is

not possible to save energy by trading clock speed for machine size. If we plot R(W0), it is

the combination W2 f 2
0 t which determines the shape of the curve, and especially the position of

the inflection point R = 1 (see Fig. 4.6). At a given value of W2 f 2
0 t, the region left of R = 1 is

where a clock slowdown (and a correspondingly larger machine) can save energy compared to

the baseline clock speed, because the baseline power is small. The region to the right of R = 1 is

where “clock race to idle” applies. Here the chip is so hot that it is beneficial to run at very high

clock speed to “get it over with.” The size of the machine can be smaller in this case.1 Whether

these clock speeds are technically accessible is not predicted by the model, of course.

Figure 4.6 shows three different scenarios by choosing a different number of cores t and

a different base clock speed f0. Note that any change in W2 can be mapped to a proportional

change in t, so W2 was fixed to 1.5W/GHz2, which is roughly the measured value for the Intel

1The two regions can be associated with the limits mentioned Seymour Cray’s famous quote “If you were plowing

a field, which would you rather use: two strong oxen or 1024 chickens?”
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Figure 4.6: Energy saving potential R vs. baseline power W0 for running a system (with a given

number of cores t, a given default clock speed f0, and a given dynamic power parameter W2)

at the optimal clock speed fopt with a scalable code and adjusting the system size for constant

aggregate performance. The circle marks the federal supercomputer system at LRZ Garching

(SuperMUC). The baseline power is understood to include the chip’s share of the whole system.

Sandy Bridge EP processors in the federal “SuperMUC” system at LRZ Garching. For the case

f0 = 2.7GHz and t = 8, the R = 1 point is at W0 ≈ 90W. All other parameters being equal, a

small baseline power of W0 = 10W leads to a system that can be made 3 times larger, runs at

f = 900MHz, and dissipates about 20W per chip (including the dynamic power). On the other

hand, if W0 = 600W we get processors running at f = 7GHz and 1200W, but the system can be

built at 40% of its original size. The circle in Fig. 4.6 marks the position of SuperMUC, whose

base frequency is 2.7GHz at eight cores and an overall baseline power of W0 ≈ 73W per chip.

Since this point is very near the maximum where R = 1, it is hardly possible to save energy on

this system by reducing the clock speed in favor of more hardware. In this sense, SuperMUC is

an “ideal machine” for scalable codes, i.e., for programs whose performance scales across the

cores of the chip.

These considerations stretch the power model very far, and it is not expected that the num-

bers derived above have any useful accuracy. However, the model is still good for qualitative

design space exploration.

4.4 Chapter summary

This chapter has described a phenomenological power model for multicore processors. By

taking the measured static (baseline) power and dynamic power per core as input parameters,

the model can predict optimal operating points in terms of clock speed, the number of cores

used, and the code performance. Since the latter is the only quantity that goes linearly (or rather

inversely) into the model, it is one of the basic premises of the model that “fast” code saves

energy. This may be called the “code race to idle” principle.
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The model distinguishes scalable from saturating parallel code. It predicts that saturating

code should be run with a number of cores that is just able to reach saturation, at the lowest

possible clock speed. For scalable code, the model predicts an optimal clock frequency for

minimal energy to solution, which depends on the ratio of static vs. dynamic power dissipation.

This frequency may so large that it is not accessible by the hardware. In the latter case, the

“clock race to idle” principle applies.

For scalable code the model can be used for design space exploration, leading to a clear

concept of “hot” vs. “cool” systems when the baseline power is large or small.
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Chapter 5

Structured performance engineering

Now that the concepts of performance, scalability, and white-box performance modeling (Chap-

ter 3), together with its implications on power dissipation (Chapter 4) have been introduced, they

can be embedded in a larger setting, which we call structured performance engineering. Struc-

tured performance engineering can be regarded as a part of software engineering. It is a process

in which algorithm and code analysis, performance modeling, and optimization are applied re-

peatedly to arrive at a well-defined concept of “best possible performance.” Since all these

components require considerable experience to be applied, it is an accepted fact that structured

performance engineering will never be implemented as a turnkey software tool. As described in

Chapter 3, it is the failure of a performance model that leads to new insights and challenges a

previous understanding of the interaction between software and hardware. Especially this point

is not compatible with automated tooling that can be applied by anyone.

This chapter summarizes the layout of the performance engineering process, repeating some

of the key concepts described earlier. Then, some typical performance patterns are given to-

gether with their hardware metric signatures. Patterns support the performance engineering

process by formalizing some of its frequently recurring aspects.

5.1 The performance engineering process

The ultimate purpose of running simulation tasks on high performance computers is to solve nu-

merical problems. The performance of an algorithm, or rather an implementation, is significant

in several respects: Either a given problem should be solved in the least possible amount of time

or a larger problem should be solved in an “acceptable” time; in both cases, the used resources

must be utilized as efficiently as possible so that overall throughput and return on investment are

maximized for all users of a system. This goal was formulated as the “bottleneck computing”

paradigm in Chapter 3. Structured performance engineering is a process that helps to reach this

ideal situation.

5.1.1 Description of the process

Figure 5.1 summarizes a possible approach to structured performance engineering. The individ-

ual components are described in detail in the following.
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Machine characteristics

Microbenchmarking

Traces / HW metrics

Figure 5.1: The performance engineering process.

• Runtime profiling. All performance work with an application starts with runtime profiling.

Here the dominant parts of the program, i.e., the hot spots which take most of the runtime,

are identified. Such hot spots are usually loops or loop nests. Code analysis then starts

with the dominant hot spot and works down from there, given that the goal of “optimal

performance” has been reached. Runtime profiling is thus the start and the end of all

performance engineering efforts.

• Algorithm/code analysis. Analyzing a hot spot requires looking at the algorithm, i.e., the

minimum steps to achieve the required task, as well as its specific implementation in the

code. In the ideal case, the minimum requirements of the algorithm towards the hardware

are already met by the implementation. This may mean, e.g., that the implementation

performs the same number of floating-point operations as the algorithm or, more gener-

ally, the same amount of “work.” Note that there is some uncertainty to this analysis,

since the implementation is usually done in a high-level computer language; they way the

compiler translates this language to machine code may change above requirements con-

siderably. If the performance model validation (see below) reveals a substantial deviation

from expected results, it may be necessary to check the generated assembly code.

The algorithm and code analysis is one of the crucial inputs for the performance model,

and it is probably the step that is least suited for automation via tools.

• Machine characteristics. Some parameters of the machine under consideration are usu-

ally well documented, such as peak performance, superscalarity, SIMD width, pipeline

depths, cache bandwidths and latencies, etc. They can be used as inputs to the perfor-

mance model, usually making some assumptions about code execution. For instance, a

typical assumption could be that hardware prefetching mechanisms work perfectly such

that latency effects can be ignored (this is one of the crucial conditions for the ECM model
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to work; see Sect. 3.4 for details).

• Microbenchmarking. Machine characteristics that cannot be obtained from documen-

tation but are required input for performance modeling may be fixed by accurate mi-

crobenchmarking. A prominent example is the maximum main memory bandwidth of a

processor chip, whose theoretical limit is often much higher than the achievable value.

The precise reasons for this deviation are usually not divulged by the manufacturers.

• Performance model. A loop-level performance model may be built with input from algo-

rithm/code analysis, machine characteristics, and microbenchmarking, as shown in Chap-

ter 3. The model should be able to accurately describe the performance of the loop for

a given data set, thereby identifying the relevant bottlenecks. This approach works best

if the minimum requirements of the algorithm with respect to work and resources are

also the minimum requirements of the implementation, and if these requirements can be

satisfied by the maximum capabilities of the machine on which the code is executed.

If the model prediction deviates from performance measurements, the assumptions used

for building the model are challenged. Whatever the reasons may be, this is an opportunity

to refine and advance the model towards better accuracy, which leads to new insights. See

Part II for examples. Of course, in some situations it is very hard to come up with an

accurate predictive model. One prominent example is sparse matrix-vector multiplication,

for which it was shown in Sect. 3.3.2 that, although predictive modeling is often ruled out

due to the erratic memory access, a model-based approach can still be used to learn about

the exact overhead caused by this hazard.

There is an intimate two-way connection between modeling and microbenchmarking.

Sometimes it is not clear from the start which microbenchmark is most suitable for ex-

ploring a certain aspect of an architecture. The model validation may thus lead to the

conclusion that some (measured) parameter must be determined in a different way. For

example, the achievable memory bandwidth can vary significantly across different ratios

of load versus store streams; if the microbenchmark does not reflect this ratio as given in

the modeled application code, the bottleneck is not accurately assessed. See Sect. 5.1.2

below for a similar case (non-temporal vs. standard STORE instructions).

• Traces and hardware metrics. Regardless of whether the model yields accurate predic-

tions or not, software tools can help to acquire more information about the interaction of

the software code with the hardware. Even if the prediction was accurate, it may still be

the case that several opposing effects cancel out. Hence, software tools, and especially

tools for measuring hardware metrics, are extremely helpful in validating or disproving

the model. As an example, the number of cache lines transferred between adjacent cache

levels in a certain phase of program execution can be counted. The ECM performance

model predicts this number, so that this aspect of the program execution is easily veri-

fied. On the other hand, it is the model itself which selects the “interesting” metrics out

of the usually hundreds of available options on modern processors. See Sect. 5.2.3 for a

systematic overview of hardware metrics and corresponding performance patterns.

• Code optimization. With a working performance model it is often possible to predict

the consequences of code optimizations. For instance, the ECM model gives an accurate
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account of how dominant the core execution time of a loop is in comparison to the contri-

butions from data transfers through the cache hierarchy. If any of those contributions can

be reduced by some amount by means of a code optimization, it can be estimated whether

the gain is worth the effort. After applying the change, the model must be re-validated.

Once a certain hot spot has been handled in the way described, the cycle starts anew with

the next most important loop.

5.1.2 Case study: An OpenMP-parallel 3D Jacobi smoother

The three-dimensional Jacobi solver for the finite-difference discretization of the Laplace equa-

tion with Dirichlet boundary conditions on a regular lattice is a well-understood algorithm,

which is, while not in wide use for scientific computing, a very useful example for teaching the

basics of performance modeling and optimization. In fact, many of the lessons learned with the

Jacobi smoother can be generalized to more complex scenarios with stencil-like update schemes,

such as the lattice-Boltzmann algorithm (LBM) [46, 47]. We revisit it here, taking the point of

view imposed by the performance engineering process.

Listing 5.1 shows a simple implementation. The convergence criterion is unimportant for

the modeling and was omitted. A two-grid implementation was chosen where the current time

step phi(i,j,k,t1) is updated with values from the previous time step phi(i,j,k,t0)

in the first loop nest, and the updated grid is copied back in the second loop nest. These two

loop nests are the only loops in the code (apart from initialization code).

We use a dual-socket server with Intel Sandy Bridge processors as described in Sect. 2.4.1,

running at a clock speed of 2.7GHz. In order to expose the in-socket bottlenecks we perform

full-socket runs (eight threads on eight cores) at a constant problem size of 5003 grid points, for

a working set of 2GB.

Runtime profiling

Profiling reveals that about 63% of the runtime goes into the first loop nest, whereas the remain-

ing 37% are taken up by the second loop nest. The performance model will thus be applied to

both loop nests. For brevity we consider both of them together.

Algorithm/code analysis

We choose a “lattice site update” (LUP) as the relevant work unit.

In the first loop, performing one AVX-vectorized update (4LUPs) from the L1 cache re-

quires six LOADs, five ADDs, one MULT, and one STORE, without any relevant dependencies.

For the data traffic analysis we assume that all LOADs ans STOREs go to main memory (since

the data set does not fit in any cache) and must be sustained throughout the cache hierarchy. In

addition, each incurs a write-allocate transfer of the cache line, so we arrive at a code balance

of B1 = 64bytes/LUP, or a computational intensity of I1 = 1/64LUPs/byte.

The second loop has a requirement of one AVX LOAD and one AVX STORE per AVX-

vectorized update (4LUPs), and a code balance of B2 = 24bytes/LUP, or I2 = 1/24LUPs/byte.
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Listing 5.1: Naive OpenMP-parallel implementation of the 3D Jacobi algorithm (adapted from

[21]).

1 double precision :: oos

2 double precision, dimension(:,:,:,:) :: phi

3 integer :: t0,t1

4 t0 = 0 ; t1 = 1 ; oos = 1.d0/6.d0

5

6 allocate(phi(0:imax+1,0:jmax+1,0:kmax+1,0:1))

7 ! initialization code omitted

8 ...

9 ! loop over sweeps

10 do s=1,ITER

11 ! sweep over grid

12 !$OMP parallel

13 !$OMP do schedule(static)

14 do k = 1,kmax

15 do j = 1,jmax

16 do i = 1,imax

17 ! stencil update

18 phi(i,j,k,t1) = oos * ( &

19 phi(i-1,j,k,t0)+phi(i+1,j,k,t0)+phi(i,j-1,k,t0)+ &

20 phi(i,j+1,k,t0)+phi(i,j,k-1,t0)+phi(i,j,k+1,t0) )

21 enddo

22 enddo

23 enddo

24 !$OMP end do

25 ! copy back

26 !$OMP do schedule(static)

27 do k = 1,kmax

28 do j = 1,jmax

29 do i = 1,imax

30 phi(i,j,k,t0) = phi(i,j,k,t1)

31 enddo

32 enddo

33 enddo

34 !$OMP end do

35 !$OMP end parallel

36 enddo
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Machine characteristics

As described in Sect. 2.4.1, the Sandy Bridge core can execute one AVX LOAD, one half AVX

STORE, one AVX MULT, and one AVX ADD per cycle. These are the relevant execution

units for the Jacobi kernel. The L3 cache size per core is 2.5MB. One socket has a theoretical

memory bandwidth of 51.2GB/s (with DDR3-1600 memory modules).

Microbenchmarking

It is known that the theoretical memory bandwidth cannot be met even under best conditions,

so this parameter must be measured with a microbenchmark. The effective STREAM copy

bandwidth is bS = 40GB/s (including the write-allocate transfers) with eight threads .

Building and failure of a naive roofline model

For the first loop, the applicable peak performance can be estimated by assuming a simple

throughput limitation on the LOAD port, and we have a performance of 4LUPs (one AVX

update) in six cycles, leading to Pmax,1 = 14.4GLUP/s on the full socket (eight cores). The

bandwidth limitation is at bS/B1 = 625MLUP/s. The second loop is limited by the STORE port

in L1 cache, because only one half AVX STORE can be sustained per cycle. Hence, we have

4LUPs in two cycles, or Pmax,2 = 43.2GLUP/s on the socket. The bandwidth limitation is at

bS/B2 = 1670MLUP/s.

It follows from this analysis that both loops are strongly memory-bound, and that the first

loop should take a fraction of

B1

B1 +B2

≈ 73% (5.1)

of the overall runtime. This prediction does not coincide with the profiling result of 63%. Al-

though this deviation seems minor, one should not stop here but check the validity of the roofline

model.

Both loops together have a code balance of B1+2 = (64+ 24)bytes/LUP, since both are

necessary to perform a complete lattice update. Instead of the expected overall memory-bound

performance expectation of bS/B1+2 = 455MLUP/s, however, the measurement is at about

612MLUP/s, raising more suspicions about the correctness of the model.

Using hardware metrics for validation

In order to explore the deviation from the model one can employ tools that can measure the

actual memory traffic caused by a code, even on a loop-by-loop basis, by counting hardware

events on the chip (see Sect. 5.2.2 below for an example). Using such a tool one discovers that

the second loop indeed causes a memory traffic of 24bytes/LUP, but the first loop needs only

40bytes/LUP instead of 64. These numbers are perfectly in line with the measured runtime

ratio of 63%. Hence, the performance model for the first loop needs to be corrected.

A direct measurement of the memory bandwidth achieved by the running code reveals that it

is close to the STREAM maximum, so the deviation from the model is not caused by insufficient

utilization of resources.
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Update of the roofline model for the first loop

Investigating the first loop in Listing 5.1 more closely, it becomes clear that not all the loads to

the source are memory accesses. For instance, phi(i-1,j,k,t0) has usually been loaded

two i-iterations before as phi(i+1,j,k,t0), so we can assume that it is still in cache.

This would lead to a code balance of 56bytes/LUP. If there is enough space in the cache to

accommodate at least two successive rows of the lattice (i.e., phi(:,j:j+1,k,t0)), the

loads to phi(i+1,j,k,t0) and phi(i,j-1,k,t0) also come from cache, saving an-

other 16bytes for a balance of 40bytes/LUP. Finally, if the cache can even hold two successive

layers of the lattice (i.e., phi(:,:,k:k+1,t0)), only phi(i,j,k+1,t0)must be fetched

from memory, and the balance goes down to 24bytes/LUP. Hence, these “layer conditions” de-

termine the actual balance. In terms of the lattice and cache sizes, the two-layer condition for

minimum balance (24bytes/LUP) at t cores is

( jmax +2)(imax +2) ·8bytes ·2 · t ≤Ceff , (5.2)

where Ceff is an effective cache size. As a rule of thumb one can set it to half of the overall

cache size, but this depends on the code and how much other data is streamed through the cache

hierarchy. The two-row condition for 40bytes/LUP is

(imax +2) ·8bytes ·2 · t ≤Ceff . (5.3)

According to the layer conditions it is the extension of the lattice in the i and j directions

(but not in k direction) which determines the balance. At the given problem size of 5003 grid

points and a cache size of 20MB, the condition (5.2) is not fulfilled, since two layers require

approximately 32MB of cache. Hence, we fall back to the row condition (5.3) and expect a

balance of 40bytes/LUP, which is exactly the value measured by hardware counters.

We have now established an agreement between the model and the measurement. Since the

memory bandwidth is exhausted, both loops run at the maximum possible performance as given

by their code balance. Since both loop nests are required to perform a complete lattice update,

one can also determine an overall code balance of (40+24)bytes/LUP = 64bytes/LUP for an

expected performance of 625MLUP/s. The measurement of 612MLUP/s is in good agreement.

Optimization 1: Common sense

The fact that the performance model describes the actual performance well does not mean that

there is no optimization potential. About 37% of the runtime goes into the second loop, which

does nothing but copy the updated grid points (phi(:,:,:,t1) back to the source array

(phi(:,:,:,t0). There is no real “work” involved, so one may think about this operation as

overhead. A simple way to avoid it is to substitute the second loop by a simple construct that

exchanges the values of t0 and t1 (see line 15 in Listing 5.2). This code has now an overall

code balance of 40bytes/LUP and we can expect a speedup of 60% (since 64/40 = 1.6) for a

performance of 1000MLUP/s. The measurement of 980MLUP/s is in good agreement.

Optimization 2: Spatial blocking

At a grid size of 5003, the layer condition (5.2) cannot be met if the loop nest is executed as given

in the code. However, it is completely unimportant in which order the updates are performed
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Listing 5.2: Improved implementation of the 3D Jacobi algorithm (adapted from [21]) with

the copy loop substituted by a simple swap of time variables (line 15). The relevant LOADs

and STOREs for failing the layer condition (5.2) and meeting the row condition (5.3) are also

highlighted.

1 ! loop over sweeps

2 do s=1,ITER

3 ! sweep over grid

4 !$OMP parallel do schedule(static)

5 do k = 1,kmax

6 do j = 1,jmax

7 do i = 1,imax

8 phi(i,j,k,t1) = oos * ( &

9 phi(i-1,j,k,t0)+phi(i+1,j,k,t0)+phi(i,j-1,k,t0)+ &

10 phi(i,j+1,k,t0)+phi(i,j,k-1,t0)+phi(i,j,k+1,t0) )

11 enddo

12 enddo

13 enddo

14 !$OMP end parallel do

15 i=t0 ; t0=t1; t1=i ! swap arrays

16 enddo

within a time step. In order to establish the layer condition it is thus sufficient to update parts

of the grid at a time for which (5.2) is fulfilled. This can be achieved by spatial blocking of one

or both of the inner loop levels. Since the layer condition does not depend on kmax, blocking

in this dimension will not help. It turns out that blocking the inner loop leads to performance

breakdowns if the loop length is significantly shorter than a page (512 elements) due to TLB

and prefetching issues, so we block the middle loop only (see Listing 5.3). Note that inner loop

blocking may still be necessary if the inner loop length is very large.

The choice of the block size bj may be guided by solving the layer condition for jmax: At

an (estimated) effective cache size of 10MB we get bj≤ 156. To be on the safe side we choose

bj = 70 (due to the large number of streams hitting the L3 cache, the effective size is actually

just half of the above estimate). This brings the model down to a 24bytes/LUP balance and to

an expected performance of 1670MLUP/s, of which about 1550MLUP/s can be measured.

Optimization 3: Non-temporal stores

An important conclusion from the performance model is that exactly one third of the memory

bandwidth (8 out of 24bytes/LUP) is taken up by the write-allocate transfers. These do not

even appear as true LOAD instructions in the code but are a simple consequence of the fact that

the core can communicate directly only with the L1 cache.1

Intel and AMD x86 processors feature special instructions to circumvent the write-allocate

when writing to main memory, the non-temporal stores. A non-temporal (“NT”) store instruc-

tion is a normal store, but it writes directly to memory instead of the L1 cache.2 There are some

1In certain situations it is possible for Intel Nehalem and later processors to automatically circumvent the write-

allocate between the L2 and the L1 cache [48]. In case of a miss in L2 or L3, the write-allocate will occur.
2There is in fact a small number of write-combine buffers caching subsequent non-temporal stores, but for prac-
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Listing 5.3: Further improvement of the 3D Jacobi algorithm (adapted from [21]) with spatial

blocking in the j direction. The additional outer loop over the blocks, the blocked j loop, and

the relevant LOADs and STOREs for meeting the layer condition (5.2) are highlighted.

1 ! loop over sweeps

2 do s=1,ITER

3 ! loop nest over blocks

4 do js=1,jmax,bj

5 ! sweep one block

6 !$OMP parallel do schedule(static)

7 do k = 1,kmax

8 do j = js,min(jmax,js+bj-1)

9 do i = 1,imax

10 phi(i,j,k,t1) = oos * ( &

11 phi(i-1,j,k,t0)+phi(i+1,j,k,t0)+phi(i,j-1,k,t0)+ &

12 phi(i,j+1,k,t0)+phi(i,j,k-1,t0)+phi(i,j,k+1,t0) )

13 enddo

14 enddo

15 enddo

16 !$OMP end parallel do

17 enddo

18 i=t0 ; t0=t1; t1=i ! swap arrays

19 enddo

restrictions (for instance, the address to which the data is written must be aligned to a SIMD

width address boundary), but in many cases the compiler is able to employ these instructions

when allowed or directed to do so. In case of the Jacobi smoother, the phi(i,j,k,t1) ar-

ray in the inner loop is a candidate for non-temporal stores. There is a source code directive

which acts as a hint for the Intel compiler to employ NT stores if it is safe, i.e., if the alignment

constraint can be met.

Naively one would expect a speedup with respect to standard stores of 50% in this case,

since the code balance would be 16bytes/LUP due to the missing write-allocate. It turns out,

however, that the memory interface is less efficient with NT stores, so the input from the mi-

crobenchmarking must be modified: With NT stores, the STREAM copy bandwidth goes down

from 40GB/s to 36GB/s on a Sandy Bridge socket, leading to a performance prediction of

2250MLUP/s for the Jacobi smoother. The measurement yields 1930MLUP/s, which is about

86% of the prediction, and 25% faster than the version with standard stores. Hence, this opti-

mization does not quite live up to the expectations.

A closer look at the STREAM benchmarks and the scaling of the smoother performance

reveals at least part of the problem: Figure 5.2a shows the bandwidth scaling behavior of the

STREAM copy benchmark within a Sandy Bridge chip with all four combinations of standard

stores, NT stores, 2.7GHz clock speed, and “turbo mode” (see Sect. 2.1.7). As expected from

the ECM model, the clock speed has significant influence on the bandwidth in the non-saturated

case (and also, albeit smaller, in the saturated case, which was already shown in Fig. 4.4). This

particular Sandy Bridge processor can run at up to 3.5GHz when only one or two cores are

tical purposes it can be assumed that the cache is ignored.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Bandwidth scaling of the STREAM copy benchmark across the cores of one

Sandy Bridge socket, for a fixed clock speed of 2.7GHz and turbo mode (triangles vs. squares),

with and without non-temporal stores (open vs. filled symbols). The bandwidth number is the

actual bandwidth over the memory bus, including write-allocate transfers. (b) Performance

scaling of the Jacobi smoother, same parameters.

used, and still at up to 3.1GHz with a full socket.3 With NT stores the impact is smaller but

still visible. The main conclusion from Fig. 5.2a is that the STREAM benchmark performance

saturates across the cores, regardless of whether turbo mode is used or not. The degradation

in saturated bandwidth with NT stores is clearly visible, but the effective bandwidth available

to the application code is still larger with NT stores. This is only true in the saturated case,

however; NT stores show no benefit in the non-saturated regime.

The Jacobi code, on the other hand, shows no clear saturation with NT stores at 2.7GHz

(open triangles in Fig. 5.2b), while saturation is easily reached with standard stores (filled trian-

gles). Although the ECM model is of not much help for NT stores, the general conclusion that

fewer cores are needed for saturation at higher clock speeds is still valid. Accordingly, we see

a 5% improvement in full-socket performance with NT stores when using turbo mode, for an

overall 90% of the prediction. There is still some headroom left, so a yet higher clock frequency

or a larger number of cores would result in somewhat better performance.

A summary of the improvements in comparison with the different performance models on a

single socket can be seen in Fig. 5.3a.

Optimization 4: Proper ccNUMA placement

A second CPU socket doubles the available memory bandwidth, so we expect a doubling of

the performance when running with 16 threads. However, the measurement shows a slow-

down to about 1610MLUP/s. This problem can again be investigated using hardware perfor-

mance metrics: All the memory traffic in the system goes to the ccNUMA domain at the first

socket, and half of those transfers are initiated from the second socket. Hence, there seems to

3This data can be obtained with likwid-powermeter from the LIKWID tool suite.
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Figure 5.3: Summary of the modeling and optimization results for the performance engineering

process applied to the 3D Jacobi smoother on (a) one Sandy Bridge socket and (b) on the whole

node (two sockets). Note the change of scale between the two graphs.

be a strong ccNUMA locality problem. Before trying to fix this in the code, one can double-

check by running the code with interleaved page placement across the ccNUMA nodes (using

numactl -i 0,1 as a wrapper), which boosts the performance to 3070MLUP/s. Interleaved

page placement ensures at least some parallel data access, although half of all memory requests

go to the remote domain. If a loop runs faster with interleaved pages, this is a clear indication

of a ccNUMA placement problem.

Fixing the placement problem completely is simple here and involves applying the ”Golden

Rule of ccNUMA” [21], a.k.a. the “first-touch principle:” After allocation the arrays must be

initialized in parallel, and in the exact same way as they are accessed later in the solver loop.

Listing 5.4 shows the correct allocation and initialization code. Note that the middle loop in this

nest is blocked with the same j-block size bj as the solver loop. This is to ensure that there is

absolutely no difference in the data access pattern. The initialization of the boundary layers (for

which at least one of the Cartesian indices is zero) must be done after the parallel first touch.

After this change the performance goes up to 4030MLUP/s on two sockets, i.e., perfect

scaling is achieved. A summary of the ccNUMA-related improvements can be seen in Fig. 5.3b.

Jacobi smoother summary

The steps taken above for modeling and optimization of the Jacobi smoother are by no means

new. Stencil update schemes have been a subject of intense study over the last decade [49, 50,

51, 52, 53, 54, 9, 55, 10], and there are many more optimizations that can be applied to the

serial and parallel code such as temporal blocking or communication hiding (in the distributed-
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Listing 5.4: Initialization code for proper ccNUMA page placement. The code for initializing

the boundaries on the faces of the domain must come after the parallel first touch, and is omitted.

1 double precision, dimension(:,:,:,:) :: phi

2

3 allocate(phi(0:imax+1,0:jmax+1,0:kmax+1,0:1)) ! loop nest over blocks

4 do js=1,jmax,bj

5 ! sweep one block

6 !$OMP parallel do schedule(static)

7 do k = 1,kmax

8 do j = js,min(jmax,js+bj-1)

9 do i = 1,imax

10 phi(:,j,k,:) = ...

11 enddo

12 enddo

13 enddo

14 !$OMP end parallel do

15 enddo

16 ! boundary initialization omitted

memory case) [21]. The example was chosen to show the usefulness of a model-guided approach

to optimizations. First, runtime profiling was used to get an impression of the importance of dif-

ferent code parts (first vs. second loop). A roofline model was established with input from code

analysis, machine characteristics (pipeline throughput), and microbenchmarking (STREAM).

Multiple adaptions of the model were necessary, first to get an agreement with the measure-

ments at all (refined roofline model of the first loop), and later to predict the outcome of code

optimizations (common sense, spatial blocking, NT stores). Hardware metrics were used to

validate or refute models and hypotheses (memory bandwidth saturation, ccNUMA locality

problems), and the microbenchmarks were adapted to the requirements of the application code

(standard vs. NT stores). Hence, all the components of the performance engineering process

sketched in Fig. 5.1 were covered in this simple case study, some of them even multiple times.

5.2 Identification of performance patterns on the node level [5]

While the performance engineering process laid out in the previous section is a useful guideline

for practical work with code analysis and optimizations, some details are still missing, especially

about how the performance model is built and refined, and how optimizations interact with the

model. It turns out that it is very helpful to think about modeling and optimization in terms of

performance patterns. Patterns aid in building, refining, and validating performance models,

and in predicting the outcome of possible optimizations. This section develops the notion of

node-level performance patterns.

5.2.1 Hardware performance metrics

Hardware performance monitoring (HPM) is available in every modern microprocessor design.

It allows for the measurement of many (sometimes hundreds) of metrics that are related to the

way code is executed on the hardware. Although many of those metrics are unimportant for
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the developer writing numerical simulation code, some of them can be very useful in assessing

resource utilization and general performance properties, and can thus be used to validate perfor-

mance models. A large variety of tools exist, from basic to advanced, that allow easy access to

HPM data, and some of them even give optimization advice derived from the measurements.

Fortunately, although there is considerable variation in the kinds of hardware events that

are available on different processors (even from the same manufacturer), a rather small subset

of them is sufficient to identify the prevalent performance problems in serial and parallel code.

These are available on all modern processor designs. We call a specific combination of hardware

event counts and possible other sources of information a “signature.” Together with information

about runtime performance behavior and code properties, signatures indicate the presence of so-

called “performance patterns,” which help to assess the quality of code and, most importantly,

identify relevant bottlenecks to enable a structured approach to performance optimizations.

5.2.2 likwid-perfctr

Given sufficient experience, simple and lightweight tools are often adequate to accomplish the

goals described above. Hence the restriction to x86 architectures under the Linux OS and the

use of the likwid-perfctr tool from the LIKWID tool suite [25, 26]. LIKWID4 is a col-

lection of command line programs that facilitate performance-oriented program development

and production in x86 multicore environments under Linux. The concept of event sets with con-

nected derived metrics, which is implemented in likwid-perfctr by means of performance

groups, fits well to the signature approach presented here.

5.2.3 Performance patterns and event signatures

This section describes performance patterns that have been found to be most useful when an-

alyzing scientific application codes on multicore-based nodes. Other application domains may

have different issues, but the basic principle could still be applied. The categorization is to some

extent arbitrary, and some patterns are frequently found together. Each of those patterns can be

mapped to one or more “signatures,” which consist of a combination of performance behavior

(scalability, sensitivity to problem size, etc.) and a particular pattern in raw or derived hard-

ware metrics. While the former is often independent of the underlying architecture, the latter

is very hardware-specific. Ideally a tool should provide these event sets and derived metrics in

a similar way on all supported processor architectures. likwid-perfctr [25, 26] tries to

support this by “performance groups.” Table 5.1 maps each performance pattern to its signa-

tures in the performance behavior and to the relevant anomalies in hardware metrics (together

with the likwid-perfctr performance group, if available). In some cases the signature also

involves information from other sources such as microbenchmarks or static code analysis, since

some HPM signatures may be easily misinterpreted. Note that general optimization hints are

problematic, even if they are based on patterns; optimization is only possible through a thorough

code review together with a suitable performance model.

In the following, each pattern is described in detail.

4“Like I Knew What I’m Doing”
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Bandwidth saturation

Whenever the bandwidth of a shared data path is limited, there is a natural bound to scalability.

Most frequently this happens on the main memory interface or the (usually shared) outer-level

cache (OLC). Even if an algorithm is perfectly parallelizable in theory (in the sense of Amdahl’s

Law (3.5)), bandwidth saturation can set a limit to its scalability, as was shown in Fig. 3.9. The

roofline model can be used to predict whether the bandwidth bottleneck applies in the saturated

case (see Sect. 3.2), while the ECM model describes multicore scaling for streaming kernels

(see Sect. 3.4).

Using hardware performance monitoring, bandwidth saturation can be detected by mea-

suring the actual bandwidth utilization of a data path. If the measured bandwidth is close to

the maximum value, which can be obtained by a suitable streaming microbenchmark such as

STREAM [24], this is an indication that bandwidth limitations play some role.

Limited instruction throughput

There is always a limit for the overall number of instructions that can be executed per cycle on

a core, independent of their types. Even if a code does not hit this limit, it could still suffer from

a bottleneck in a specific execution port, such as LOAD or MULT (see Fig. 2.1). Depending on

whether the pipeline(s) is/are filled or not, one can distinguish three cases: Pipeline saturation,

pipelining hazards, and control flow issues.

Pipeline saturation If an execution unit is at its throughput limit, this is indicated by a

1:1 ratio of core cycles and executed instructions on this unit. As a consequence, the CPI value

is typically good (low).

Pipelining hazards True data dependencies, i.e., dependencies that cannot be resolved by

register renaming, cause pipeline bubbles, which further diminish the throughput. In this case

there is often an exact integral ratio (larger than one) between core cycles and executed instruc-

tions in the affected pipeline. Due to the additional latencies incurred by the badly pipelined

instructions, performance is rather insensitive to the location of the data. The CPI value is typi-

cally high, and a simple in-core performance model based on pipeline throughput will be far too

optimistic.

Control flow issues This pattern is closely related to pipelining hazards, but the affected

pipeline is usually not a single one of the core pipelines but the overall fetch/decode/execute

pipeline. The HPM signature is also similar, but there is usually no integer ratio between clock

cycles and instructions. Control flow issues arise, e.g., when the branch prediction hardware can

not work or when branches depend on the result from previous instructions and the resulting

bubbles cannot be filled by other useful work.

In all three cases, HPM or even simple timing measurements can reveal the bottleneck. In

general, if code execution performance is limited by instruction throughput on a single pipeline,

there is a clear bottleneck on the core level. This simplifies the execution part of ECM modeling,

and usually leads to clear indications of what should be done to improve performance. If, e.g.,

the limiting resource in a loop on an Intel Sandy Bridge core is the LOAD port throughput
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on double-precision floating-point data, and all loads in the loop are of scalar type, the core

executes two LOADs per cycle. Execution may be sped up by using AVX load instructions

instead. This will double the data throughput since now one full-width AVX LOAD (32 bytes)

can be performed per cycle. See also the “code composition” pattern below. Control flow issues

can sometimes be resolved by reformulating the algorithm so that branches are eliminated from

inner loops [21].

Inefficient data access

Cache-based architectures require contiguous data accesses to make efficient use of bandwidth

due to the cache line concept. One needs to distinguish strided access from erratic access, since

the latter often prevents the efficient use of hardware or software prefetching. In both cases will

simple bandwidth-based performance models assuming unit stride be too optimistic.

Strided access Strided data access is often caused by inappropriate data structures or

badly ordered loop nests, and is one of the most frequent causes for low data transfer efficiency

between cache levels and to/from memory. The cache miss ratio is lower than for unit stride, but

can be easily predicted by taking the low cache line utilization into account. A bandwidth-based

model can usually be made to work if the prefetching mechanisms can accommodate the strided

accesses.

Erratic access If the access pattern is not just strided but erratic (e.g., caused by an in-

dexed array access as in the sparse matrix-vector multiply kernel described in Sect. 3.3.2), au-

tomatic or compiler-based prefetch mechanisms may fail, incurring not only loss of effective

bandwidth but also exposing memory latency. Bandwidth-based models are hard to reconcile

with truly erratic data access, and it is hard or impossible to predict cache miss ratios.

Microarchitectural anomalies

This is a very architecture-specific pattern, which may have different manifestations depending

on the hardware. The measured performance will deviate strongly from any model based on

“simple” architectural features, such as the ECM model. Typical examples for anomalies are

false store forward aliasing, unaligned data accesses or instruction code, a shortage of load/store

buffers, cache thrashing due to insufficient cache associativity, bank conflicts in cache or mem-

ory, violation of pairing rules,5 limited reorder buffer size, a limited number of concurrent

prefetch streams, etc. Correspondingly, the HPM signature is also very hardware-specific.

False cache line sharing

Different threads accessing a cache line (and at least one of them modifying it) lead to frequent

evictions and reloads, impacting performance a lot. False sharing is usually easy to identify

using HPM, since frequent remote cache line evicts will occur and speedup will be small or

5This effect is specific to the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor [56]. On this in-order two-way superscalar architecture,

pairs of instructions may be scheduled in the same cycle on the same core, but there are limitations on which types

can be paired. If the order of instructions in the machine code is not in accordance with the pairing rules, the

maximum throughput goes down to one instruction per cycle.
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even smaller than one. Once spotted, false sharing is usually simple to remedy by well-known

code optimizations such as padding or privatization [21].

Bad page placement on ccNUMA

All modern multi-socket servers are of ccNUMA type. Memory-bound codes must implement

proper first-touch page placement in order to profit from the bandwidth advantages that cc-

NUMA provides. The two main problems with bad page placement are nonlocal data accesses

and bandwidth contention, with load imbalance as a possible secondary effect.

Bad ccNUMA page placement is only a problem for memory-bound code, and usually leads

to small or no speedup across ccNUMA domains. HPM measurements will report a large vol-

ume of non-local traffic across the inter-domain NUMA network, and probably an unbalanced

utilization of the memory interfaces.

Load imbalance

Load balancing issues are an impediment for parallel scalability, and hence performance, and

they should be resolved first. There are many possible sources of load imbalance, but all include

some sort of synchronization or coordination between workers. As an example, a global barrier,

i.e., a synchronization point that requires all workers to arrive before any work can proceed,

often makes load imbalance manifest. But even without global synchronization, differences

in other overhead such as point-to-point communication can lead to imbalanced execution of

useful work. This well-known effect has been demonstrated on multicore systems in [2] for the

important sparse matrix-vector multiply operation.

Load imbalance does not lead to a drop in performance when more workers are added,

unless there are other factors such as communication overhead. Using hardware performance

monitoring, this pattern is readily identified by a different amount of “work” performed by

different workers. This depends crucially on whether “work” is a well-defined concept in the

code; e.g., floating-point operations are usually a good metric in this context, but the number

of executed instructions is not, because typical synchronization and communication overhead

tends to lead to tight spin-waiting loops, which execute lots of instructions but do not count as

“work.”

Note that a non-negligible sequential, i.e., non-parallelizable part in an algorithm, and the

corresponding limitation of speedup (Amdahl’s Law) is only a special case of load imbalance,

even if “speedup” is obtained not by using more identical workers but by putting part of the

problem onto an accelerator.

Synchronization overhead

Barriers at the end of parallel loops or locks protecting shared resources may have a large per-

formance impact if the workload between such synchronization points is too small. This pattern

may also incur secondary effects like load imbalance or code composition issues.

Synchronization overhead typically grows with the number of participating workers, so it is

often a fundamental obstacle for strong but also weak scalability [21]. Especially with strong

scaling, adding workers inevitably leads to slower execution at some point. In the worst case,
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any parallelization, even with only two workers, will slow down the program. HPM measure-

ments typically show a large number of instructions that are not directly associated with appli-

cation code, and a low CPI value.

There is a broad consent in the supercomputing community that global synchronization (of

which global, collective communication is a variant) must be avoided by all means if algorithms

are ever going to be exascale-ready [57].

Communication overhead

Communication overhead is usually seen as separate from synchronization overhead, although

they are certainly related. Whenever different parts of a system have to communicate in or-

der to work cooperatively, some overhead is to be expected. These parts may even be close

together (such as accelerator hardware and the associated host system). Simple point-to-point

communication can often be described by a latency-bandwidth model, even in non-trivial cases

like halo exchange. An abundance of communication overhead generally manifests itself in a

non-linear speedup, especially with strong scaling. The details are very problem-specific, how-

ever (see [21] for an overview). The metric signature of communication overhead is similar to

synchronization overhead: many non-essential instructions and low CPI.

Code composition issues

Often, the machine code comprises an instruction mix that is inadequate to solve the prob-

lem efficiently. A possible symptom of a bad instruction mix is an over-optimistic algorithm-

based performance model (which only considers the minimum required amount of work and

resources). The difference between prediction and measurement is typically larger when the

data set is close to the core, i.e., if it fits in a cache. Consequently, inefficient code execution

often manifests itself in an insensitivity of performance to the problem size, just like pipeline

hazards and control flow problems. Again we can distinguish several cases:

Instruction overhead General-purpose instruction overhead is caused by inefficient com-

piler code, which often occurs in over-abstracted C++ frameworks, or with programming lan-

guages that are inappropriate for generating efficient low-level code. In this case a code or

runtime HPM analysis reveals that the execution bottleneck lies in an abundance of machine in-

structions that do not do actual “work,” such as index arithmetic, inter-register moves, branches,

etc. The CPI will typically be low, indicating “good” utilization of the pipelines. Note that syn-

chronization constructs (barriers, locks) and communication overhead (waiting for messages)

can have the same effect because the CPU often ends up in tight spin-waiting loops.

Expensive instructions The use of expensive operations like divide and square root can

have the opposite effect: The CPI value will be large, since most of the time is spent in long-

latency, badly pipelined execution units. This can be observed in the single-core data in Fig. 3.9,

where the substitution of the multiply by a divide operation causes a drop in performance of

almost a factor of two. Note that modern x86 processors have special instructions for opti-

mized, low-latency, pipelined divides with reduced precision (11 bits instead of 23 in single

precision) [23]. These can be used if performance is crucial and accuracy is secondary. See

Chapter 6 for an application example.
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Ineffective instructions Another source of inefficient low-level code is a low degree of

SIMD vectorization with algorithms that are actually (or can be formulated as) data-parallel.

The measured CPI value in these cases will be generally low, i.e., many instructions per cycle

are executed. If the HPM architecture supports it, scalar and SIMD operations can be counted

independently, giving a clear indication of the code composition.

5.2.4 Pattern categorization

The patterns described above help in identifying the relevant bottlenecks of a given loop, and

may point to code that is “particularly slow,” and could be improved. Slow code has important

consequences for scalability. It follows from the ECM model that more cores will be needed to

saturate a bandwidth bottleneck if the code runs slower on a single core (see Fig. 3.9b). If there

is no chip-level bottleneck (or if it cannot be exhausted), slowing down the code will also impact

the large-scale (multi-node) performance; as a side effect, communication and synchronization

overhead will be less important and speedup (not performance) will improve. See also the

discussion on “slow computing” in [21].

A loose categorization of all identified patterns is shown by the color code in Table 5.1:

• Maximum resource usage. Pipeline or bandwidth saturation may be seen as “positive”

patterns, since it is not possible to exhaust the respective resource any further. This does

not mean, however, that there are no other resources that could be used. For instance, if

the ADD pipeline is at its limit but the loop does not execute MULT instructions, fusing

loops could lead to a good utilization of both pipelines at the same time.

• Hazards. A “hazard” is a condition that leads to sub-optimal utilization of the hardware

due to the particular way code is executed or data is accessed. The exact impact of such

a pattern is often not directly related to an algorithm but to a specific implementation on

specific hardware.

• Work inefficiency. The “work” to be done as defined by the algorithm may be executed in

a way that prevents efficient use of the hardware. These patterns address general issues

and tend to be rather hardware-independent.

It is evident that the “negative patterns” in the last two categories are not clearly separated.

5.3 Patterns and models: Performance engineering refined

Although the patterns described above are useful in the performance engineering work flow, it

is still not entirely clear how the interaction of patterns, performance models, and optimizations

works in practice. In Fig. 5.1 the details of pattern usage are hidden in the “Performance model”

box.

The examples have so far shown that, once a performance model has been built, it can be

used for two purposes:

1. If the model “works,” i.e., if it can be validated using performance measurements (and, if

applicable, HPM data), it describes the relevant bottleneck of the loop correctly. Then it

can guide optimizations by predicting the possible benefit of a code change. This predic-

tion can have one of two consequences:
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(a) The optimized code is limited by the same bottleneck as the original code (i.e., the

same pattern applies).

One example for this was the application of spatial blocking to the 3D Jacobi

smoother in Sect. 5.1.2: Before the optimization, memory bandwidth saturation

was identified as the relevant performance pattern. Blocking the j loop led to a

reduction of the code balance from 40bytes/LUP to 24bytes/LUP, but the pattern

(and thus the bottleneck) stayed the same.

(b) The optimized code hits another bottleneck, which implies a shift to another pattern.

This case was encountered with the divide-accumulate kernel in Sect. 3.3.3: While

the original code was core-bound for all but very small problem sizes on the West-

mere chip due to the long-latency divides in the loop kernel (expensive instructions

pattern), the optimized version was strongly memory-bound at large problem sizes

(memory bandwidth saturation pattern). With a working set fitting in the L1 cache

we could potentially expect arithmetic peak for the optimized code (pipeline satu-

ration pattern), but we have estimated that the OpenMP overhead will dominate the

runtime (synchronization overhead pattern).

2. If there is a discrepancy between the performance measurement and the model, the model

has “failed.” There are two possible reasons for such a mismatch:

(a) The wrong pattern was used for building the model, i.e., the relevant bottleneck was

not identified correctly. Fixing this issue either implies a change of pattern, and

probably building a new model, or a code optimization that keeps the pattern and

makes the performance “fit” to it.

The latter case was observed with the bad (or rather non-existent) scaling across

sockets for the 3D Jacobi smoother, where memory bandwidth saturation was ex-

pected but bad ccNUMA page placement was encountered. Fixing this problem by

proper parallel first touch initialization shifted the model back to memory bandwidth

saturation.

The failed roofline modeling of the single-threaded vector triad in main memory

(Sect. 3.4.1) led to the development of the ECM model, which can encompass sev-

eral patterns, depending on the code characteristics. More complex examples for

this case will be covered in Chapters 6 and 7.

(b) The pattern was correct, but the input to the model was wrong. Since a model

has several inputs (code analysis, microbenchmarks, and machine characteristics),

there are several options, such as adjusting the assumed resource requirements of

the code, choosing a different microbenchmark, or correcting a probably unjustified

assumption about machine characteristics.

In the 3D Jacobi smoother example in Sect. 5.1.2, the first attempt at roofline mod-

eling failed because the amount of data traffic over the memory interface was in fact

lower than estimated, although the pattern (bandwidth saturation) and even the data

path (memory) was correct. In this case the code analysis was the problem.

In Sect. 3.3.2 we also studied the sparse matrix-vector multiplication, in which common lore

suggests that erratic access should be the relevant pattern. The analysis showed that this is not
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necessarily the case, and that memory bandwidth saturationmay also apply. The “severity” of

the erratic access pattern could be determined by “reverse modeling,” i.e., by measuring certain

performance properties of the kernel and then fixing the free parameter α , which describes the

overall volume of the data traffic caused by the access to the right-hand side. This example

shows that it is not always just a single pattern that applies, but that several patterns may overlap

(which is, by design, often the case when the ECM model is used).

Figure 5.4 shows a refined performance engineering cycle, with all activities exposed that

employ patterns. The profiling component was omitted for brevity.
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Figure 5.4: A refined performance engineering process, with pattern-related activities exposed.

The labels (1a . . . 2b) correspond to the list items in Sect. 5.3.
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Chapter 6

A medical image reconstruction

algorithm [6]

6.1 Introduction

6.1.1 Computed tomography

Computed tomography (CT) [58] is an established technology to non-invasively determine a

three-dimensional (3D) structure from a series of projections of an object. Beyond its classic

application area of static analysis in clinical environments the use of CT has accelerated substan-

tially in recent years, e.g., toward material science or time-resolved scans supporting interven-

tional cardiology. The numerical volume reconstruction scheme is a key component of modern

CT systems and is known to be very compute-intensive. Acceleration through special-purpose

hardware such as FPGAs [59] is a typical approach to meet the constraints of real-time pro-

cessing. Integrating nonstandard hardware into commercial CT systems adds considerable costs

both in terms of hardware and software development, as well as system complexity. From an

economic view the use of standard x86 processors would thus be preferable. Driven by Moore’s

law the compute capabilities of standard CPUs have now the potential to meet the requested CT

time constraints.

The volume reconstruction step for recent C-arm systems with flat panel detector can be

considered a prototype for modern clinical CT systems. Interventional C-arm CTs, such as the

one sketched in Fig. 6.1, perform the rotational acquisition of 496 high resolution X-ray pro-

jection images (1248×960 pixels) in 20 seconds [60]. This acquisition phase sets a constraint

for the maximum reconstruction time to attain real-time reconstruction. In practice filtered

backprojection (FBP) methods such as the Feldkamp algorithm [61] are widely used for per-

formance reasons. The algorithm consists of 2D pre-processing steps, backprojection, and 3D

post-processing. Volume data is reconstructed in the backprojection step, making it by far the

most time-consuming part [59]. It is characterized by high computational intensity, nontrivial

data dependencies, and complex numerical evaluations but also offers an inherent embarrass-

ingly parallel structure. In recent years hardware-specific optimization of the Feldkamp algo-

rithm has focused on GPUs [62, 63, 64, 65, 66] and IBM Cell processors [67, 68]. For GPUs in

particular, large performance gains compared to CPUs were reported [63] or documented by the

standardized RABBITCT benchmark [69, 70]. Available studies with standard CPUs indicate

that large servers are required to meet GPU performance [71]. RABBITCT is an open competi-
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Figure 6.1: C-arm system

illustration (Axiom Artis

Zeego, Siemens Health-

care, Forchheim, Ger-

many).

tion benchmark based on C-arm CT images of a rabbit (see Fig. 6.2). It allows to compare the

manifold of existing hardware technologies and implementation alternatives for reconstruction

scenarios by applying them to a fixed, well-defined problem. This chapter concentrates on the

optimal implementation of the FBP algorithm on multicore processors. See [6] for a detailed

account of related work.

This chapter highlights, in condensed form, the aspects of Ref. [6] that are related to the

performance engineering approach: Starting from a first rough analysis of the code, which points

to a strongly memory-bound problem on modern multicore chips, obvious optimizations such as

work reduction and SIMD vectorization are applied. Using the optimized code as a baseline, an

ECM performance model is built which leads to the conclusion that the algorithm is memory-

bound only on older, bandwidth-starved processors, but not on modern CPUs like the Intel

Sandy Bridge. Consequently, blocking or unrolling techniques only pay off when bandwidth

limitation applies. Performance results are presented for a number of modern and older Intel

multicore CPUs.

Figure 6.2: Volume rendering based on the recon-

struction of 2D X-ray projections of a rabbit.
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6.2 Experimental testbed

A selection of modern Intel x86-based multicore processors (see Table 6.1) was chosen to test

the performance potential of optimized implementations of the algorithm. All of these chips

feature a large outer level cache, which is shared by two (Core 2 Quad “Harpertown”), four

(Sandy Bridge), six (Westmere EP), or ten cores (Westmere EX). The maximum number of

cores sharing an outer level L2/L3 cache is called an “L2/L3 group.”

With the introduction of the Core i7 architecture the memory subsystem of Intel proces-

sors was redesigned to allow for a substantial increase in memory bandwidth, at the price of

introducing ccNUMA on multisocket servers. At the same time Intel also relaunched simulta-

neous multithreading (SMT) with two threads per physical core. The Sandy Bridge processor is

equipped with a new instruction scheduler, supports the new AVX SIMD instruction set exten-

sion, and has a new last level cache subsystem (which was already present in Nehalem EX). The

10-core Intel Westmere EX is not mainly targeted at HPC clusters but reflects the performance

maximum for x86 shared-memory nodes. A summary of the most important processor features

is presented in Table 6.1. Note that the Sandy Bridge model used here is a desktop variant,

while the other processors are of the server (“Xeon”) type. Table 6.1 also contains bandwidth

measurements for a simple update benchmark:

1 for(int i=0; i<N; ++i)

2 a[i] = s * a[i];

This benchmark reflects the data streaming properties of the reconstruction algorithm and is thus

better suited than STREAM [72] as a baseline for a quantitative performance model.

Since most of the performance-critical code was written in assembly language, the choice

of compiler is marginal (the Intel compiler in version 12.0 was used). Thread affinity, hard-

ware performance monitoring, and low-level benchmarking was implemented via the LIKWID

tool suite [73, 74], using the tools likwid-pin, likwid-perfctr, and likwid-bench,

respectively.

6.3 The algorithm

6.3.1 Theory

The RABBITCT dataset consists of N = 496 projection images In acquired by a C-arm system.

The projections are already pre-processed and filtered. Hence, only the backprojection step

is considered in the presented work. Each projection image is accompanied by a projection

matrix An ∈R
3×4 [75, 76]. It encodes the complete projection geometry, including reproducible

deviations from the ideal Feldkamp geometry [76]. Using An, the perspective projection of an

arbitrary point~x = (x,y,z)T in 3D space onto the point ~p in the u-v image plane of the n-th view

can be expressed as [77]

~̃pn
∼= An~̃x, (6.1)
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Table 6.1: Test machine specifications. The cacheline size is 64 bytes for all processors and

cache levels. The update benchmark results were obtained with the likwid-bench tool.

Microarchitecture Intel Harpertown Intel Westmere Intel Westmere EX Intel Sandy Bridge

Model Xeon X5482 Xeon X5670 Xeon E7- 4870 Core i7-2600

Label HPT WEM WEX SNB

Clock [GHz] 3.2 2.66 (2.93 turbo) 2.40 3.4 (3.5 turbo)

sockets/cores/threads 2/8/- 2/12/24 4/40/80 1/4/8

SIMD extension SSE3 SSE4.2 SSE4.2 AVX

SIMD register [bytes] 16 16 16 32

Socket L1/L2/L3 4×32k/2×6M/- 6×32k/6×256k/12M 8×32k/8×256k/30M 4×32k/4×256k/8M

Bandwidths [GB/s]:

Theoretical socket BW 12.8 32.0 34.2 21.3

Update (1 thread) 5.9 15.2 8.3 16.5

Update (socket) 6.2 20.3 24.6 17.3

Update (node) 8.4 39.1 98.7 -

where ~̃x = (~xT ,1)T and ~̃p = (u,v,1)T w. Note that the equality is in homogeneous coordinates

and therefore up to scale. For convenience, we further define

un(~x) = ~̃pn,0/wn(~x), (6.2)

vn(~x) = ~̃pn,1/wn(~x),and (6.3)

wn(~x) = ~̃pn,2. (6.4)

The N filtered projection images In are backprojected into the volume F . The value of a voxel

at position~x = (x,y,z) is determined as

F(~x) =
N

∑
n=1

1

wn(~x)2
· In(un(~x),vn(~x)). (6.5)

Since equation (6.1) is only defined up to scale, An can be constructed such that the scaling

factor ~̃pn,2 corresponds to the distance weight w in the backprojection formula (6.5) [76].

Note that in practice one deals with image data that has a finite pixel resolution. The pro-

jection of a voxel will in general not hit one pixel of the 2D CT image exactly. Therefore, the

projection value is computed by bilinear interpolation of the four closest pixels.

6.3.2 Code analysis

The basic backprojection algorithm (as provided by the RabbitCT framework [70], see List-

ing 6.1) is usually implemented in single precision (SP) and exhibits a streaming access pattern

for most of its data traffic. One volume reconstruction uses 496 CT images (denoted by I) of

1248×960 pixels each (ISX×ISY). The volume size is 2563 mm3. MM is the voxel size and

changes depending on the number of voxels. The most common resolution in present clinical
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Listing 6.1: Voxel update loop nest for the plain backprojection algorithm. This gets executed

for each projection I. All variables are of type float unless indicated otherwise. The division

into parts (see text) is only approximate since there is no 1:1 correspondence to the SIMD-

vectorized code.

1 wz = offset_z;

2 for(int z=0; z<L; z++, wz+=MM) {

3 wy = offset_y;

4

5 for (int y=0; y<L; y++, wy+=MM) {

6 wx = offset_x;

7 valtl=0.0f; valtr=0.0f;

8 valbl=0.0f; valbr=0.0f;

9

10 // Part 1 --------------------------

11 for (int x=0; x<L; x++, wx+=MM) {

12 uw = (A[0]*wx+A[3]*wy+A[6]*wz+A[9]);

13 vw = (A[1]*wx+A[4]*wy+A[7]*wz+A[10]);

14 w = (A[2]*wx+A[5]*wy+A[8]*wz+A[11]);

15

16 u = uw * 1.0f/w; v = vw * 1.0f/w;

17

18 int iu = (int)u, iv = (int)v;

19

20 scalu = u - (float) iu;

21 scalv = v - (float) iv;

22 // Part 2 ---------------------------

23 if (iv>=0 && iv<ISY) {

24 if (iu>=0 && iu<ISX)

25 valtl = I[iv*ISX + iu];

26 if (iu>=-1 && iu<ISX-1)

27 valtr = I[iv*ISX + iu+1];

28 }

29

30 if (iv>=-1 && iv<ISY-1) {

31 if (iu>=0 && iu<ISX)

32 valbl = I[(iv+1)*ISX + iu];

33 if (iu>=-1 && iu<ISX-1)

34 valbr = I[(iv+1)*ISX + iu+1];

35 }

36 // Part 3 ---------------------------

37 vall = scalv*valbl + (1.0f-scalv)*valtl;

38 valr = scalv*valbr + (1.0f-scalv)*valtr;

39 fx = scalu*valr + (1.0f-scalu)*vall;

40

41 VOL[z*L*L + y*L + x] += 1.0f/(w*w)*fx;

42 } // x

43 } // y

44 } // z
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Figure 6.3: Setup geome-

try for generating the CT

projection images. The

size of the volume is al-

ways 2563 mm3, but the

number of voxels may

vary. The x-y-z space rep-

resents the volume while

the u-v plane represents a

filtered projection. z

y

x

v

u

X-ray
source

detector

volume

applications is 512 voxels in each direction (denoted by the problem size L). The algorithm

computes the contributions to each voxel across all projection images, and the reconstructed

volume is stored in array VOL. Voxel coordinates (indices) are denoted by x, y, and z, while

pixel coordinates are called u and v. See Fig. 6.3 for the geometric setup.

The aggregate size of all projection images is about 2.4GB. One voxel sweep incurs a

data transfer volume consisting of the loads from the projection image and an update operation

(VOL[i]+=s, see line 41 in Listing 6.1) to the voxel array. The latter causes 8bytes of traf-

fic per voxel and results (for problem size 5123) in a data volume of 1GB, or 496GB for all

projections. The traffic caused by the projection images is not easy to quantify since it is not a

simple stream; it is defined by a “beam” of locations slowly moving over the projection pixels

as the voxel update loop nest progresses. It exhibits some temporal and spatial locality since

neighboring voxels are projected on proximate pixels of the image, but there may also be multi-

ple streams with large strides. Nevertheless, the above estimates suggest that the memory traffic

caused by the projection images is small compared to the updates to the voxel volume. On the

computational side, the basic version of this algorithm performs 13 additions, 5 subtractions, 17

multiplications, and 3 divides.

6.3.3 Simple performance models

Based on this knowledge about data transfers and arithmetic operations one can build a roofline

model for a rough upper performance bound on the compute node. The arithmetic limitation

results in 20 cycles per vectorized update (four and eight inner loop iterations for SSE and

AVX, respectively), assuming full vectorization, and a throughput of one divide per cycle. This

takes into account that all architectures under consideration can execute one addition and one

multiplication per cycle and assumes that the pipelined rcpps instruction can be employed

for the divisions (see Sect. 6.4.1 for details) and shares an execution port with the multiply
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instructions. Knowing the number of cycles c per vectorized update, the most optimistic in-core

performance (in voxel updates per time unit) is

Pmax =
f · s ·n

c
, (6.6)

where f is the clock frequency, s is the SIMD width, and c is the number of cores per node.

The performance limitation due to data transfers is given by I · bS, where I is the computa-

tional intensity of one update per eight bytes (see above), and bS is the node memory bandwidth

as measured with the synthetic update benchmark described in Sect. 6.2 (see Table 6.1). The

following table shows upper performance bounds for a full reconstruction based on in-core and

bandwidth limitations on the four systems in the testbed (full nodes; see Table 6.1 for label

definitions):

HPT WEM WEX SNB

Pmax [GUP/s] 5.12 7.03 19.2 5.60

I ·bS [GUP/s] 1.05 4.89 11.2 2.16

Performance is given in billions of voxel updates per second (GUP/s),1 where one “update”

represents the reconstruction step of one voxel using a single image. The large expected perfor-

mance for the single socket (quad-core) Sandy Bridge under the in-core arithmetic limitation is

caused by its wide AVX vector size and its fast clock speed.

Above predictions indicate a strongly memory-bound situation, but it will be shown later that

they are far from accurate: It is much too optimistic to assume perfectly independent instruc-

tions and perfect SIMD vectorization. Moreover, counting only “useful” work, i.e., arithmetic

operations, is wrong since this algorithm is nontrivial to vectorize due to the scattered load of

the projection image data; it therefore involves many more non-arithmetic instructions. A more

careful analysis will lead to a completely different picture, and further optimizations can change

the bottleneck analysis considerably.

In order to have a better view on low-level optimizations we divide the algorithm into three

parts:

1. Geometry computation: Calculate the index of the projection of a voxel in pixel coordi-

nates

2. Load four corner pixel values from the projection image

3. Interpolate linearly for the update of the voxel data

6.3.4 Algorithmic optimizations

The first optimizations for a given algorithm must be on a hardware-independent level. Beyond

elementary steps like moving invariant computations out of the inner loop body and reducing

the divides to one reciprocal (thereby reducing the flop count to 31), a main optimization is to

minimize the workload. Voxels located at the corners and edges of the volume are not visible

on every projection, and can thus be “clipped off” and skipped in the inner loop. This is not a

1SI prefixes are used, i.e., 1GUP/s stands for 109 updates per second. This is inconsistent with a large part of the

literature on medical image reconstruction, where “G” is used as a binary prefix for 230 ≈ 1.074 ·109 [78]
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new idea, but the approach presented here improves the work reduction from 24% [79] to nearly

39%.

The basic building block for all further steps is the update of a consecutive line of voxels in

x direction, covered by the inner loop level in Listing 6.1. This is called the “line update kernel.”

The geometry, i.e., the position of the first and the last relevant voxel for each projection image

and line of voxels is precomputed. This information is specific for a given geometric setup, so

it can be stored and used later during the backprojection loop. Reading this extra data from

memory incurs an additional transfer volume of 5122×496×4 bytes=496MB (assuming 16-

bit indexing), which is negligible compared to the other traffic. The advantage of line-wise

clipping is that the shape of the clipped voxel volume is much more accurately tracked than

with the blocking approach described in [79].

The conditionals (lines 23 and 30 in Listing 6.1), which ensure correct access to the pro-

jection image, involve no measurable overhead for the scalar case due to the hardware branch

prediction. However, for vectorized code they are potentially costly since an appropriate mask

must be constructed whenever there is the possibility that a SIMD vector instruction accesses

data outside the projection [79]. To remove this complication, separate buffers are used to hold

suitably zero-padded copies of the projection images, so that there is no need for vector masks.

The additional overhead is far outweighed by the performance advantage for fully vectorized

code execution. The conditionals are also effectively removed by the clipping optimization

described above, but we need a code version without clipping for validating our performance

model later.

Note that a similar effect could be achieved by peeling off scalar loop iterations to make the

length of the inner loop body a multiple of the SIMD vector size and ensure aligned memory

access. However, this may introduce a significant scalar component especially for small problem

sizes and large vector lengths.

6.4 Single core optimizations

For all further optimizations an implementation of the line update kernel in C is chosen as the

performance baseline, with all algorithmic optimizations from Sect. 6.3.4 already applied.

6.4.1 SIMD vectorization

No current compiler is able to efficiently vectorize the backprojection algorithm, so the code

was implemented directly in x86 assembly language. Using SIMD intrinsics could ease the

vectorization but adds some uncertainties with regard to register scheduling and hence does not

allow full control over the instruction code. All data is aligned to enable packed and aligned

loads/stores of vector registers (16 or 32 bytes with one instruction).

The line update kernel operates on consecutive voxels. For part 1 of the algorithm clas-

sic vectorization, i.e., working on multiple voxels at the same time, is straightforward (see

Sect. 6.3.3). This part is arithmetically limited and fully benefits from the increased register

width. The divide is replaced by a reciprocal. SSE provides the fully pipelined rcpps instruc-

tion for an approximate reciprocal with reduced accuracy (11 bits) compared to a full divide

(24 bits). This approximation is sufficient for this algorithm, and results in an accuracy similar

to GPGPU implementations. The integer type cast (line 18) is implemented via the vectorized

hardware rounding instruction roundps, which was introduced with SSE4.
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Figure 6.4: Vectorization

of part 2 of the algorithm:

The data is loaded pair-

wise into the vector reg-

isters. The interpolation

of iterations 0,2 and 1,3

are computed simultane-

ously. Afterwards the re-

sults must be reordered

for the second interpola-

tion step.

Part 2 of the algorithm cannot be directly vectorized. The projection value is computed by

bilinear interpolation of the four closest pixels (top left (valtl), top right (valtr), and bot-

tom left (valbl), bottom right (valbr)). As illustrated in Fig. 6.5, valtl and valtr as well

as valbl and valbr can be loaded in pairs. Moreover, the classic vectorization approach of

part 1 – operating on multiple voxels at the same time – cannot be retained here since neigh-

boring voxels will in general not be projected onto consecutive pixels. Fig. 6.4 shows the steps

involved in vectorizing part 2 and the first linear interpolation in more detail. For the sake of

simplicity, we consider a vector of four voxels with indices 0–3, but the scheme can be easily

extended to wider vectors. Since the pixel coordinates from step 1 are already in a vector reg-

ister, the index calculation for, e.g., iv*ISX+iu and (iv+1)*ISX+iu (lines 25, 27, 32, and

34 in Listing 6.1) uses packed SIMD instructions. We compute the first part of the interpolation

for voxels 0 and 2 simultaneously, and then for voxels 1 and 3. Therefore, we duplicate the

valtr

valbl

valbr

valtl

voxel center

X-ray

source

detector Figure 6.5: Projection of a voxel center onto

the detector. The labeled (four) pixels are

used for bilinear interpolation.
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weighting vector scalv such that one copy contains the weights for voxels 0 and 2 (twice),

and the other one for voxels 1 and 3 (step 1 in Fig. 6.4). With one load at the index of valtl

we implicitly load valtr into the second vector element. Again we create two vectors, one

containing the top left and right pixel values for voxels 0 and 2, and one for 1 and 3 (step 2 in

Fig. 6.4). The same is done for the bottom values. The resulting vectors are called valt and

valb, respectively, in Fig. 6.4. Note that the cost for this construct increases with wider SIMD

registers because two load operations are required per voxel. Next, we multiply those vectors

with the corresponding scalv vector in step 3 of Fig. 6.4 and get vectors with the interpolation

result in v direction. The elements are still alternating left and right, and for voxels 0 and 2, or

1 and 3. Therefore, in step 4, we reorder the elements to get a vector containing only the left

values for all voxels and one containing the right values. This scheme is implemented using the

SSE3 instructions movsldup and movshdup for duplication of the scalv values. The final

reordering to enable classic vectorization in part 3 of the algorithm also uses those instructions,

together with blendps, which interleaves the values to bring them into the correct order again.

The conversion of the index into a general purpose register, which is needed for addressing the

load of the data and the scattered pairwise loads, is costly in terms of necessary instructions.

Moreover, the runtime increases linearly with the width of the registers due to the pairwise

loads. This implies that the whole operation is limited by instruction throughput.

We consider two SSE implementations, which only differ in part 2 of the algorithm. Version

1 (V1) converts the floating point values in the vector registers to four quadwords and stores the

result back to memory (cache, actually). Single index values are then loaded to general purpose

registers one by one. Version 2 (V2) does not store to memory but instead shifts all values in

turn to the lowest position in the SSE register, from where they are moved directly to a general

purpose register using the cvtss2si instruction.

The remainder of part 3 – the second part (u direction) of the bilinear interpolation, and the

voxel update – is again trivially vectorizable and fully benefits from wider SIMD registers.

Note that any further inner loop unrolling beyond what is required by SIMD vectorization

would not show any benefit due to register shortage; however, as will be shown later, SMT can

be used to achieve a similar effect.

6.4.2 AVX implementation

In theory, the AVX instruction set extension doubles the peak performance per core as compared

to SSE. The backprojection cannot fully benefit from this advantage because the number of

required instructions increases linearly with the register width in part 2 of the algorithm. For

arbitrary SIMD vector lengths a hardware gather operation would be required to prevent this

part from becoming a severe bottleneck.2

The limited number of AVX instructions that natively operate on 256-bit registers prohibits

more sophisticated variants of part 2; only the simple version (V1) could be implemented. A

register-to-register variant would be possible only at the price of a much larger instruction count,

so this alternative was not considered. Despite these shortcomings, an improvement of 25%

could be achieved with the AVX kernel on Sandy Bridge (see Sect. 6.7 for detailed performance

results).

2The Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor and the Intel Haswell processor do have such instructions. See [80] for a detailed

analysis of the backprojection algorithm on the Intel Xeon Phi.
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Figure 6.6: ECM model analysis: Runtime contributions from instruction execution and neces-

sary cache line transfers. The total data volume in bytes is indicated on the left of each group of

arrows. On the right we show the data transfer capabilities between hierarchy levels and the re-

sulting transfer time in core cycles. In-core execution times are measured values from Table 6.2,

scaled to a complete cache line.

6.5 In-depth performance analysis

6.5.1 ECM performance model

As shown in Sect. 6.3.3, a simple roofline model analysis based on arithmetic instruction

throughput and the memory bottleneck alone can be done for the backprojection algorithm.

It predicts a strong bandwidth limitation on all considered architectures, but a simple measure-

ment of the utilized memory bandwidth proves that the memory bandwidth is far from saturated

in most cases. Hence, the ECM model introduced in Sect. 3.4 is employed to arrive at a more

complete picture.

The starting point for all further analysis is the single-thread runtime spent executing instruc-

tions with data loaded from L1 cache, since this is what determines Pmax. Due to the complexity

of the loop body, the Intel Architecture Code Analyzer (IACA) [38] was used to analytically

determine the runtime of the loop body. This tool determines the runtime of the loop body in

cycles, calculating either raw throughput (no dependencies) or the critical path length, according

to the architectural properties of the processor under the assumption that all data resides in the

L1 cache. It supports Westmere and Sandy Bridge (including AVX) as target architectures. The

results for Westmere are shown in the following table for the two SSE kernel variants described

above (all entries except µops are in core cycles):

Issue port

Variant 0 1 2 3 4 5 TP µOPs CP

V1 15 21 24 3 3 19 24 85 54

V2 20 27 16 1 1 20 27 85 71

Execution times are calculated separately for all six issue ports (0. . . 5). (A µop is a RISC-like
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“micro-instruction;” x86 processors perform an on-the-fly translation of machine instructions

to µops, which are the “real” instructions that get executed by the core.) Apart from the raw

throughput (TP) and the total number of µops the tool also reports a runtime prediction taking

into account latencies on the critical path (CP). Based on this prediction V1 should be faster

than V2 on Westmere. However, the measurements in Table 6.2 show the opposite result. The

high pressure on the load issue port (2) together with an overall high pressure on all ALU issue

ports (0, 1, and 5) seems to be decisive. In V2 the pressure on port 2 is much lower, although

the overall pressure on all issue ports is slightly larger.

Below we report the results for the Sandy Bridge architecture with SSE and AVX. The

pressure on the ALU ports is similar, but due to the doubled SSE load performance Sandy

Bridge needs only half the cycles for the loads in kernel V1. V1 is therefore faster than V2 on

Sandy Bridge (see Table 6.2).

Issue port

Variant 0 1 2 3 4 5 TP µOPs CP

V1 SSE 16 20 14 13 3 19 20 85 56

V2 SSE 20 26 9 8 1 21 26 85 72

V1 AVX 18 20 22 21 6 30 30 114 90

So far we have assumed that all data resides in the L1 cache. The data transfers required

to bring cachelines into L1 and back to memory are modeled separately. We assume that there

is no overlap between data transfers and instruction execution. This is true at least for the L1

cache: It can either communicate with L2 to load or evict a cacheline, or it can deliver data to

the registers, but not both at the same time. As a first approximation we also (pessimistically)

assume that this “no-overlapping” condition holds for all caches, and that a data transfer between

any two adjacent levels in the memory hierarchy does not overlap with anything else. Since the

smallest transfer unit is a 64-byte cacheline, the analysis will from now on be based on a full

“cacheline update” (16 four-byte voxels), which corresponds to four (two) inner loop iterations

when using SSE (AVX).

We only consider the data traffic for voxel updates; the image data traffic is negligible in

comparison, hence we assume that all image data comes from L1 cache. It takes two cycles to

transfer one cacheline between adjacent cache levels over the 256-bit unidirectional data path.

Every modified line must eventually be evicted, which takes another two cycles. Figure 6.6

shows a full analysis, in which the core execution time for a complete cacheline update is based

on the measured cycles from Table 6.2. On the three architectures with L3 cache the simplifica-

tion is made that the “Uncore” part (L3 cache, memory interface, and QuickPath interconnect)

runs at the same frequency as the core, which is not strictly true but does not change the re-

sults significantly. It was shown for the Nehalem-based architectures (Westmere and Westmere

HPT WEM WEX SNB

V1 SSE 62.6 61.6 59.6 44.4

V2 SSE 57.4 51.5 54.7 50.0

V1 AVX 76.2

Table 6.2: Measured execution times (one core) in cycles for one iteration of the SIMD-

vectorized kernel (i.e., 4 or 8 voxel updates) with all operands residing in L1 cache.
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EX) that they can overlap instruction execution with reloading data from memory to the last

level cache [81]. Hence, the model predicts that the in-core execution time is much larger than

all other contributions, which makes this algorithm limited by instruction throughput for single

core execution. On Sandy Bridge, the AVX kernel requires 76.2 cycles for one vectorized loop

iteration (eight updates). This results in 152 cycles instead of 178 cycles (SSE) for one cacheline

update.

Based on the runtime of the loop kernel we can now estimate the total required memory

bandwidth for multithreaded execution if all cores on a socket are utilized, and also derive the

expected performance (we consider the full volume without clipping):

HPT WEM WEX SNB
SNB

(AVX)

BW/core [GB/s] 1.7 1.9 1.5 2.5 3.0

BW/socket [GB/s] 6.8 11.2 11.6 10.0 12.0

Perf. [GUP/s] 0.85 1.42 1.45 1.25 1.51

We conclude that the multithreaded code is bandwidth-limited only on Harpertown, since the

required socket bandwidth is above the practical limit given by the update benchmark (see Ta-

ble 6.1). All other architectures are below their data transfer capabilities for this operation and

should show no benefit from further bandwidth-reducing optimizations (see Sect. 6.6.2).

6.5.2 ILP optimization and SMT

At this point the analysis still neglects the possible benefit from Simultaneous multi-threading.

As described in Sect. 2.1.5, SMT can improve the pipeline utilization for codes that suffer from

dependencies, long-latency loads, instruction scheduling issues, or resource contention. At the

same time it is important to understand that there can be no benefit if all threads running on the

same core compete for a shared resource like, e.g., a request queue.

As shown in the previous section, our implementation of the backprojection algorithm ex-

hibits a strong discrepancy between the IACA “throughput” and “critical path” predictions. Due

to the complex loop body, register dependencies are unavoidable, resulting in many pipeline

bubbles. Outer loop unroll and jam (interleaving two outer loop iterations in the inner body) is

out of the question due to register shortage, but SMT can do a similar job and provide indepen-

dent instruction streams using independent register sets. Since there is no shared resource apart

from the core pipelines, running two threads on the two virtual cores of each physical core is

expected to reduce the cycles taken for the cacheline update. However, the effect of using SMT

is difficult to estimate quantitatively. See Sect. 6.7 below for complete parallel results.

6.6 OpenMP parallelization

OpenMP parallelization of the algorithm is straightforward and works with all optimizations

discussed so far. For the thread counts and problem sizes under consideration here it is sufficient

to parallelize the loop that iterates over all voxel volume slices (loop variable z in Listing 6.1).

However, due to the clipped-off voxels at the edges and corners of the volume, simple static

loop scheduling with default chunk size leads to a strong load imbalance. This can be easily

corrected by using block-cyclic scheduling with a small chunk size (e.g., static,1).
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Images are produced one by one during the C-arm rotation, and could at best be delivered

to the application in batches. Since the reconstruction should start as soon as images become

available, a parallelization across images was not considered.

As shown in Sect. 6.5, the socket-level performance analysis does not predict strong ben-

efits from bandwidth-reducing optimizations except on the Harpertown platform. However,

since one can expect to see more bandwidth-starved processor designs with a more unbalanced

ratio of peak performance to memory bandwidth in the future, we still consider bandwidth op-

timizations important for this algorithm. Furthermore, ccNUMA architectures have become

omnipresent even in the commodity market, making locality and bandwidth awareness manda-

tory. In the following sections we will describe a proper ccNUMA page placement strategy for

voxel and image data, and a blocking optimization for bandwidth reduction. The reason why we

present those optimizations in the context of shared-memory parallelization is that they become

relevant only in the parallel case, since bandwidth is not a problem on all architectures for serial

execution (see Sect. 6.5.1).

6.6.1 ccNUMA placement

The reconstruction algorithm uses essentially two relevant data structures: the voxel array and

the image data arrays. Upon voxel initialization one can easily employ first-touch initialization,

using the same OpenMP loop schedule (i.e., access pattern) as in the main program loop. This

way each thread has local access (i.e., within its own ccNUMA domain) to its assigned voxel

layers, and the full aggregate bandwidth of a ccNUMA node can be utilized.

Although the access to the projection image data is much less bandwidth-intensive than the

memory traffic incurred by the voxel updates, ccNUMA page placement was implemented here

as well. As mentioned in Sect. 6.3.4, the padded projection buffers are explicitly allocated and

initialized in each locality domain, and a local copy is shared by all threads within a domain.

Since the additional overhead for the duplication is negligible, this ensures conflict-free local

access to all image data. The time taken to copy the images to the local buffers is included in

the runtime measurements.

6.6.2 Blocking/unrolling

In order to reduce the pressure on the memory interface we use a simple blocking scheme for the

outer loop over all images: Projections are loaded and copied to the padded projection buffers

in small chunks, i.e., b images at a time. The line update kernel (see Sect. 6.4) for a certain

pair of (y,z) coordinates is then executed b times, once for each projection. This corresponds

to a b-way unrolling of the image loop and a subsequent jam into the next-to-innermost voxel

loop (across the y voxel coordinate). At the problem sizes studied here, all the voxel data for

this line can be kept in the L1 cache and reused b− 1 times. Hence, the complete volume is

only updated in memory 496/b instead of 496 times. Relatively small unrolling factors between

2 and 8 are thus sufficient to reduce the bandwidth requirements to uncritical levels even on

“starved” processors like the Intel Harpertown.

This optimization is so effective that it renders proper ccNUMA placement all but obsolete;

we will thus not report the benefit of ccNUMA placement in our performance results, although

it is certainly performed in the code.
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6.7 Results

In order to evaluate the benefit of our optimizations we have benchmarked different code ver-

sions with the 5123 case on all test machines. RABBITCT includes a benchmarking application,

which takes care of timing and error checking. It reports total runtime in seconds for the com-

plete backprojection. We performed additional hardware performance counter measurements

using the likwid-perfctr tool. likwid-perfctr can produce high-resolution timelines of counter

data and useful derived metrics on the core and node level without changes to the source code.

Unless stated otherwise we always report results using two SMT threads per core. For all archi-

tectures apart from Sandy Bridge the line update kernel version V2 was used. On Sandy Bridge

results for the SSE kernel V1 as well as for the AVX port of the V1 kernel are presented.

6.7.1 Validation of analytical predictions

To validate the predicted performance of the analytic model (see Sect. 6.5), single-socket runs

were performed without the clipping optimization and SMT. Blocking was used on the Harper-

town platform only, to ensure that execution is not dominated by memory access. The following

table shows the measured performance and the deviation against the model prediction:

HPT WEM WEX SNB
SNB

(AVX)

Perf.

[GUP/s]
0.75 1.20 1.30 1.11 1.28

deviation -13.3% -18.3% -11.5% -12.6% -18.0%

This demonstrates that the model has a reasonable predictive power. It has been confirmed that

the contribution of data transfers indeed vanishes against the core runtime, despite the fact that

the total transfer volume is high and a first rough estimate based on data transfers and arithmetic

throughput alone (Sect. 6.3) predicted a bandwidth limitation of this algorithm on all machines.

As a general rule, the IACA tool can provide a rough estimate of the innermost loop kernel

runtime via static code analysis. Still it is necessary to further enhance the machine model to

improve the accuracy of the predictions. Especially the ability of the out of order scheduler to

exploit superscalar execution was overestimated and has led to qualitatively wrong predictions.

Note that this example is an extreme case with all data transfers vanishing against core

runtime. However, the approach also works for bandwidth-limited codes, as was shown in [4].

6.7.2 Parallel results

Figures 6.7 (a)–(d) display a summary of all performance results on node and socket levels, and

parallel scaling inside one socket for the best version on each architecture. All machines show

nearly ideal scaling inside one socket when using physical cores only. With SMT, the benefit

is considerable on Sandy Bridge (33%) and Westmere (31%), and a little smaller on Westmere

EX (25%). The large effect on Sandy Bridge may be attributed to a higher number of bubbles

in the pipeline, as indicated by the larger discrepancy between the “throughput” and “critical

path” cycles in the AVX loop kernel (see Sect. 6.5.2). Scalability from one to all sockets of the

node is also close to perfect for the multisocket machines, with the exception of Westmere EX,

on which there is a slight load imbalance due to 80 threads working on only 512 slices.
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Figure 6.7: Scalability and performance results for the 5123 test case on all platforms. In-socket

scalability was tested using the best version of the SIMD-vectorized line update kernel on each

system (AVX-V1 on Sandy Bridge, SSE-V2 on all others). The practical performance goal for

complete reconstruction (20 seconds runtime, corresponding to 3.33 GUP/s) is indicated as a

dashed line. GF/s numbers have been computed assuming 31 flops per optimized (scalar) inner

loop iteration. Note the scale change between the left and right pairs of graphs.

Depending on the architecture, SSE vectorization boosts performance by a factor of 2–3 on

the socket level. As explained earlier (see Sect. 6.4), part 2 of the algorithm prohibits the optimal

speedup of 4 because its runtime is linear in the SIMD vector length. Work reduction through

clipping alone shows only limited effect due to load imbalance, but this can be remedied by an

appropriate cyclic OpenMP scheduling, as described in Sect. 6.6. This kind of load balancing

not only improves the work distribution but also leads to a more similar access pattern to the

projection images across all threads.

Cache blocking has little to no effect on all architectures except Harpertown, as predicted

by the analysis.

The benefit of AVX on Sandy Bridge falls short of expectations for the same reason as in

the SSE case. Still it is remarkable that the desktop Sandy Bridge system outperforms the dual-

socket Harpertown server node, which features twice the number of cores at a similar clock

speed. Both Westmere and Westmere EX meet the performance requirements of at most 20 sec

for a complete volume reconstruction. The Westmere EX node is, however, not competitive due

to its unfavorable price to performance ratio. It is an option if absolute performance is the only

criterion.

6.8 Conclusion

6.8.1 Summary of results

Several algorithmic and low-level optimizations for a CT backprojection algorithm were demon-

strated on current Intel x86 multicore processors. Highly optimizing compilers were not able

to deliver useful SIMD-vectorized code. The chosen implementation is thus based on assembly

language and vectorized using the standard instruction set extensions SSE and AVX. The results
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show that commodity hardware can be competitive with special-purpose hardware clinically rel-

evant 5123 voxel case at the same level of accuracy. Nonpipelined divide instructions (divps)

or a fast pipelined version (rcpps) with subsequent Newton-Raphson iteration proved to be

equivalent in terms of accuracy and performance. Compared to a pure reciprocal they provide

better accuracy at a 10% performance penalty. The standard dual-socket server system Intel

Westmere EP is easily able to beat the 20 s limit for the full backprojection, reaching 15.8 s.

Preliminary tests on an Intel Sandy Bridge EP Xeon platform (8 cores per socket) showed that

runtimes close to the GPU results are in reach for modestly priced dual-socket servers.

It was shown that it is necessary to consider all aspects of processor and system architec-

ture in order to reach best performance, and that the effects of different optimizations are closely

connected to each other. The benefit of the AVX instruction set on Sandy Bridge was limited due

to the lack of a gathered load and the small number of instructions that natively operate on the

full SIMD register width. This relevant algorithm can achieve very good efficiency on commod-

ity processors and it would be a natural step to further improve performance with a distributed

memory implementation. At higher resolutions, which are used in industrial applications, mul-

ticore systems are frequently the only choice (apart from expensive custom solutions).

6.8.2 Reassessment in view of performance patterns

The first shot at performance modeling for the backprojection used the roofline model, based

on arithmetic throughput and memory bandwidth as the applicable bottlenecks. The model pre-

dicted bandwidth limitation as the relevant pattern on all architectures at hand, which could

easily be ruled out by a simple runtime measurement. After some basic optimizations, notably

work reduction and SIMD vectorization, an ECM model was set up. Using the output from

the IACA tool as the in-core baseline, the conclusion was that in-core execution was the bottle-

neck even with a full socket on all but the very bandwidth-starved Intel Harpertown platform.

A combination of patterns applied, from pipelining hazards (dependencies along the critical

code path) to instruction overhead and ineffective instructions (SIMD-incompatible gather op-

erations). Loop blocking was applied but only effective – as expected by the patterns – on the

Harpertown CPU. The work reduction optimization mentioned above resulted in a strong load

imbalance pattern with OpenMP-parallel code, which was identified by mediocre scalability

across cores and confirmed by HPM measurements. The imbalance could be easily fixed by

choosing an appropriate OpenMP loop schedule. In the end, the performance model was well

within a 20% margin on all four architectures.
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Chapter 7

A performance- and energy-optimized

lattice-Boltzmann fluid solver [7]

Algorithms with low computational intensity show interesting performance and power con-

sumption behavior on multicore processors. This has been demonstrated in Chapter 4 using

the simple vector triad and Jacobi smoother benchmarks. The lattice-Boltzmann method (LBM)

is widely used in computational fluid dynamics, and a prototype for many other memory-bound

algorithms. It has gained popularity due to its ease of implementation and suitability for com-

plex geometries. Despite its seeming simplicity, optimizing LBM on recent hardware platforms

and for different application cases has been the subject of intense research in the last ten years

[82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 47, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93]. In this chapter, a specific version of the LBM

is used to show if and how single-chip performance and power characteristics can be generalized

to the highly parallel case.

After a thorough analysis of a sparse-lattice two-relaxation-time (TRT) LBM implemen-

tation on the Intel Sandy Bridge processor, we use the ECM model and the multicore power

model to describe the intra-chip saturation characteristics of the code and its optimal operating

point in terms of energy to solution as a function of the propagation method [93], the clock

frequency, and the SIMD vectorization. These findings are then extrapolated to the multi-node

level on SuperMUC, where the energy-saving potential of various optimizations is quantified.

One surprising result of this analysis is that the memory-bound nature of the LBM algorithm is

partly lost when communication plays a significant role, and that it is then even more important

to select the optimal operating point (number of cores, clock speed) to get minimal energy to

solution. Adding a power capping condition will complicate matters and may make otherwise

sensible decisions for an operating point inaccessible. It is found that simplistic measures often

applied by users and computing centers, such as setting a low clock speed for memory-bound

applications, have limited impact.

7.1 Introduction

7.1.1 Related work

Performance modeling and prediction especially in the context of LBM are an ongoing research

topic of many groups in engineering and computer science [94, 95]. Auto-tuning was used, e.g.,
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in [96] for a magnetohydrodynamics LBM. The “ILBDC”1 LBM code used here has been op-

timized previously [97] and its sustained performance is close to predictions from the roofline

model [93]. Research in the direction of energy-saving hardware and software mechanisms

focuses on models and algorithms for dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) and dy-

namic concurrency throttling (DCT) [44].

The unique combination of the ECM model and the multicore power model used here al-

lows a new view on energy consumption issues of LBM and other memory-bound algorithms.

The observation that MPI (inter- and intra-node) communication must be viewed as a highly

frequency-dependent overhead adds a new twist.

7.1.2 The lattice-Boltzmann method

The lattice-Boltzmann method is an algorithm for computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Instead

of discretizing and solving the Navier-Stokes equations, which contain macroscopic entities

such as pressure and velocity, the LBM is based on the Boltzmann equation, which describes the

temporal evolution of a time-dependent single-particle distribution function (PDFs) f (~x,~ξ , t).
The PDF quantifies the probability density for finding a particle at position~x with microscopic

velocity ~ξ . The Boltzmann equation for f is

∂ f

∂ t
+~ξ

∂ f

∂~x
+~F

∂ f

∂ξ
= Q( f , f ) , (7.1)

where ~F = ~K/m, with ~K being external forces exerted on particles with mass m. The left-

hand side of this equation describes advection processes, while the right-hand side is a collision

integral, whose dependence on ( f , f ) is written to clarify that only two-particle collisions are

considered. Eq. (7.1) is thus an integral-differential equation. Since the collision integral makes

solving this equation very complex, approximations have been developed, which keep important

properties such as energy and momentum conservation but are simple enough to be applied in

practice. One prominent example is the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook operator [98]

Q
BGK( f , f ) =−1

τ

(

f − f (0)
)

, (7.2)

where the relaxation time τ quantifies how quickly the local thermodynamic equilibrium

(Maxwell-Boltzmann) distribution f (0) can be attained. Macroscopic quantities can be obtained

from the PDF by calculating moments. For pressure and velocity one has, e.g.,

ρ(~x, t) =
∫∫∫ ∞

−∞

~ξ 0 f (~x,~ξ , t)d~ξ (7.3)

ρ(~x, t)~u(~x, t) =
∫∫∫ ∞

−∞

~ξ 1 f (~x,~ξ , t)d~ξ . (7.4)

The lattice-Boltzmann equation is obtained through a discretization of the velocity space

and the spatial and temporal derivatives in the Boltzmann equation (7.1), which leads to [99]

fi(~x+~ei∆t, t +∆t) = fi(~x, t)+Ω( fi(~x, t), fi(~x, t)) . (7.5)

1International Lattice-Boltzmann Development Consortium
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Since there is now a number of discrete velocity vectors~ei, there is one PDF fi for each of them.

The basic properties of the so obtained discrete phase space are usually labeled by DnQm, where

n is the number of spatial dimensions and m is the number of discrete velocity directions. In

the following we will concentrate on the D3Q19 model, which is a three-dimensional with 19

discrete PDFs. Macroscopic quantities can be obtained by discrete sums over the PDFs.

The right-hand side of (7.5) contains the collision operator Ω, which takes the role of the

collision integral in (7.1). Beyond a straightforward discretization of the BGK operator (7.2),

several other schemes for the collision operator have been devised, which enhance the stability

of the algorithm. The variant used here is the (TRT) approximation of the collision process,

which [100, 99, 101, 102] is based on the evolution operator

ΩTRT
i (ρ(~x, t),~u(~x, t)) = λe( f+i − f

eq+
i )+λD( f−i − f

eq−
i ), (7.6)

with f±i =
1

2
[ fi(~x, t)± fı̄(~x, t)]

and f
eq±
i =

1

2

[

f
eq
i (ρ(~x, t),~u(~x, t))± f

eq
ı̄ (ρ(~x, t),~u(~x, t))

]

.

Here, i and ı̄ denote opposite directions, so that ~eı̄ = −~ei. In the low Mach number limit, an

appropriate discretized equilibrium distribution function is [102]

f
eq
i (ρ,~u) = wi

{

p+

[

3

c2
~ci~u+

9

2c4
(~ci~u)

2 − 3

2c2
~u~u

]}

. (7.7)

The weights wi depend on the model (i.e., DnQm) and the direction i.

7.1.3 Implementation options and data traffic analysis for LBM

Lattice-Boltzmann methods have become a popular approach in computational fluid dynamics.

However, they are also an interesting field of study for computer science, as the core algorithm

uses a stencil-like access pattern with vector instead of scalar data, resulting in many concur-

rent memory streams and no reuse of data in a single iteration. The LBM is straightforward to

parallelize, in shared memory as well as distributed memory. In the latter case, domain decom-

position and simple halo-based next-neighbor communication is employed.

The ILBDC code [97] uses a D3Q19 lattice model and implements the two-relaxation-time

(TRT) collision operator (7.6). All calculations are performed in double-precision floating point

arithmetic. The algorithm with the D3Q19 model can be viewed as a 19-point stencil in 3-D

accessing only nearest neighbors, but has two important differences to common stencil algo-

rithms: (i) each lattice node consists not only of one, but of 19 values (the PDFs); (ii) each PDF

read from or updated in memory is only accessed again in the next time step, which prevents

data reuse (unless complex temporal blocking schemes are employed).

The performance of a given LBM approach depends at least on the data layout and memory

access patterns, the scale of arithmetic operations (i.e., how well numerical expressions are sim-

plified and combined to avoid unnecessary operations), and their degree of SIMD vectorization.

A thorough overview of popular propagation step implementations and their memory access

characteristics can be found in [88, 93].

It seems natural to store the PDFs in a 4-D array with an additional Boolean array, which

is used to distinguish fluid and solid nodes. This is known as the marker-and-cell approach.

However, LBM simulations of domains with a large fraction of solid nodes can benefit from
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a sparse representation of the domain [82, 83, 86, 87, 91, 92], where only the fluid nodes are

kept in a 1-D vector. Indirect accesses to PDFs of neighboring nodes are then required and

accomplished through an adjacency list (IDX), which represents the topological connections of

the nodes. ILBDC uses such a sparse representation.

For updating one node, optimized implementations read one PDF from each of the 19 sur-

rounding neighbors (streaming step), compute updated values (collision step), and write the

results to the PDFs of the local node. This is known as the pull scheme [47]. It is implemented

in the ILBDC code together with a structure-of-arrays (SoA) data layout where all PDFs of a

direction are stored consecutively in memory before the next direction follows.

We choose fluid-only lattice site updates as the sensible unit of work. To work around the

data dependency problems of a combined stream-collide step, two lattices are often used, one

as the source and one as the destination. Then, a fluid lattice-node update (FLUP) requires

19 PDF loads, 19 additional PDF loads because of write-allocate transfers, 19 PDF stores and

18 IDX loads of the adjacency list. Assuming double-precision floating-point numbers (eight

bytes) for PDF and four-byte integers for IDX, the total number of bytes that must be transferred

between CPU and memory for one FLUP is 3×19×8 (PDF)+18×4 (IDX) bytes = 528 bytes.

With non-temporal store instructions the write-allocates are avoided and the data is directly

written from the processor into memory, bypassing the cache hierarchy. The number of bytes

required for one FLUP decreases then to 2× 19× 8 (PDF)+ 18× 4 (IDX) bytes = 376 bytes.

Current standard processors have difficulties sustaining the full memory bandwidth with 19

concurrent write streams, in particular if they consist of non-temporal stores. As a remedy,

a blocking/stripmining scheme can be applied so that a node’s PDFs are read in chunks and

updated values are stored in a small temporary buffer, which should be small enough to fit in

the L1 cache. From this buffer, two directions of the updated PDFs at a time are written with

non-temporal stores to the destination lattice. We call this implementation pull-split no-NT or

pull-split NT, depending on whether normal stores or non-temporal stores are used.

BAILEY’S AA pattern [90] for the PDF access allows using one single lattice only (instead

of separate source and destination grids) while maintaining the possibility to update all cells in

any order and in parallel. It was originally conceived for optimizing LBM on GPGPU platforms,

but can be applied on multicore processors as well. The iterations over the lattice are divided

into even and odd time steps. During an even step only PDFs of the current node are accessed

in each lattice site update. At the following odd step only PDFs of the neighboring nodes are

accessed, which requires indirect addressing in our case of the sparse representation. With this

update scheme only stores to locations in memory occur which have previously been read. No

write-allocate will be performed as the data to be updated already resides in the cache. We use

an optimized version where the even time step is completely SIMD-vectorizable (SSE/AVX),

which can easily be accomplished as all PDFs are accessed consecutively and no indirect access

is required. In the odd time step a partial vectorization is performed, which can avoid the

indirect addressing and allows for vectorized execution of consecutively stored chunks of PDFs.

Nodes that cannot be treated in this way are updated without SIMD vectorization (i.e., in scalar

mode). The fraction of nodes which can be updated with SIMD operations depends on the

geometry used for the simulation. During even time steps 2× 19× 8 (PDF) bytes = 304 bytes

per FLUP are required. In the odd time step the number of bytes needed for one FLUP depends

on the fraction of vectorizable updates. The lower bound is the case when all updates can be

vectorized. Here only 2× 19× 8 bytes = 304 bytes are required. The upper bound is reached

when all updates must be scalar and indirect accesses are required, which results in 2× 19×
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Figure 7.1: Visualization

of the packed bed reac-

tor geometry used in the

benchmarks.

8 (PDF)+18×4 (IDX) bytes = 376 bytes.

In order to have full control over the code vectorization, all performance-critical parts were

implemented using SIMD compiler intrinsics.

7.1.4 Test bed and benchmark cases

Since SuperMUC does not easily allow an arbitrary frequency setting, and turbo mode is

inaccessible at all, all single-node benchmark tests were run on a standalone Sandy Bridge

EP node (see Sect. 2.4.1) with the same type of CPU and otherwise similar characteristics

as one SuperMUC node Each MPI process was explicitly pinned to its physical core using

sched_setaffinity() within the code. All benchmarks were run inside a single island to

guarantee that communication is performed through the fully non-blocking fat tree.

Two geometries were selected for the benchmarks. The first is an empty channel consisting

only of fluid nodes except for the walls. The second geometry is a packed bed reactor, i.e., a tube

filled with spheres (see Fig. 7.1). It represents a real world application case for flow simulation

with this type of code. Both geometries have dimensions of 4000×80×80 nodes, resulting in

25 ·106 fluid nodes (≈ 3.8 GB lattice +1.8 GB adjacency list) and 19 ·106 fluid nodes (≈ 2.9 GB

lattice +1.4 GB adjacency list) for the channel and the reactor geometry, respectively.

With these dimensions both geometries fit into the NUMA locality domain of one socket

on SuperMUC. For strong scaling runs the reactor geometry was enlarged to 8000×160×160

nodes, as the smaller lattice fits in the L3 caches of 128 compute nodes and above. The large

reactor geometry consists of 157 ·106 fluid nodes and requires around 24 GB of memory for the

lattice and around 11 GB for the adjacency list.

The ILBDC code is purely MPI-parallel. All single-node measurements were thus per-

formed with intra-node MPI only; no significant changes are expected from a hybrid MPI/OpenMP

version, but this will be investigated in the future. Details abut the MPI parallelization can be

found in Sect. 7.5.1.

7.2 Chip-level performance and scaling

As a motivation for a thorough performance analysis, Fig. 7.2 shows the intra-socket scaling

of the empty channel test case with the AA pattern for the two “extremal” clock frequencies of

2.7GHz and 1.2GHz, respectively, in three variants: AVX-vectorized (full 256-bit loads/stores),
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Figure 7.2: Intra-socket

strong scaling of the AA

pattern LBM implemen-

tation for an empty chan-

nel, comparing AVX,

SSE, and scalar code at

the clock frequencies of

2.7GHz (triangles) and

1.2GHz (circles). The

corresponding memory

bandwidths are indicated

for selected cases.
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SSE-vectorized, and scalar. The data indicates that SIMD vectorization has a large impact in

the serial case; in fact, the serial performance differs by more than a factor of two between the

AVX and the scalar code. At 2.7 GHz, the gap closes as the number of cores is increased. On

the full socket the scalar code is hardly 10% slower than the AVX variant. The latter, however,

reaches the same level already with four cores, which opens an opportunity for saving energy

by leaving cores idle.

At 1.2 GHz, the situation in the serial case is similar, but on a lower level. The single-core

performance of all code variants is roughly proportional to clock speed. However, only the AVX-

vectorized code shows a saturation pattern, while the SSE and scalar variants scale linearly up

to eight cores without reaching a bandwidth barrier. Hence, lack of vectorization (“slow code”)

cannot be compensated by using more cores in this case. Moreover, the maximum memory

bandwidth is correlated with the core clock frequency and varies by about 20% across the full

frequency range [42].

Figure 7.3 shows a socket-level performance comparison of the scalar and vectorized AA

pattern implementation with the pull-split pattern for both application cases (empty channel vs.

packed reactor) at a clock speed of 2.7 GHz. Although there is a large fraction of obstacles in

the packed reactor geometry, their presence hardly influences the performance, independent of

the propagation pattern. This shows the clear superiority of the sparse lattice representation in

the ILBDC code over the simple marker-and-cell approach. When a large fraction of the cells

are obstacles, marker-and-cell inevitably loses performance because of a low vectorization ratio,

leading to late (or no) saturation. We also see that the pull-split pattern is not competitive, since

it cannot by far saturate the memory bandwidth of the chip.

The intention of applying the ECM model is to gain deeper insight into this performance

behavior, and to pave the way for a practically useful energy consumption analysis.
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Figure 7.3: Intra-socket

scaling at 2.7 GHz: AA

pattern in AVX and

scalar variants (triangles)

and pull-split pattern

with AVX vectorization

with and without non-

temporal stores (squares),

for the empty channel

application case (solid

lines). The performance

numbers for the packed

reactor case are shown

with dashed lines.

7.3 ECM model for the ILBDC code

7.3.1 In-core analysis

An IACA [38] throughput analysis for the AA pattern kernel shows that the ADD port of the

SNB core is the sole bottleneck of core execution for all variants (scalar, SSE, AVX), as well

as for even and odd time steps, and that one loop iteration (four updates with AVX, two with

SSE, one for scalar) should take about 135 cycles. In contrast, a critical path analysis reports

somewhat longer execution times due to dependencies in the instruction and data flow. The

critical path depends on the type of time step and has a maximum length of 163 cycles (even,

AVX), 212 cycles (odd, AVX), 160 cycles (even, scalar), and 187 cycles (odd, scalar). This

prediction roughly coincides with direct measurements, which we will use as an input in the

following (160, 212, 158, and 160 cycles, respectively). These numbers must be multiplied by

two (for AVX) or eight (for scalar) for getting execution times for one unit of work, i.e., a cache

line (see the table in Fig. 7.4).

The analysis for the packed reactor case is surprisingly similar: The even time step does

not change at all, since no index access is required. In the odd time step, even when assuming

no potential for vectorization (as would be the case for an extremely porous geometry) there is

ample room for hiding the additional loads for the index array due to the bottleneck on the ADD

port. This step is necessarily scalar, however, so the execution time is about four times longer

per unit of work. The actual impact of this slowdown depends on the fraction of vectorizable

updates. In the applications covered here, this fraction is roughly 97% for the empty channel

and 92% for the packed reactor case, leading to a very small performance penalty for the latter,

which was already observed in Fig. 7.3. Hence, only the empty channel case will be considered

for the rest of the chip-level analysis.

7.3.2 Data transfers and saturation behavior on the chip

The ECM model requires the maximum attainable memory bandwidth as an input parameter. It

is known that this value depends on the number of parallel read/write streams as well as the CPU
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Listing 7.1: Parallel multi-stream update benchmark with 19 streams. N is chosen such that the

arrays do not fit in any cache.

1 double a01[N], a02[N],..., a19[N], s=2.0;

2 #pragma omp parallel for

3 for(int i=0; i<N; ++i) {

4 a01[i] = s * a01[i];

5 a02[i] = s * a02[i];

6 ...

7 a19[i] = s * a19[i];

8 }

clock speed. From a data transfer perspective, the AA-pattern implementation of the D3Q19

LBM algorithm reads 19 arrays from memory, modifies their contents, and writes them back.

In order to get the maximum memory bandwidth on the socket we hence use a parallel multi-

stream array update benchmark (see Listing 7.1). It is designed to mimic the data streaming

behavior of the LBM algorithm.

Figure 7.5 shows the achieved memory bandwidth on one SNB socket with varying number

of threads (cores) and clock frequencies between 1.2 GHz and 2.7 GHz (plus turbo mode). As

or

2 · 19 · 2 cy [+ 18 cy] = 76 cy [+ 18 cy]

     = 125 cy [+ 30 cy] @ 1.7 GHz

2 · 19 · 2 cy [+ 18 cy] = 76 cy [+ 18 cy]

320 cy 424 cy

1264 cy 1280 cy

(2 · 19 · 64) B · 2.7 Gcy/s / 36 GB/s) [+ 43 cy]

     = 182 cy [+ 43 cy] @ 2.7 GHz

(2 · 19 · 64) B · 1.7 Gcy/s / 33 GB/s) [+ 30 cy] 

1919 18

1919 18

1919 18

even odd

AVX

scalar

Registers

L2

L3

Memory

L1D

Figure 7.4: Single-core ECM model of the AA propagation pattern for D3Q19 LBM (eight

FLUPs). Even and odd time steps have different in-core timings. One arrow represents the num-

ber of full cache line transfers indicated; dashed arrows stand for half-wide (32-byte) transfers

and are required for loading the adjacency information in the odd time step when vectorization

is not possible. One half-wide cache line transfer takes one cycle. Numbers in square brackets

denote contributions from the adjacency list, and can be ignored for the empty channel case.
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predicted by the ECM model, the single-thread performance is proportional to the clock speed,

and the saturation point is shifted to larger thread counts as the clock speed decreases: While

saturation is reached near three cores with turbo mode, up to six cores are needed at the low-

est frequencies. Due to the large number of read/write streams, the maximum bandwidth is

significantly lower than with a standard single-stream update kernel (dashed line in Fig. 7.5).

At the same time, the maximum (saturation) memory bandwidth drops by about 25% over the

whole frequency range; there is another substantial drop when using the full socket (eight cores)

at the lowest frequency. As of now there is no conclusive explanation for these latter effects.

They do, however, influence the considerations on energy dissipation, which will be discussed in

Sect. 7.4. In the following, the maximum bandwidths as measured at the respective frequencies

will be used as an input to the ECM model in order to calculate the number of cycles required

to transfer cache lines between memory and L3 cache.

Figure 7.4 shows the complete ECM model analysis at 2.7 and 1.7GHz, respectively.

The cycle counts in square brackets are contributions from loading the adjacency informa-

tion (dashed arrows), and can be ignored for the empty channel case. The achievable memory

bandwidth (36GB/s and 33GB/s, respectively) and the clock speed enter the model when calcu-

lating the cycles for data transfers to and from main memory. Data transfers between adjacent

cache levels are assumed occur at 32bytes per cycle, so these cycle counts are independent of

the clock frequency. The various execution and data transfer times may be combined in different

ways to arrive at a performance prediction for the serial program:

1. The most conservative (worst case) assumption is that none of those contributions overlap

with each other, so that the execution time is equal to their sum (e.g., 320+2·76+182=654

cycles for the even time step with AVX at 2.7GHz).

2. The most optimistic assumption is that the cycles in which the L1 cache is occupied by

loads and stores from the core cannot be used for reloads and evicts to L2, but all other

contributions do overlap.

3. Lastly one may assume that the pure in-core execution part (everything except loads and
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Figure 7.6: Performance

of the AVX implemen-

tation of the AA pat-

tern (empty channel) at

2.7GHz (triangles). The

ECM model predictions

for AVX with full over-

lap assumption (dashed

line), no overlap (dotted-

dashed line), and partial

overlap at L1 (solid line)

are shown for compari-

son.
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stores) can overlap with loads and evicts from/to the L2 cache, but that there is no overlap

beyond that.

None of these assumptions coincides with the roofline model, which requires the achievable

memory bandwidth for each number of cores as an input parameter. The ECM model only

requires the maximum (saturated) bandwidth, and predicts the scaling.

7.3.3 Validation of the performance model

Figure 7.6 shows a comparison of the measured performance for the AVX-vectorized AA pat-

tern implementation with the three models described above. Apart from the region around the

saturation point (3–4 cores), the third assumption provides the best fit to the data.

It was already shown in Fig. 7.3 that the pull-split propagation pattern (with and without

NT stores) is not competitive since it cannot saturate the memory bandwidth, although the NT

version has almost the same computational intensity as the AA pattern. This failure can mainly

be attributed to the fact that the pull-split variant cannot be efficiently SIMD-vectorized on the

Sandy Bridge architecture due to the indirect access in every lattice site update. More specifi-

cally, the loop which loads the neighboring distribution functions and stores intermediate results

into temporary buffers is scalar. The pull-split pattern will thus be ignored from now on, and the

focus of the following discussion will be on the AA pattern.

7.4 Power model

Many applications in computational science are memory-bound on modern processors, LBM

being but a prominent example. The prevalent questions arising in this context are (i) How can

a parallel code be run so that its overall energy consumption until a solution is reached can be

minimized, preferably under the constraint of constant time to solution? and (ii) How can a

parallel computer be operated in a production environment so that overall power dissipation is

minimized or kept below a given maximum?
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Figure 7.7: Energy to solution vs. performance (“Z-plot”) of the AVX-vectorized LBM AA

pattern implementation (empty channel case) of one SNB socket for different clock frequencies

(lines and filled symbols). The number of cores used is the parameter along each data set. (a)

Predictions by the ECM performance model and the chip-level power model. (b) Measured data.

For comparison, the big open symbols mark the energy and performance of the scalar code on

a full socket. The shaded area is the region defined by absolute minimum energy and saturated

performance for he AVX versions. The dashed line is the line of constant energy-delay product

that hits the saturation point of the lowest-frequency run.

We concentrate on the first question here, and employ the ECM model together with the

multicore power model developed in Chapter 4. For simplicity we neglect the linear power

coefficient W1 in (4.4), since it is usually small compared to W0 and W2.

7.4.1 Energy to solution for the LBM solver on the chip

The ECM model and the power model enable a combined analysis of the energy and perfor-

mance properties of the LBM algorithm. It is useful to put energy and performance data in

a single graph, which we call a “Z-plot.”2 Energy to solution is plotted versus performance,

with the number of cores used as a parameter within a data set for a specific frequency, SIMD

vectorization variant, propagation method, or other property. This has been done in Fig. 7.7a

for three different clock frequencies and turbo mode, using the AA pattern in AVX and scalar

variants. In turbo mode, each data point was computed using the maximum allowed frequency

for each number of active cores. The corresponding measurements are shown in Fig 7.7b. Note

that we always show energy to solution in arbitrary units, but the values shown are coherent for

2The “Z” goes back to Dr. Thomas Zeiser, who first had the idea to present performance and energy data in this

way.
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Figure 7.8: Same data as

in Fig. 7.7b but with a

power baseline of 50 W

added to the socket. The

circle marks a possible

operating point for al-

most minimal energy

with a tolerable loss in

performance. For refer-

ence, the best pull-split

data (vectorized, full

socket) for 1.2, 2.0, and

2.7 GHz is also shown

(filled squares).
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a specific problem size (geometry and number of iterations).

The models are able to describe the qualitative features of energy and performance. The

observed deviations are caused by (i) the inability of the ECM model to accurately describe the

performance behavior in the vicinity of the saturation point, (ii) the inaccuracy in determining

W2 and W0, and (iii) the approximation of linear power behavior with respect to core count even

with saturated codes like LBM at higher clock speeds. In addition, turbo mode does not fit

perfectly into the model (4.4) since the SNB chip can operate beyond its thermal design power

(TDP) for a limited amount of time [41]. This is why the deviation from the measurements is

especially large with turbo mode (right-pointing triangles in Fig. 7.7). Looking at the minimum

energy point with respect to clock frequency and number of cores in the regime where perfor-

mance is not saturated, we see that this point moves to smaller frequency as the core count goes

up, as described by (4.11).

In general, all other things being equal, a faster sequential code (AVX instead of scalar)

saves energy. Comparing energy to solution for the AVX codes at their respective saturation

points, we can identify an “optimization space” (shaded area in Fig. 7.7b), in which the desired

optimal operating point should be found. Depending on the emphasis one wants to put on

energy minimization vs. maximum performance, this point may be in the lower left corner of

the area. In this case one would use all cores at the lowest frequency (1.2 GHz, filled circles)

and sacrifice about 20% of performance compared to the right edge of the area, which is defined

by the saturation point at higher frequencies (2.0 GHz to turbo mode). Another clear conclusion

is that turbo mode is of no good use for the LBM implementations studied here, neither from a

performance nor from an energy point of view.

There is no single, well-defined criterion for identifying the optimal operating point on the

chip level. One may certainly employ cost models such as the energy-delay product (ratio of

energy and performance), but this is only one possible choice. For reference we have included

a line of constant energy-delay product in Fig. 7.7b. From the data we have collected, using

5–6 cores at 2.0–2.3 GHz seems to provide a good compromise between performance loss and

energy consumption (“as far on the lower right as possible”).

While the model and the measurements yield a consistent picture on the chip level, it is clear
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that the chip contributes only a (however significant) part to the overall power consumption of

a compute node. As mentioned in the derivation of the power model, the rest of the system

should be taken into account when assessing the real energy demand for running an application.

We do this by setting W0 = 73W for the chip-level baseline power, which amounts to roughly

300 W of node power (assuming two-socket nodes). This is also the value measured during a

LINPACK run on SuperMUC [103]. With this change we can offset the energy measurements

from Fig. 7.7 to arrive at the data shown in Fig. 7.8.

As expected, the modified baseline power leads to a reduction of the vertical spread between

the measurements for different clock frequencies. While it was possible with the chip-level (i.e.,

small) W0 to have a situation where energy to solution was heavily influenced by frequency and

SIMD vectorization even at a specific performance level (with a spread of up to 2× within the

optimization space shown in Fig. 7.7), a large W0 reduces the spread to about 25%. Hence, a

large baseline power favors the “race to idle” principle where the most influential parameter is

performance; optimizations that favor a larger saturation performance (such as the AA propa-

gation pattern, or blocking schemes which increase the computational intensity) have the most

potential for saving energy. In addition, optimized clock speed and a reduction of the number

of cores used can yield second-order but still significant savings. Within the transformed opti-

mization space (shaded area in Fig. 7.8) we can identify a possible optimal operating point at

about 2.0 GHz and six cores, with almost minimal energy to solution and a performance loss of

about 6% compared to the highest possible saturation level. In comparison to a naive strategy

of running on all cores with turbo mode enabled and a scalar kernel, more than one third of the

energy can be saved.

The “race to idle” principle with respect to maximum code performance is evident from a

comparison with the energy-performance data for the pull-split pattern (filled squares) in the best

variant (SSE or AVX vectorized, non-temporal stores, full socket) at three different frequencies

in Fig. 7.8: The pull-split pattern can neither compete with AA in the performance nor in the

energy dimension. Using AA, almost a factor of two in energy and 30–40% of runtime can be

saved in comparison to pull-split.

7.5 Highly parallel LBM simulations

7.5.1 MPI parallelization in ILBDC

ILBDC uses an MPI parallelization with a static load balancing scheme. The sparse represen-

tation of the lattice is cut into equally sized chunks, so that each MPI rank receives the same

number of fluid nodes (probably off by one). The interfaces of such generated partitions can

be arbitrarily formed with different numbers of partition neighbors, as the simple cutting of the

sparse representation does not consider any topological information. However, in the case of

the channel and reactor benchmark geometries this method results only in a 1-D decomposition,

where each rank only needs to exchange ghost PDFs with its two direct neighbors. A more

extensive description of this approach can be found in [104]. We distribute the ranks linearly

across the compute nodes, so that consecutive ranks are located nearby on the same node. In

case of strong scaling the communication volume of a process stays constant, since each rank

only gets a smaller segment of the long geometries when the number of processes goes up.

The packed bed reactor geometry was used for all the multi-node experiments, since it is

the application scenario that is relevant in practice. We have shown earlier that the node-level
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Figure 7.9: Parallel efficiency of the large packed bed reactor application case (8000× 160×
160 lattice nodes) for different frequency settings and different number of processes per chip

(PPC) on up to 128 nodes of SuperMUC. The efficiency calculation was based on the four-node

performance baseline.

performance (and thus power) properties are very similar to the empty channel case. All multi-

node measurements were conducted on a single island of SuperMUC. Note also that “turbo

mode” cannot be activated on SuperMUC, so we stick to the fixed frequencies of 1.2, 1.7, 2.3,

and 2.7 GHz in the following.

7.5.2 Performance and energy at strong scaling

Parallel efficiency and communication performance

All variants of the AA pattern scale well up to 32 nodes (512 cores) at all frequencies, and

parallel efficiency only starts to degrade below 90% beyond that point. Scaling experiments

were performed on up to 128 nodes (2048 cores), since this is where some variants start to show

efficiencies as low as 60%. We assume a sensible limit of 50–60% of parallel efficiency for

production use in a computing center environment. A lower efficiency, which must be regarded

as a waste of resources, should be justified by special needs, for instance when large aggregate

memory is required. In Fig. 7.9 we show the parallel efficiency of the strong scaling runs versus

the number of nodes at the four chosen frequencies and with between four and eight processors

per chip (PPC). Since the application case is too large to fit on a single node, all efficiency

numbers were normalized to the four-node run.

Usually one would expect the parallel efficiency to increase as the node-level performance

goes down, because communication and synchronization overheads become less important
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Figure 7.10: IMB

sendrecv benchmark on

two SuperMUC nodes at

1.2 and 2.7GHz with 16

(filled symbols) and one

process per node (open

symbols). MPI ranks

were mapped to cores

for minimum inter-node

traffic. The shaded area

indicates the range of

message sizes for the

application test case

(reactor).

when the pure compute time goes up. On SuperMUC, the opposite is the case: The minimum

parallel efficiency (at 128 nodes) varies between 76% and 63% (depending on the number of

cores per chip) for 2.7 GHz, but between 69 and 61% at 1.2 GHz. We conclude that there must

be a frequency-dependent factor which impedes scalability whenever communication overhead

plays a significant role.

In order to explore the reasons for this effect we have conducted experiments with “sendrecv”

from the Intel MPI benchmark suite (IMB) [105], since it mimics the ringshift-like halo-

exchange communication pattern of the ILBDC code. Each MPI process exchanges data with its

neighbors: MPI Sendrecv(to right neighbor, from left neighbor). The

benchmark reports the available communication bandwidth per process. In Fig. 7.10 we show

the results for two SuperMUC nodes in the two corner cases of one process (PPN=1) and 16

processes per node (PPN=16) for the two extremal frequencies of 1.2 and 2.7 GHz. The place-

ment of the MPI ranks was done in the same way as for the ILBDC benchmarks: Neighboring

ranks were “packed” to the same node to minimize inter-node traffic.

Although both scenarios show a dependence of the effective MPI bandwidth on the clock

speed, this is especially pronounced at PPN=16, and we see a breakdown of about 35% in

communication bandwidth within the region of message sizes relevant for the ILBDC packed

reactor benchmark (shaded area). Moreover, the bandwidth of the FDR-10 IB interface cannot

be saturated even at the highest frequency setting with PPN=16. We attribute both effects to

the dominance of intra-node communication, which has a strong dependence on clock speed.

In contrast, the saturated LBM performance with the AA pattern and AVX vectorization only

drops by about 20% over the whole frequency range (see Fig. 7.2). This explains the stronger

breakdown of parallel efficiency at strong scaling for low clock speed and for a large number of

cores per chip.

Energy and performance at scale

The question remains whether one can extrapolate the findings about energy to solution and

performance from the chip to the multi-node level, and especially whether single-core opti-

mizations, notable SIMD vectorization, have a similar impact. Figure 7.11 shows aggregated
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Figure 7.11: Multi-node

energy to solution vs.

performance for the AA

pattern AVX LBM imple-
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case) across clock speeds
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the scalar implementation
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socket-level energy (as measured via RAPL) vs. performance with AVX for the three node

counts (32, 64, and 128) at which parallel efficiency is between 90 and 60%. Along each curve,

the number of processes per chip is increased from four to eight, and the highest energy point at

the top of each curve is at PPC=8. For reference the corresponding lowest-energy data points for

the scalar implementation are included (open symbols). The overall rise in energy to solution

with growing node count is a trivial consequence of the decreasing parallel efficiency.

The most striking difference to the chip-level results is the notable performance degradation

after the saturation point, especially at the larger node counts (32 and 64). It is caused by

the drop in ringshift bandwidth (as described in the previous section) with growing PPC, and

directly leads to a fast rise in energy to solution, much steeper than would be expected by the

power model without communication component. Hence, it is even more crucial in the highly

parallel case to select the optimal operating point, since each expendable core costs an over-

proportional amount of energy: At 128 nodes and 2.7 GHz, the reduction in energy consumption

when going from the full socket to the saturation point is over 40%, but only about 25% on a

single chip (see the 2.7 GHz data in Fig. 7.7b).

The strong disadvantage of scalar execution can also be seen on the highly parallel level

(open symbols in Fig. 7.11 show the “naive” operating point of PPC=8 for this case). Since more

processes are needed to reach saturation – if this is possible at all –, the slowdown at larger PPC

contributes strongly to the low performance and high energy consumption. As a consequence,

a well-vectorized LBM code is instrumental for optimal energy to solution, particularly in the

highly parallel case when communication plays a noticeable (but not dominant) role.

The question remains how these findings change if a realistic baseline power is used. Fig-

ure 7.12 shows the same data as Fig. 7.11 but with 100 W of constant power added per node.

The results are very similar to the chip-level discussion in Sect. 7.4.1 above: All differences in

energy to solution are damped by the larger idle power, but there is still more than 30% gain

between a naive scalar code run with PPC=8 and the possible optimal operating point (marked

in Fig. 7.12) with PPC=4 and 2.3 GHz. In contrast to the case where only the chip power is

considered, the lowest frequency setting of 1.2 GHz is very unfavorable: The large performance

degradation together with the communication bandwidth breakdown problem and the large base-
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Figure 7.12: Same data

as in Fig. 7.11 but with

a realistic baseline power

of 100 W added per node.

The green circle marks a

possible optimal operat-

ing point.

line power prohibit the use of very small frequencies, even if energy to solution were the only

relevant metric. On the other hand, energy is practically constant between 1.7 and 2.7 GHz when

the best PPC value is chosen, but performance is boosted by 15% at 128 nodes.

Power capping

Up to now we have only considered energy or time to solution, which are certainly important

factors for current and future high-performance systems and their users. However, designing

data centers with minimum overhead for infrastructure is another crucial goal: Since the dy-

namic power of processors and systems may vary significantly, power supply and cooling must

be planned to accommodate the “hottest” operating point, which is almost never reached. Sig-
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mentation (filled symbols) at 128 nodes across clock

speeds and number of cores per chip (PPC=4. . . 8 from

top to bottom along each curve). For comparison the

full-socket scalar implementation is also shown. Dif-

ferent power caps are indicated by horizontal lines.
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nificant cost savings are possible if the power dissipation of a system is capped to a value that

is acceptable for most of the applications, probably to the point where capping can have prece-

dence over lowest energy to solution. For each particular application, the operating point should

then be chosen so as to get best performance within the power cap.

Figure 7.13 shows the performance and power dissipation per node for a 128-node run of

the AA pattern LBM implementation with different PPC values and clock speeds. A possible

power cap of 202W can be met by either running with seven cores at 1.2GHz, with six cores at

1.7GHz, or with four cores at 2.3GHz; the latter corresponds to the suggested optimal operating

point in Fig. 7.12. Comparing the options closest to the cap (1.7 and 2.3GHz, respectively), the

faster clock speed is clearly favorable since it provides about 8% more performance. However,

using five cores instead of four will exceed the power cap by more than 10W at a minor per-

formance gain of less than 3%. The full-socket scalar run (open square) is also below the cap,

albeit at an unacceptable performance loss.

Of course, such considerations depend very much on the particular value of the cap: At a cap

of 250W, for instance, there is almost no restriction and one can go for maximum performance

(five cores at 2.3GHz). At a very stringent cap of 175W there is no choice but to run with seven

cores at 1.2GHz, which is certainly far from the optimum in terms of performance and energy.

This kind of power capping would be too tight.

In conclusion, staying inside a power cap requires the same awareness of the power and

performance properties of an application as optimizing for performance and/or energy, but can

lead rule out or allow certain operating points which would or would not be chosen without

power capping.

7.6 Conclusion

7.6.1 Summary of results

The scalar and AVX-vectorized single-core performance and intra-chip saturation of an LBM

implementation with AA propagation pattern was successfully modeled using the ECM model,

and compared to the popular “pull-split” propagation model. The superiority of the AA pattern

in terms of performance and memory bandwidth saturation was demonstrated, and it was shown

that “best possible” performance is achieved on the chip with properly AVX-vectorized code,

meaning that bandwidth saturation is reached at the lowest number of cores.

The energy consumption of the LBM algorithm with AA propagation pattern was then mod-

eled on the chip level for a range of clock frequencies. Together with the ECM model a coherent

picture of the performance and power properties of the LBM algorithm on the chip was gained,

and good qualitative agreement was achieved with measurements. A region of optimal operat-

ing points w.r.t. clock speed and number of cores was identified. The system’s baseline power

(power consumption of everything apart from the CPUs, i.e., memory, chip sets, network, disks,

etc.) was taken into account and shown to have a damping influence on the differences in energy

consumption (as predicted by the power model). Even then, potential energy savings of up to

50% could be achieved compared to a naive operating point with the inferior pull-split propa-

gation model. Single-thread code performance and the selection of an optimal number of cores

per chip (the latter depending on the former) were shown to have the largest influence on energy

consumption.
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In highly parallel LBM runs, a loss in parallel efficiency was observed when the CPU clock

speed was reduced. This unexpected result could be explained by a strong dependence of effec-

tive inter-node and intra-node MPI communication bandwidth on the clock speed. The effective

bandwidth also shows a strong negative correlation with the number of MPI processes per node.

Hence, non-negligible MPI communication introduces a core-bound component into the per-

formance characteristics of the LBM algorithm. As a consequence, minimal energy to solution

in the highly parallel case depends even more strongly on the proper choice of the operating

point, especially on the number of cores per chip (and thus the single-thread performance). Pos-

sible power-capping conditions may modify this decision, especially when they are very loose

or very stringent. In any case will a simple non-reflective reduction of the clock speed reduce

performance and consume more energy at the same time.

7.6.2 Reassessment in view of performance patterns

The LBM algorithm is traditionally assumed to be limited by memory bandwidth saturation on

all processor architectures. This assumption was shown to be valid with the ILBDC code on

the modern Sandy Bridge processor only when properly SIMD vectorized. With scalar code,

or with a propagation pattern that inhibits vectorization because of the sparse lattice represen-

tation, memory bandwidth saturation could not be achieved and limited instruction throughput

or ineffective execution applies. The fact that the scalability across cores is much better in this

case is of no significance.

The ECM model and the power model were shown to be in line with measurements across

a range of clock frequencies. Going to strong scaling across nodes, MPI overhead added a code

composition pattern, which made the code partially core-bound, along with consequences for

energy consumption. Just as in the case of the backprojection algorithm studied in Chapter 6, a

combination of patters applies. However, these are not encountered in the same loop here but in

different code parts (lattice updates vs. MPI communication).
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

This chapter summarizes the main points of this treatise and gives an outlook to possible future

research. Note that a precise account of all contributions can be found in Sect. 1.3.

8.1 Summary

This work demonstrates the use and usefulness of performance models embedded in an iter-

ative, structured performance engineering process when assessing, predicting, and optimizing

implementations of algorithms in computational science. Using the process, domain scientists

can arrive at a well-defined notion of the meaning of “best performance” instead of blindly ap-

plying code changes in hope for performance improvements. One central idea of the process is

that the failure of a model should be embraced as something that challenges assumptions and

paves the way for new insights. Although the process was developed specifically for node-level

performance engineering, its principles are universal.

After a brief coverage of computer architecture in Chapter 2, the principles of white-box

performance modeling on the chip level were presented in Chapter 3. White-box performance

modeling uses abstractions in different levels of sophistication to describe the interaction of soft-

ware with hardware. The prime example for this approach is the well-known roofline model,

which predicts the performance of loops by reducing the interaction to two possible bottlenecks:

in-core performance and data transfer bandwidth. Hence, the model is resource driven, because

it is the exhaustion of either one of those bottlenecks which determines the runtime of a loop.

It is also the simplest model that assumes the notion of high performance computing as com-

puting at a bottleneck. The ability of the roofline model to predict performance and to guide

performance analysis and optimization were demonstrated using simple examples.

The roofline model builds on four critical assumptions (bottleneck, overlap, saturation, and

streaming), which limit its applicability but also allow for a clear account of when and why

the model will probably fail. The ECM model can be regarded as a refinement of the roofline

model. It only keeps the streaming assumption and predicts the occurrence of saturation effects,

overlapping of execution and data transfers, and the hitting of bottlenecks by taking the time

contribution of data transfers throughout the memory hierarchy into account. It is the only

approach to date which uses a simplified machine model for the prediction of the single-core

performance and scaling properties of loop kernels on a multicore chip. Since not all details

of a microarchitecture are known (or obtainable), the ECM model is not entirely predictive. It
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rather provides a prediction interval, in which the measured performance should be found. A

comparison of measurement and prediction then hints at possible refinements.

In Chapter 4 a phenomenological multicore power model was developed, which can be used

to select the optimal operating point in terms of clock frequency and number of cores used for

minimum energy to solution. This model is not an immediate part of the performance engi-

neering process, but it can be expected that CPU cycles will soon not be the only cost function

that scientific users on large-scale systems have to take into account. One of the main prereq-

uisites of the model is that code performance is the paramount influencing variable for energy

consumption; all other measures are subordinate (code race to idle principle). The model dis-

tinguishes scalable from saturating code. The latter hits a bottleneck when the number of cores

is increased, while the former does not. They both show very different energy consumption

behavior with respect to the parameters, which makes optimizing for energy in complex appli-

cations a challenge. For scalable code, the model predicts that energy is minimized when using

all cores at an optimal frequency, which may or may not be actually available in the system. This

frequency depends on the ratio of static to dynamic power consumption, and can thus be large

when the system is “hot” (clock race to idle principle). There are some interesting consequences

for system design in this limit: Depending on the static (or baseline) power, one can distinguish

design space limits for “hot” and “cool” systems, which can be identified with Cray’s “oxen and

chickens.” For saturating code, the situation is simpler, because the minimal energy strategy is

to use as many cores as required for saturation, at the lowest possible frequency. Baseline and

dynamic power do not play a role.

Chapter 5 described the design of the pattern-based structured node-level performance engi-

neering process. The main goal of this approach is to take guesswork out of high-performance

code development. Starting from a first version without performance patterns it was shown how

to apply the process to the textbook example of an OpenMP-parallel three-dimensional Jacobi

smoother. Already at this stage the process is useful enough to be applied to realistic prob-

lems, but a significant enhancement is added by performance patterns. A pattern is identified

by its signature, a combination of observed performance behavior (e.g., intra-chip scalability

or dependence of performance on problem size) and hardware performance metrics. A perfor-

mance model can then be built for every loop in the code from the correctly identified pattern

(or combination of patterns) and input from code analysis, hardware characteristics, and prob-

ably microbenchmarking. Hardware performance metrics are used for validating or disproving

the model. If the model is valid, optimizations can be targeted, which may or may not change

the applicable pattern(s). In any case, the model gives a prediction of the possible performance

benefit. If the model is not valid, it must be adjusted, either by changes in the input data or by

choosing an entirely different pattern.

Chapter 6 described the application of performance modeling and engineering to a computed

tomography backprojection algorithm on current Intel x86 multicore processors. A first attempt

with the roofline model predicted a strong bandwidth limitation, but measurements stayed far

behind this expectation. A more thorough code inspection (after some “common sense” and

low-level optimizations) revealed that the bandwidth limitation did not apply but that code exe-

cution in the core is the actual bottleneck. In view of this insight it could be shown that the CM

performance model is able to describe the performance and scalability features of the algorithm,

and that only one out of the our considered processor architectures is bandwidth-limited for

this algorithm. Consequently, a popular optimization often applied to loop nests (spatial block-

ing) was proven to be relevant only on this architecture. The analysis also uncovered a major
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problem with the AVX SIMD instruction set on Intel Sandy Bridge processors, which lacks

a gather instruction. Hence, the benefit from AVX over SSE was not as large as anticipated.

Future Intel designs will feature gather instructions and thus promise a significant performance

improvement. Finally, using the optimized code on a standard two-way Intel Xeon server the

clinical upper runtime limit of twenty seconds could be met without reverting to special-purpose

hardware.

In Chapter 7, the scalar and AVX-vectorized single-core performance and intra-chip satura-

tion of a lattice-Boltzmann (LBM) flow solver implementation with AA propagation pattern was

successfully modeled using the ECM model, and compared to the popular “pull-split” propaga-

tion model. “Best possible” performance in terms of bottleneck exhaustion was achieved on the

chip. The chip-level energy consumption of the best implementation was then modeled using

the multicore power model for a range of clock frequencies. Combining the two models, a re-

gion of optimal operating points with respect to clock speed and number of active cores could be

identified. The system’s baseline power had the expected damping influence on the differences

in energy consumption. Single-thread code performance and the selection of an optimal number

of cores per chip were shown to have the largest influence on energy consumption. Extrapolat-

ing these results to highly parallel strong scaling runs yielded the interesting observation that

a core-bound component was introduced by the MPI communication overhead, sharpening the

identification of the optimal operating point. Hence, the guidelines developed on the chip level

were not invalidated, but the opposite was the case: Saving energy with tolerable loss in perfor-

mance leaves very little room for variation in the tunable parameters. Finally, power-capping

measures often imposed by computing centers were discussed, and it was shown that these do

not have much influence on the choice of the optimal operating point if they are not uselessly

stringent. Not that, although these results were obtained specifically for an LBM algorithm, they

are expected to be generally applicable to many bandwidth-bound scenarios.

8.2 Outlook

Many possible options exist for extending the concepts developed here to a broader context.

The ECM model does not accurately describe the performance characteristics of bandwidth-

bound code near the saturation point, especially when there is hardly any overlap in the cache

hierarchy. This discrepancy must be studied further, although it does not significantly change the

general applicability of the model. One crucial prerequisite for the model is that latency effects

can be ignored, which is certainly not true for all loop structures, sparse matrix-vector multiply

being the most prominent example. It would be worthwhile extending the model toward latency-

influenced data accesses, so that the corresponding performance penalties can be estimated.

This will especially be interesting on platforms having less advanced out-of-order and latency-

hiding mechanisms, such as the IBM Blue Gene/Q processor or the Intel Xeon Phi Coprocessor

platform, where the streaming assumption is frequently invalid.

The multicore power model assumes perfect load balancing and a constant clock speed

across all cores of a chip. In the light of upcoming processor generations, which have the ability

to set core-individual clock frequencies, the model will have to be revised. Under unbalanced

load the power dissipation of “idle” cores depends very much on the details of the programming

model. The power model should be extended to accommodate this situation.

While it is generally applicable to any performance analysis and optimization effort in com-
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putational science, the structured performance engineering process was formulated specifically

for node-level issues on multicore processors. However, it was intentionally not specified which

particular models should be used. Extending it to other setups such as accelerators or massively

parallel machines is mainly a matter of identifying the relevant patterns in these cases, which

might be complex. For instance, MPI communication overhead alone is prone to several typical

performance issues, which are nowadays identified using tools, but which should be embedded

in the performance engineering process. It is also to be expected that there will be a mixture of

applicable patterns in complex codes especially at the large scale.
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particle distribution function, see PDF
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throughput, 18
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pull scheme, 112
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RCM algorithm, 38

register, 19

relaxation time, 110

roofline model, 30–43, 50, 118

assumptions, 32

of energy, 59

Sandy Bridge, 15, 23, 34, 40, 44–46, 49, 53,
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saturation assumption, 32

saturation point, 45, 49, 50

Schönauer triad, 34

ECM model, 46

multicore scaling, 49

SELL-C-σ , 37

sendrecv benchmark, 123

shot-in-the-dark optimizations, 12

SIMD, 13, 19, 33, 60, 85, 111

intrinsics, 55, 98

width, 19, 97

single instruction multiple data, see SIMD

slow computing, 85

SMT, 20, 24, 50, 93, 103, 105

SoA, 112

sparse lattice, 112

sparse matrix

storage schemes, 36

vector multiply, 13, 36, 69, 86

spatial blocking, 74

speedup, 27

SSE, 19, 41

stencil, 70, 77

store miss, 70

STREAM, 45, 72, 93

streaming step, 112

streaming assumption, 32

strided access, 82

strong scaling, 14, 29

structure of arrays, see SoA

SuperMUC, 65, 109, 113, 121–123

superscalarity, 18

synchronization overhead, 83

TDP, 21, 56, 120

temporal blocking, 50

thermal design power, see TDP

topology, 21

TRT, 13, 111

turbo mode, 21, 25, 54, 75, 76, 116, 119–122

two-relaxation-time, see TRT

vector triad, see Schönauer triad

vectorization, 19

wall-clock time, 27

weak scaling, 29

Westmere, 23, 41, 101

white-box modeling, 10

work, 27

write-allocate, 21, 35, 44, 47, 70, 72, 74, 76,
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write-combine buffers, 74

Xeon Phi, 18

Z-plot, 119
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